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Development of a Novel Energy Saving and Environmentally
Friendly Starch via a Graft Copolymerization Strategy for
Efficient Warp Sizing and Easy Removal
Yuhan Zhu, Fei Guo, Jing Li, Zhen Wang, Zihui Liang * and Changhai Yi *

National Local Joint Laboratory for Advanced Textile Processing and Clean Production, State Key Laboratory of
New Textile Materials and Advanced Processing Technologies, Wuhan Textile University, Wuhan 430073, China
* Correspondence: zhliang@wtu.edu.cn (Z.L.); ych@wtu.edu.cn (C.Y.)

Abstract: Warp sizing is a key process in textile production. However, before the yarn/fabric
finishing, such as dyeing, the paste adhering to the warp must be eliminated to ensure optimal dyeing
properties and the flexibility of the fabric. Therefore, the sizing will often consume a lot of energy
and produce a lot of industrial wastewater, which will cause serious harm to the environment. In
this study, we have developed an energy saving and environmentally friendly starch-based slurry
by modifying natural starch with acrylamide. The paste has excellent viscosity stability and fiber
adhesion, and exhibits excellent performance during warp sizing. In addition, the slurry has good
water solubility at 60–70 ◦C, so it is easy to desize at low temperatures. Because of this, the sizing
of the warp can be deslimed directly from the yarn during subsequent washing processes. This
work can not only reduce some costs for the textile industry, but also achieve the purpose of energy
conservation and emission reduction.

Keywords: starch; copolymerization; warp sizing; desizing; energy-saving and environmental-friendly

1. Introduction

It is well known that the warp yarn will be repeatedly subjected to a series of mechanical
forces during the weaving process, so that the phenomenon of frequent breakage of the
warp will result in low weaving efficiency [1,2], Therefore, warp sizing is a critical process in
textile production, which forms a film on the surface of the yarn to improve the mechanical
properties of the warp, protecting the yarn so it is not easy to break. As a renewable natural
polymer compound in nature, starch has become an important textile sizing material due to
its availability, low price and biodegradability [3,4]. However, starch molecular chains are
composed of cyclic glucose residue groups, which leads to poor flexibility of macromolecules,
resulting in the sizing films exhibiting brittle and hard properties [5,6]. These drawbacks of
natural starch seriously limit its application in textile warp sizing. Therefore, developing a
new starch-based slurry that can meet the environmental requirements of warp sizing in the
textile industry is an important issue and needs to be addressed [7].

Considerable efforts to improve the sizing properties of starch-based slurry to meet
the requirements of warp sizing have mainly focused on oxidation [8], hydrolysis [9], graft
copolymerization [10,11] and crosslinking [12]. Among the various strategies, graft copoly-
merization is promising approach for improving the sizing properties of starch and expanding
its range of applications [13]. Meshram et al. proposed styrene (ST), butyl acrylate (BA)
and methyl methacrylate (MMA) as monomers and ferrous ammonium sulfate–hydrogen
peroxide initiated reaction, the optimum monomer concentration and initiator concentration
were investigated. ST/BA and ST/MMA grafted starch showed superior tensile strength for
cotton sizing [14]. Zhu et al. reported that acid starch (ATS) and 2-acryloxyethyl trimethyl
ammonium chloride (ATAC) initiated grafting copolymerization in the ferrous ion redox
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system, and found that grafted starch with the best grafting percentage of 7.5% signifi-
cantly improved the adhesion properties of starch with cotton fiber and polyester fiber [15].
Zha et al. studied the grafting parameters of starch and polyacrylic acid (PAA) under differ-
ent conditions, using ammonium cerium nitrate as initiator, and observed that the abrasion
resistance of the sizing yarns was effectively improved, while maintaining a better desizing
effect [16]. Zhu et al. employed a series of maleate starches with different degree of substitu-
tion (DS) values prepared by treating maleates with maleic anhydride, and the starch films
had better elongation and breaking strengths and greater bending resistance after employing
low levels of maleation and sulfosuccinic acidification [17]. Djordjevic et al. successfully
found that azobisisobutyronitrile triggered a graft polymerization with starch hydrolyzed by
hydrochloric acid, and the grafted starch was used for sizing of cotton yarns with a more
homogeneous distribution of the slurry in the fiber [18].

Previous researchers have made important contributions to the modification of nat-
ural starch-based slurry, which has great significance in promoting the development of
warp sizing [19]. Most of the research focuses on the type of initiator, the concentration
of monomer, the type of monomer and the conditions of graft copolymerization reaction
to improve the grafting percentage, grafting efficiency and sizing performance. However,
the biodegradability and desizing properties of starch-based slurry are very important
for industrial production. As mentioned above, the slurry is used to improve the warp
weave. When the fabric is finished, a desizing process is also needed to remove it from
the surface of the warp. The common desizing methods are acid hydrolysis and enzyme
hydrolysis, depending on the composition of the slurry [20]. During the process, a large
amount of energy is often consumed and a large amount of industrial wastes are generated,
which causes serious harm to the environment [21,22]. In this study, we developed an
energy saving and environmentally friendly starch-based slurry (abbreviated to St-AM) via
modifying natural starch (St) with acrylamide (AM), which significantly enhances viscosity
stability, coagulation resistance and fiber adhesion of the St-AM slurry with excellent warp
sizing performance. Moreover, the St-AM slurry exhibits excellent water solubility at
60–70 ◦C, so the slurry has excellent sizing performance and easy desizing at low temper-
atures. Because of this, the warp can be receded directly after sizing during subsequent
washing processes, thus reducing the traditional desizing process. Overall, it will not
only reduce some costs for the textile industry, but also achieve the purpose of energy
conservation and emission reduction.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Pure cotton roving (672 tex) was used to determine fiber adhesion. Pure cotton yarn
(29 tex) was supplied by Hubei Deyongsheng Textile Company Limited (Shishou, China).
Natural potato starch (industrial grade) and acrylamide were purchased from Aladdin
Industrial Company (Shanghai, China). Other reagents such as ammonium persulfate
(APS), methanol, ethanol, glacial acetic acid and N, N-dimethylformamide were provided
by Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. (Shanghai, China).

2.2. Preparation of St-g-PAM

Prior to graft copolymerization, potato starch was subjected to acid digestion to
provide a control sample (ACS) for subsequent work. An amount of acid-dissolved starch
was weighed and configured into a 4.3% starch suspension. This suspension was transferred
into a four-necked flask equipped with a thermometer, condenser tube, dropping funnel
and nitrogen conduit, and pasted at 65 ◦C for 30 min. Subsequently, when cooled down to
50 ◦C, the initiator, ammonium persulfate (for 4% of the mass of the dry starch) was added
slowly dropwise to pre-react with the starch macromolecules for 20 min. A certain amount
of acrylamide solution (configured as 10% aqueous) was then added slowly dropwise
by dropping the starch with the use of a dropping funnel, so that the dropwise addition
was completed within 30–40 min and then the mixture was stirred for 3 h. Finally, 50 mL
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methanol was added to the mixture to terminate the polymerization reaction, then the
mixture was precipitated, washed with ethanol 3–4 times, and filtered for collection. The
grafted samples were marked as St-g-PAM 1 (starch to acrylamide mass ratio 2:1), St-g-PAM
2 (starch to acrylamide mass ratio 1:1), St-g-PAM 3 (starch to acrylamide mass ratio 1:1.5),
and St-g-PAM 4 (starch to acrylamide mass ratio 1:2). The crude product obtained was
wrapped in filter paper and extracted at reflux in a mixed solvent of glacial acetic acid
(AC) and N,N-dimethylformamide (1:1, v/v) for three siphon cycles. The product was then
washed three times with ethanol, and the washed product was dried in a vacuum drying
oven for 12 h to remove the homopolymer in the reaction.

2.3. Characterization

Monomer conversion refers to the proportion of monomers converted to polymers as
a percentage of incorporated monomers [23]. The grafting percentage refers to the mass of
copolymer grafted onto the molecular chain of starch as a proportion of the mass of starch,
and the grafting efficiency refers to the mass of grafted copolymer as a proportion of the
total mass of the initially invested monomer and starch [24]. They are calculated according
to Equations (1)–(3).

Monomer conversion ratio(%) =
m1−m2

m1
× 100 (1)

Grafting percentage (%) =
m3− m4

m4
× 100 (2)

Grafting efficiency (%) =
m3

m1 + m4
× 100 (3)

where m1, m2, m3 and m4 are the masses of monomer used, residual monomer, graft
copolymer onto the molecular chain of starch and starch, respectively. In the other words,
m1 is the mass of acrylamide weighed in the grafting reaction, m4 is the mass of starch
added in the grafting reaction, m3 is the mass of grafted starch produced after the grafting
reaction, and m2 is the mass of acrylamide not involved in the grafting reaction, which is
equal to the value of m1 − (m3 − m4).

The viscosity of the slurry was measured using a Wu-type viscometer [25]. Firstly, the
starch aqueous suspension with a concentration of 6% was configured, and then heated at
95 ◦C for 1 h to prepare a starch paste. The viscosity was recorded every 30 min for five
consecutive times. The viscosity stability was calculated according to Equation (4).

Vs (%)= (1 − ηmax − ηmin
ηt60

)× 100 (4)

where ηmax and ηmin denote the maximum and minimum viscosity recorded over a period
of time, respectively, and ηt60 refers to the viscosity recorded at 60 min. The adhesion of
pulp to fibers was investigated using the FZ/T 15001-2017, and the adhesion properties of
pulp to fibers were determined according to the literature [26]. Tensile tests were carried
out on an Instron universal material testing machine at a speed of 50 mm/min and an
initial clamping distance of 100 mm, and each specimen was measured 20 times to take the
average value.

FTIR spectra were obtained using a Perkin-Elmer spectrometer with a test wave-
length range of 3000 to 500 cm−1. XRD was tested using an Empyrean-type X-ray diffrac-
tometer with a scanning range of 10–80◦ and a scanning time of 3 min. A scanning
electron microscope (SEM) (JSM-7001F, JEOL) was used to analyze the microstructure
and chemical composition of the samples. Thermogravimetry was measured using an
NETZSCH TG209F1-Nevio-Thermogravimetric Analyzer (Selb, Germany), with a tem-
perature range of 30–650 ◦C and a temperature increase rate of 10 ◦C/min. Biochemi-
cal oxygen demand (BOD5) was determined according to the Italian standard method
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IRSA-CNR 29/2003-5120-B2. A volume of the eluate to be tested was placed in a Winkler
bottle (volume = 300 mL). The bottle was then filled with dilution water saturated in oxygen
and containing bacterial inoculum and the nutrients required for biological growth. The
bottle was stored in the dark at a temperature of 20 ◦C for 5 d. The oxygen concentration
in the bottle before and after 5 d of incubation was measured by adding to the solution
manganese sulfate and potassium iodide in sodium azide and titrating the residue iodine
with sodium thiosulphate. The transmittance was determined using a UV-101 spectrometer
with distilled water as the reference sample (the transmittance was 100%) at wavelengths
ranging from 200 nm to 800 nm. The water sample was extracted to measure chemical
oxygen demand (CODcr) with a HACH COD reactor, which was expressed as CODCr
(potassium dichromate as oxidant).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Grafting Process and Mechanism

Figure 1 depicts the chemical mechanism of the graft copolymerization reaction be-
tween starch and acrylamide. The water-soluble initiator APS dissociates at a suitable
temperature to produce a pair of initiating radicals (SO4). A portion of these initiating radi-
cals diffuse in water, taking hydrogen atoms from the hydroxyl groups of polysaccharides
and from the alkyl groups of monomers to create active site initiation reactions in the starch
backbone (step 1). The subsequent chain growth stage (step 2) involves two reactions in
which a single unit of acrylamide monomer is added to the starch backbone (1), and then
the length of the grafted chain is increased by attaching more acrylamide monomers to the
starch backbone (2). The chain termination stage (step 3), in which two growing chains
are coupled together, terminates the growth of the latter chain. The grafted starch samples
were prepared in aqueous medium using starch and acrylamide as raw materials and the
entire synthesis process is shown in Figure S1.
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3.2. Characterization of St-g-PAM

As shown in Figure 2a, we evaluated the effect of different mass ratios of St-g-PAM on
the grafting percentage and grafting efficiency. The results showed that with the increase
of AM monomer dosage, more monomers were attached to the free radicals on the starch
backbone in the system, and thus the grafting percentage increased from 0 to 64.6%. On
the other hand, the grafting efficiency of St-g-PAM showed a decreasing tendency due to
the increase of the dosage of AM monomers, and as the grafting reaction continued, the
active sites on the starch granules were continuously occupied, and thus there were not
enough sites for the introduction of new PAM branching. In addition, the monomer-to-
polymer conversions were all over 97%, indicating that most of the monomers had already
undergone polymerization reactions to polymers. The detailed grafting parameters are
listed in Table S1.
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The particle morphology of starch before and after modification was investigated
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), as shown in Figures 2b and S2. The surface of
the granules of natural starch was smooth and had an elliptical structure, and the structure
of St-g-PAM granules changed significantly after graft copolymerization. Compared with
the pristine starch, the grafted starch particles were more irregular, the surface was rough,
and all of them showed different degrees of depression, and these phenomena indicated
that the graft modification occurred not only on the surface of the particles but also inside
the particles. The EDS technique has become an important method for determining the
chemical composition of polymeric materials [27]. The energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)
spectroscopy confirms the main elements of the starch and St-g-PAM 3, as shown in Figure
2c. The pristine starch exhibited C and O elements, which corresponds to the composition
of natural starch. In contrast, the presence of a new N element on the surface of St-g-PAM
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3 indicates that the PAM side chain was successfully grafted onto the starch. In addition,
the corresponding mapping of the starch and St-g-PAM 3 (the insets of Figure 2c) further
confirmed the findings. To ensure the robustness of these observations, similar analyses
were conducted on the St-g-PAM 1, St-g-PAM 2, and St-g-PAM 4, as shown in Figure S3. As
the amount of PAM added increased, the amount of elemental N increased. The elemental
composition of N indicates that the PAM side chain was successfully grafted onto the
starch.

The FT-IR spectra of starch and St-g-PAM with different raw material ratios are
shown in Figure 2d. In addition to the characteristic peaks of the starch itself, some new
characteristic peaks appeared in the spectrum of St-g-PAM. There are sharp peaks at
1668 cm−1 and 1616 cm−1 that correspond to C=O stretching and N-H bending of the
-CONH2 group in acrylamide, respectively [28]. There is also an additional peak at
1454 cm−1 which is C-N bond stretching [29]. Thus, these results indicate that the acry-
lamide unit has been successfully grafted onto the starch backbone. Figure 2e shows the
XRD patterns of the original starch and St-g-PAM. For the original starch, there are four
obvious diffraction peaks at 2θ = 15.1◦, 17.1◦, 17.9◦ and 22.9◦, but the intensity of the
crystalline peaks of the modified grafted starch is obviously reduced. This shows that graft
copolymerization increases the difficulty of neatly aligning the starch chain [30]. Thus,
as the amount of monomer input increases, the grafting percentage gradually increases
and the more PAM branches are introduced into the starch chain, the more significantly
crystallinity decreases.

The TGA and DTG curves of starch and St-g-PAM samples at 30–650 ◦C under ni-
trogen are shown in Figure 2f,g. Starch involves two distinct mass loss regions, with an
initial moisture mass loss at around 100 ◦C, which may be due to the separation of free
water molecules present in starch. Moreover, there is a second mass loss zone between
250–330 ◦C, which is due to the breakdown of the glycosidic bonds in the starch chains.
Finally, the grafted starch also has an additional region of mass loss (350–450 ◦C), which is
due to the decomposition of the PAM grafted side chain portion of the starch chain, further
indicating that the grafting of starch was successful [31].

3.3. Slurry and Film Properties

Hydration capacity is an important physicochemical property of slurry. Water solubil-
ity will lead to good permeability, flow and wettability, and good swelling will increase
the adhesion of starch and the stability of slurry. Generally, the hydrophilicity of starch
can be reflected by the degree of swelling of starch in water [32]. The water-soluble optical
images of ACS and St-g-PAM samples at different temperatures are shown in Figure 3a.
It is clearly observed that the pristine starch cannot be dissolved in the 55 ◦C water and
is deposited in the bottom of the beaker. When the water is heated to 95 ◦C, starch is
completely dissolved due to the water molecules connecting with the hydroxyl groups on
the starch molecules through hydrogen bonding, resulting in the swelling and dissolution
of the granules [33]. Compared with pristine starch, the solubility of St-g-PAM in water
was significantly enhanced at the same temperature. In particular, St-g-PAM 3 and St-g-
PAM 4 can form a uniform transparent solution in water at 55 ◦C due to the increase of
amide groups, which are hydrophilic. The corresponding solubility is shown in Figure 3b.
At 55 ◦C, the ACS is in a stratified state and the water solubility tends to 0. However, the
solubility of the grafted starch is significantly increased. In addition, as the temperature
rises, the solubility of ACS and St-g-PAM samples increased significantly, eventually reach-
ing over 80%. Therefore the stronger the water solubility of the grafted starch, the more
easily the particles are dispersed in water. Details of the corresponding water solubility
are shown in Table S2. In addition, the swelling of ACS and St-g-PAM samples at different
temperatures are shown in Figure S4. It is clearly observed that the swelling of all modified
starches is better than that of the original starch (ACS) when the water temperature is below
85 ◦C. Swelling parameters in detail are listed in Table S3. Figure 3c shows the water solubi-
lization time and moisture regain of ACS and St-g-PAM films. The branched chains grafted
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onto the starch chains greatly shortened the water solubilization time of the St-g-PAM films
due to their hydrophilic properties and they were able to absorb moisture from the air,
resulting in a significantly higher moisture regain of the St-g-PAM films than that of the
ACS films. The transmittance of the slurry reflects the antiagglomeration performance of
the slurry and directly reflects its dispersion stability. The solution of starch and modified
starch dissolved in water at 90 ◦C was tested for transmittance, and the results are shown
in Figure 3d. The transmittance increases gradually with the increase of PAM branches,
and the transmittance of St-g-PAM 3 is comparable to that of ACS. The more hydrophilic
branches are introduced, the more hydrophilic St-g-PAM is, and the more fully particles are
dissolved. Optical photographs of the corresponding slurry films are shown in Figure S5.
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Viscosity and stability are important parameters for evaluating the performance of
slurry. Graft polymerization has a significant effect on starch paste viscosity, as shown
in Figure 3e, which indicates that the slurry viscosity is increasing with the increase of
grafting percentage and the viscosity and stability of the modified starch paste has been
greatly improved [34]. This may be attributed to the increase in molecular weight and the
hydrophilicity of the grafted side chains, which improves the force between starch and
water molecules, and increases the resistance to flow of the paste. Undoubtedly, the St-g-
PAM slurry, with a stability greater than 90%, is fully capable of meeting the requirements
for stability during the sizing process, thus ensuring the stability of sizing. The adhesion
of the paste to the fibers helps to bond the fibers together to improve the strength and
abrasion resistance of the sizing yarns, and to reduce the fluffiness or hairiness of the yarns,
which ultimately improves the weavability of the sizing yarns [35]. The bonding properties
of St-g-PAM with cotton fibers in different mass ratios were evaluated, as shown in Figure
3f. The results showed that the adhesion of St-g-PAM to cotton fibers was higher than that
of ACS in all cases. With the increase of the ratio, the adhesion of cotton fibers increased
from 39.3 N to 66.22 N and then decreased to 60.84 N, which indicated that the introduction
of the PAM branch played a crucial role in improving the adhesion between starch and
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cotton fibers. When the mass ratio of starch and monomer was 1:2, the adhesion decreased
slightly, indicating that the viscosity of the slurry was too high, which was unfavorable for
yarn impregnation and draping. The cotton roving was impregnated in the slurry, then
the slurry adhered to the surface of the roving, and finally a layer of adhesive was formed
between the fibers. Figure 3g shows the effect of PAM branching on the tensile properties
of the pulp films. The results show that the starch films prepared by graft copolymerization
have superior elongation at break as well as tensile strength compared to the control starch
ACS. From the figure, it can be seen that St-g-PAM 3 film has the highest elongation (3.84%)
and the highest breaking strength (62.62 N · mm−2), while the ACS film has the lowest
elongation (2.27%) and the lowest breaking strength (39.86 N · mm−2). This indicates that
St-g-PAM films have superior properties compared to ACS films and are more suitable
for warp sizing. The tensile strain of slurry films ACS and St-g-PAM with different raw
material ratios are shown in Figure S6.

3.4. Sizing Yarn Morphology and Properties

In order to better evaluate the warp sizing performance of modified starch, we es-
tablished a simple laboratory warp sizing device in a simulated real factory, as shown in
Figure 4a. First, cotton denim yarns were sized through the sizing tank, then the residual
sizing solution on the yarns was extruded using a squeezing roller, and finally the yarns
were dried around the cylinder. The slurry concentration was 6%, the sizing temperature
was 95 ◦C, the sizing speed was 30 m/min, and the drying temperature was controlled at
50 ◦C. The specific process parameters for pulping in the slurry tank are shown in Table S4.
Optical microscope photographs and SEM images of the raw yarns and sizing yarns are
shown in Figure 4b,c. It can be seen that the fibers of the raw yarn are loose and there is a lot
of hairiness on the surface. After sizing, the slurry forms a film on the surface of the yarn,
which makes the fibers stick together, thus reducing the hairiness of the surface of the yarn.
Cross-sectional SEM images of the raw yarn and sizing yarn are shown in Figure S7, where
it can be observed more intuitively that the fibers in the raw yarn are independent of each
other, and the fibers in the sizing yarn are clustered together with smaller inter-fiber gaps.
This shows that St-g-PAM is not only on the surface of the yarn but also penetrates into
the yarn, which enhances the cohesion between the fibers and the ability to resist external
forces, thus protecting the yarn and making it weavable.

The breaking elongation and abrasion resistance of sizing yarns before and after sizing
are shown in Figure 4d. Compared with the pristine yarns, the warp yarn after sizing had
higher wear resistance and lower elongation at break, which can be attributed to the supe-
rior adhesion of St-g-PAM slurry to cotton yarn, resulting in a more effective attachment
of the slurry film onto the surface of cotton yarn. Consequently, this protective mecha-
nism contributes to an improved wear resistance of cotton yarn. In addition, the breaking
strength and moisture regain of the warp yarn after sizing was obviously improved, as
shown in Figure S8. After sizing, the harmful hairiness on the surface of the warp was
significantly reduced by more than 3 mm, and the moisture regain was consistent with
the results of the sizing film, as shown in Figure 4e. The introduction of a hydrophilic
PAM branch chain significantly enhanced the hydrophilicity and water dispersion of starch,
thereby increasing the toughness of the starch gel layer while reducing break. During the
sizing process, the slurry soaked into the interior of the yarn, which enhanced the holding
force of the single fibers within the yarn and improved the strength of the yarn.
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3.5. Desizing Properties

In the textile process, the yarn frequently breaks, due to mechanical forces, so in the
textile manufacturing process, warp sizing is used to improve the mechanical properties
of the yarn, to better weave the fabric. However, prior to further dyeing procedures, it is
imperative to eliminate the slurry adhered to the warp yarn in order to ensure optimal
dyeing performance and fabric flexibility. Therefore, it is necessary to further evaluate the
desizing performance of the sizing yarn. The desizing ratio, which measures the extent
of desizing in relation to the upper sizing, is commonly employed as an indicator for
evaluating the desizing ability of sizing yarns [36]. The optimal performance was observed
with St-g-PAM 3 slurry, which has a starch to acrylamide mass ratio of 1:1.5, as discussed
above. Consequently, we conducted further investigations on the desizing efficacy of the
yarn treated with St-g-PAM 3 slurry. SEM images of the yarns after desizing the St-g-PAM
3 samples in water at different temperatures are shown in Figure 5a. It can be seen that the
yarns were desized almost completely in water temperatures from 95 ◦C down to 75 ◦C,
while there was a little residue of the slurry after desizing in water at 65 ◦C. Subsequently,
we added 2–3 drops of a 10 g/L iodine aqueous solution onto the undesized yarn/fabric
surface to facilitate a color reaction, thereby enabling a more visual assessment of any
remaining starch content in the yarn. The undesized yarn/fabric exhibits a dark blue color
upon encountering iodine, as depicted in Figure 5b. Subsequent desizing in water at 65 ◦C
resulted in a lighter coloration, with only a faint shade of blue remaining, indicating the
presence of residual modified starch on the surface of the yarn/fabric. This indicates that
grafted starch can be desized in water temperatures in the 65–75 ◦C range, which reduces
the energy consumption needed for high temperature desizing.
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Furthermore, we conducted calculations on the desizing ratio of St-g-PAM 3 sizing
in water at various temperatures, as illustrated in Figure 5c. The results indicate that the
desizing ratio of the sizing increases proportionally with temperature elevation due to the
degradation of the starch molecule structure and subsequent enhancement of its solubility,
which is consistent with the results in Figure 3a above. Generally, in the desizing operation,
more than 80% of starch should be removed from the sizing yarn, leaving residual sizing
after desizing of less than 1% of the fabric weight, in order not to affect the subsequent
process [37]. Therefore, when the desizing temperature is controlled at about 70 ◦C, it can
meet the desizing requirements. In the desizing process, the heavy loss ratio of hairiness
will cause a decrease in the mechanical properties of the yarn. Therefore, we evaluated
the hairiness loss ratio of yarns desizing at different temperatures, as shown in Figure
5d. When the desizing temperature ranged from 65 ◦C to 95 ◦C, the yarn hairiness loss
ratio was 1.55% (65 ◦C), 1.98% (75 ◦C), 2.12% (85 ◦C) and 2.13% (95 ◦C), respectively. It is
obvious that the yarn hair loss ratio increases with the increase of the desizing temperature.
However, as a whole, between the temperatures of 65 ◦C and 95 ◦C, the yarn hair loss ratio
was relatively small, at less than 2.2%, which meets the requirements of yarn sizing [38].

Finally, we investigated the biochemical degradability by testing the BOD5/CODcr
values of the desizing wastewater of the St-g-PAM 3 prepared in this study and two
commercially available PVA slurries. It was generally accepted that BOD5/CODcr > 0.45
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indicated excellent biochemical degradability, and BOD5/CODcr < 0.25 indicated poor
biochemical treatment. As can be seen from Table 1, the B/D values of the two PVA slurries
were much less than 0.25, which indicated that they would be difficult to biochemically treat,
while that of the grafted starch slurry had a B/D of = 0.476, which revealed an excellent
biochemical degradability, and thus, St-g-PAM 3 has significant advantages and meets
the requirements of the development of the modern textile industry. In terms of energy
saving, the sizing process included: slurry boiling paste, pipeline slurry transfer, slurry
tank soaking, slurry roller pressing (three cycles), drying, and manufacture by weaving. By
adopting wet sizing technology, using squeezing rollers to control the yarn’s roll residue
after dyeing and washing at about 60%, the yarn’s drying step before sizing is omitted. This
changes the traditional sizing that needed to be carried out in the drying process before
sizing, reducing by 30% the amount of steam in the process of drying before sizing, and
therefore reducing the cost of production. The new technology is now the subject of a
patent application. This method uses low temperatures (60 ◦C) for washing and desizing,
requires no chemical additives, and saves energy consumption.

Table 1. BOD5 and CODcr values of slurries.

St-g-PAM 1788PVA 1799PVA

BOD5 (mg/L) 39,400 1630 800

CODcr (mg/L) 82,773 181,000 182,000

BOD5/CODcr 0.476 0.009 0.004

4. Conclusions

St-g-PAM pastes with different grafting percentages were prepared using different
mass ratios of starch and monomer. The results showed that the graft copolymerization of
starch with AM could overcome the drawbacks of starch such as brittleness in warp sizing
and improve its end use properties. Basic characterization, such as infrared spectroscopy and
EDS, confirmed that the successful introduction of PAM branches increased the hydrophilic-
ity, anticoagulation and viscosity stability of starch, thus effectively improving the adhesion
properties between starch and cotton fibers. The grafted PAM side chains shortened the
rupture time of the pulp film in hot water and enhanced the tensile properties of the film as
well as the abrasion resistance of the sizing yarn. These results indicate that the introduced
PAM branched chains can reduce the brittleness of starch film and increase the toughness to
protect the yarn and meet the weaving requirements. In addition, a comprehensive analysis
of the performance of the slurry film and sizing yarns determined that St-g-PAM 3 slurry
is optimal when the mass ratio of starch to acrylamide is 1:1.5, while maintaining a good
desizing effect in hot water, and the above suggests that St-g-PAM slurry is expected to be
used as a new type of environmentally friendly slurry for sizing cotton yarns.
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power of slurry ACS and St-g-PAM with different raw material ratios, Figure S5: Optical pho-
tographs of the appearance of the slurry films ACS and St-g-PAM with different raw material ratios,
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Abstract: In the pursuit of advancing materials for methane storage, a critical consideration arises
given the prominence of natural gas (NG) as a clean transportation fuel, which holds substantial
potential for alleviating the strain on both energy resources and the environment in the forthcom-
ing decade. In this context, a novel approach is undertaken, employing the rigid triptycene as a
foundational building block. This strategy is coupled with the incorporation of dichloromethane
and 1,3-dichloropropane, serving as rigid and flexible linkers, respectively. This combination not
only enables cost-effective fabrication but also expedites the creation of two distinct triptycene-based
hypercrosslinked polymers (HCPs), identified as PTN-70 and PTN-71. Surprisingly, despite PTN-71
manifesting an inferior Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area when compared to the rigidly
linked PTN-70, it showcases remarkably enhanced methane adsorption capabilities, particularly
under high-pressure conditions. At a temperature of 275 K and a pressure of 95 bars, PTN-71 demon-
strates an impressive methane adsorption capacity of 329 cm3 g−1. This exceptional performance is
attributed to the unique flexible network structure of PTN-71, which exhibits a pronounced swelling
response when subjected to elevated pressure conditions, thus elucidating its superior methane ad-
sorption characteristics. The development of these advanced materials not only signifies a significant
stride in the realm of methane storage but also underscores the importance of tailoring the structural
attributes of hypercrosslinked polymers for optimized gas adsorption performance.

Keywords: triptycene; hypercrosslinked polymers; flexibility; methane storage

1. Introduction

According to the European Union Commission report stated in 2004, transportation
was one of the main sectors contributing to energy consumption and depletion, of which
harmful emissions resulted in global warming, climatic deterioration, and air pollution.
As a response to these environmental challenges, there has been a growing interest in
using natural gas, primarily composed of methane (>95%), as a cleaner alternative to
conventional energy sources like oil-derived products [1–3]. However, a critical hurdle
in realizing the potential of natural gas (NG) as a clean fuel lies in the efficient storage of
methane, particularly for applications in transportation [4]. This challenge has spurred
research into porous adsorbents with high surface areas and proper pore volumes, which
have the potential to enable efficient methane storage. Among these porous materials
are molecular cages [5,6], porous organic polymers (POPs) [7–10], and metal-organic
frameworks (MOFs) [11–14]. Among them, hypercrosslinked polymers (HCPs), formed by
a simpler and scalable procedure with irreversible condensation of Friedel–Crafts alkylation
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or Scholl reaction, possess generally outstanding physicochemical stability compared with
MOFs and COFs [15–17].

Triptycene and its derivatives, renowned for their captivating three-dimensional and
rigid molecular structures, have emerged as focal points of extensive research across diverse
domains within chemistry and materials science. Their distinctive structural characteristics,
characterized by three fused aromatic rings forming a compact triangular arrangement,
bestow upon them a unique and intriguing nature. These compounds are particularly
valued for their pronounced steric hindrance, which allows precise control of chemical
reactivity, a trait of paramount importance in selective reactions. Furthermore, triptycene’s
ability to exhibit chirality makes it invaluable in asymmetric synthesis and as chiral cat-
alysts. Their three-dimensional architecture offers exceptional versatility, permitting the
attachment of various functional groups at different positions, thus serving as a versatile
building block for the creation of novel molecules and advanced materials. Notably, the
rigid framework of triptycene and its derivatives finds application in materials science,
giving rise to materials with remarkable mechanical and electronic properties, thereby
contributing to the development of high-performance polymers and organic electronic
devices [18–21]. However, when used as building blocks for creating porous materials,
triptycene-based structures often exhibit fixed and ungovernable porous properties, limit-
ing their adaptability for specific applications. Recently, connecting rigid monomers with
flexible linkers showed distinguished methane adsorption under high pressure, which held
promise as an efficient storage method for NG in motor vehicles. A noteworthy concept
introduced by Jeffrey R. Long and colleagues involves the observation of “gate-opening”
behavior in flexible metal-organic frameworks (MOFs). This behavior is characterized by
distinctive “S-shaped” or “stepped” adsorption isotherms, which have proven advanta-
geous for methane storage applications [22]. Recently, Cafer T. Yavuz et al. constructed a
carbon-carbon bonded HCP (COP-150) by benzene and 1,2-dichloroethane as both solvent
and flexible linker, achieving the targets the US Department of Energy (DOE) set with high
deliverable methane capacity (0.625 g g−1 and 294 L L−1), which benefited from the flexible
mechanism [23]. The flexibility affords the transformation of HCP networks depending
on gaseous species from a nonporous or low-porous system to a porous system, which is
highlighted for gas adsorption [24–26].

The inherent challenge of achieving a delicate balance between maintaining the struc-
tural integrity of a network while incorporating highly flexible groups remains a significant
hurdle in material science. The total collapse of a network often arises when the structural
units predominantly consist of highly flexible groups. To address this challenge, an effective
strategy involves a complementary approach that combines a rigid, contorted skeleton
with flexible chain segments. This approach has proven to be instrumental in overcom-
ing the structural collapse associated with highly flexible frameworks [27–29]. Previous
reports from our group highlighted the successful synthesis of diverse hypercrosslinked
polymers (HCPs) based on triptycene and its derivatives as monomers, characterized by
their three-dimensional rigid paddle wheel shape. These HCPs demonstrated excellent
performance in adsorbing organic dyes and exhibited high CO2 uptake owing to their
superior surface area and porosity [30–34]. Building on this foundation, the present work
aimed to explore the distinctiveness of methane adsorption behavior between rigid and
flexible linkers in the networks of HCPs (Figure 1). A series of triptycene-based HCPs
were synthesized in different solvents, namely dichloromethane and 1,3-dichloropropane,
to systematically investigate the impact of linker flexibility on methane adsorption. The
synthesis process was designed to be simultaneously convenient and economically feasible,
occurring at room temperature without the need for expensive metal catalysts or intricate
purification steps. Intriguingly, PTN-71, characterized by a significantly lower surface area
(SBET = 574 m2 g−1) compared to PTN-70 (SBET = 1873 m2 g−1), exhibited a notably higher
methane adsorption capacity (329 m3 g−1). This unexpected result underscores the crucial
role of the flexible mechanism within PTN-71, activated under pressure ranging from 0.05
to 100 bars, in achieving enhanced methane adsorption despite the surface area dispar-
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ity. The systematic exploration of different solvents and the tailored synthesis approach
contribute to unraveling the intricate interplay between structural design, flexibility, and
gas adsorption capabilities in hypercross-linked polymers. The outcomes of this study
not only advance our understanding of material science but also offer insights into the
development of cost-effective and efficient strategies for methane storage, opening avenues
for sustainable energy applications.
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Figure 1. Synthesis of PTN-70 and PTN-71.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials and Instrumentation

All reagents utilized in this study were procured from commercial suppliers and
employed without additional purification. The 13C CP/MAS NMR spectra were acquired
with a contact time of 2 ms (ramp 100) and a pulse delay of 3 s.

The X-ray intensity data for PTN-70 and PTN-71 were collected using a standard
Bruker SMART-1000 CCD Area Detector System, equipped with a normal-focus Cu-target
X-ray tube (Bruker, Germany). Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra were recorded on
a Bruker model VERTEX 70 infrared spectrometer.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) measurements were conducted on a PerkinElmer
model Pyrisl TGA (PerkinElmer Instruments, Shanghai, China) under a nitrogen atmo-
sphere, heating to 800 ◦C at a rate of 10 ◦C min−1. Surface areas and pore size distri-
butions were determined through nitrogen adsorption and desorption at 77 K, utilizing
a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 volumetric adsorption analyzer (PerkinElmer Instruments,
Shanghai, China) under a nitrogen atmosphere, heating to 800 ◦C at a rate of 10 ◦C min−1.
Surface areas and pore size distributions were determined through nitrogen adsorption and
desorption at 77 K, utilizing a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 volumetric adsorption analyzer
(Micromeritics Instrument Crop, Shanghai, China).

The specific rotation of both monomers and polymers was assessed using Autopol IV.
Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) measurements were carried out
on a Tescan VEGA 3 SBH field-emission scanning electron microscope (Tescan, Shanghai,
China). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies were performed using a Tecnai
G220 electron microscope (FEI, America).

2.2. Synthesis of PTN-70 and PTN-71
2.2.1. Synthesis of PTN-70

In this synthetic procedure, triptycene (3.18 g, 12.5 mmol, 1 equiv) and AlCl3 (6.72 g,
50 mmol, 4 equiv) were meticulously dissolved in 80 mL of dichloromethane within an
argon atmosphere. The resultant solution mixture underwent stirring at room temperature
for a duration of 3 days. Subsequently, to bring the reaction to completion, 150 mL of
methanol was introduced into the mixture. The ensuing suspension was then subjected
to filtration, followed by thorough washing with methanol and dichloromethane, each
performed three times. To further refine the product, Soxhlet extraction with methanol and
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dichloromethane was carried out over a period of 3 days. Finally, the resulting product was
subjected to vacuum drying for 2 days, ultimately yielding 3.07 g (89%).

2.2.2. Synthesis of PTN-71

In this synthetic procedure, triptycene (3.18 g, 12.5 mmol, 1 equiv) and AlCl3 (6.72 g,
50 mmol, 4 equiv) were meticulously dissolved in 80 mL of 1,3-dichloropropane within an
argon atmosphere. The resultant solution mixture underwent stirring at room temperature
for a duration of 3 days. Subsequently, to bring the reaction to completion, 150 mL of
methanol was introduced into the mixture. The ensuing suspension was then subjected
to filtration, followed by thorough washing with methanol and dichloromethane, each
performed three times. To further refine the product, Soxhlet extraction with methanol and
dichloromethane was carried out over a period of 3 days. Finally, the resulting product was
subjected to vacuum drying for 2 days, ultimately yielding 2.80 g (66%).

3. Results

Triptycene, an exceptional and inherently rigid aromatic compound, served as a pivotal
precursor in the intricate synthesis of two distinct hypercrosslinked polymers, designated
as PTN-70 and PTN-71. This synthetic endeavor unfolded within the realm of organic
chlorinated solvents, with dichloromethane and 1,3-dichloropropane assuming dual roles
as both reactants and linkers in the formation of these polymers. The catalytic influence of
aluminum chloride emerged as a critical factor, orchestrating the polymerization reactions
with finesse, and all of this was orchestrated at room temperature. The nuanced structural
characteristics of PTN-70 and PTN-71 demanded a meticulous exploration, prompting a
comprehensive array of characterizations. This included the application of sophisticated
techniques such as Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy and solid-state nuclear
magnetic resonance (13C CP/MAS NMR) to unravel the intricacies of their molecular archi-
tectures. As shown in Figure S1, the FT-IR spectra of PTN-70 and PTN-71, when compared
to that of the triptycene, revealed a series of distinctive features. Notably, both polymers
exhibited prominent peaks in the range of 600–900 cm−1, corresponding to the aromatic
C-H bending vibrations, indicative of the presence of aromatic moieties in their structures.
Additionally, aromatic C-C stretching peaks were observed at approximately 1500 cm−1,
further confirming the retention of the aromatic character. The aromatic C-H stretching
vibrations, occurring above 3000 cm−1, signified the continued existence of aromatic rings
within the polymer structures. However, the most conspicuous differences were observed
in the regions associated with methylene groups. In both PTN-70 and PTN-71, symmet-
ric and asymmetric C-H stretching bands of methylene were clearly evident at 2856 and
2927 cm−1, respectively, indicative of the presence of these methylene units in the polymer
backbone. Furthermore, the -CH-bending peaks of methylene were observed at 1380 cm−1,
further reinforcing the conclusion that methylene groups played a significant role in the
polymerization process, likely serving as integral components of the linkers that connected
the triptycene units. The spectroscopic results obtained from various techniques collectively
provide compelling evidence affirming the successful synthesis of PTN-70 and PTN-71,
emphasizing the preservation of the triptycene core and the incorporation of methylene
linkers into their respective structures. In the domain of 13C CP/MAS NMR spectroscopy
(Figure S2), a rich array of signals emerges; particularly notable are the aromatic carbon
resonances at 127, 132, and 141 ppm, along with the distinctive signal arising from the
methylidyne bridge carbon in triptycene, approximately 80 ppm. The signals observed
in the 10–55 ppm range have been confidently assigned to methylene groups, with their
broad signal range attributed to varying degrees of shielding effects, resulting in distinct
chemical environments for these methylene moieties. Notably, in comparison to PTN-
70, the heightened flexibility introduced by 1,3-dichloropropane in PTN-71 facilitates the
creation of a higher packing density within the material. Consequently, this enhanced
packing density contributes to stronger shielding effects, leading to a shift of the methylene
signals in PTN-71 towards the high-field region. Furthermore, an intriguing signal beyond
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170 ppm emerges, attributed to the presence of CO2 infiltrating the porous networks when
exposed to atmospheric air. These comprehensive spectroscopic findings not only shed
light on the distinct structural attributes and chemical compositions of the synthesized
materials but also underscore the potential for varied applications of PTN-70 and PTN-71
in the realm of porous materials and gas adsorption.

In a dedicated pursuit of unraveling the intricate morphological characteristics inher-
ent in PTN-70 and PTN-71, a sophisticated approach was adopted, leveraging advanced
imaging techniques, specifically field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The outcome of these meticulous analyses
provided a wealth of insights into the structural attributes of these hypercrosslinked poly-
mers, unveiling visually intriguing features that characterize both PTN-70 and PTN-71. The
captivating images presented in Figure 2 and Figure S3 offered a glimpse into the world
of amorphous, rough spherical particles, each adorned with irregular structures. What
emerges as particularly striking in this exploration is the marked distinction observed in
the morphology between PTN-70 and PTN-71. PTN-71, in particular, commands attention
due to the notably higher packing density of its amorphous, rough spherical particles
in comparison to its counterpart, PTN-70. This dissimilarity in packing density, evident
in the vivid imagery captured by the advanced microscopy techniques, was further sub-
stantiated by the outcomes of powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) analyses, as eloquently
showcased in Figure S4. The PXRD analyses laid bare broad peaks, a characteristic feature
that unequivocally signifies the noncrystalline nature inherent in both PTN-70 and PTN-71.
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The exploration of the thermal stability of PTN-70 and PTN-71, conducted through
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), served as a pivotal dimension in the characterization of
these materials. The TGA results, presented in the insightful Figure S5, unveiled a notable
stability in both polymers, with PTN-70 exhibiting resilience up to temperatures of 400 ◦C
and PTN-71 up to 350 ◦C. However, the intriguing observation during the TGA analysis
surfaced at 150 ◦C, where a marginal decrease in mass was noted. This phenomenon
was attributed to the persistence of solvent trapped within the micropore structure of
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the polymers. The solvent, proving recalcitrant to removal under vacuum conditions at
room temperature, presented a significant challenge in achieving the desired purity of
the materials. A subsequent treatment at 100 ◦C in a vacuum for 10 h proved to be an
effective remedy, facilitating the complete removal of the persistent solvent within the
micropore structure.

The meticulous examination of the pore properties of hypercrosslinked polymers
(HCPs) unfolded with a thorough process involving desolvation at 120 ◦C for an extensive
10-h duration under vacuum, followed by nitrogen sorption and desorption analysis at
a temperature of 77 K, as thoughtfully illustrated in Figure 3a. A critical aspect of this
assessment was the scrutiny of the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area, a pivotal
parameter elucidating the accessibility of the internal surface of the polymer to nitrogen
gas. The results portrayed a compelling narrative of contrast between PTN-70 and PTN-
71, with the former exhibiting a notably larger surface area, measuring an impressive
1873 m2 g−1. In stark contrast, PTN-71 registered at 574 m2 g−1, indicating a considerable
reduction in surface area compared to its counterpart. The Langmuir surface area, offering
insights into monolayer coverage, accentuated this difference, with PTN-70 showcasing
a Langmuir surface area of 2525 m2 g−1, surpassing the 770 m2 g−1 observed for PTN-71
(Figures S6 and S7). Moreover, the exploration extended to the determination of the total
pore volume, a pivotal metric influencing the storage capacity of gases within the material.
The discernment that PTN-70 displayed a notably higher total pore volume, measuring
1.20 cm3 g−1, compared to the 0.40 cm3 g−1 observed for PTN-71, indicated that PTN-70
harbors a more extensive network of internal voids, potentially offering enhanced storage
capacity for gases.
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A pivotal consideration in this nuanced evaluation was the integration of a flexible
linker within PTN-71, specifically 1,3-dichloropropane. This flexible linker has the potential
to shape the creation of denser structures within the polymer, potentially influencing the
diffusion of nitrogen gas within the material. This observation resonated harmoniously with
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the findings from morphological characterization, providing a plausible explanation for the
reduction in both surface area and pore volume observed in PTN-71 compared to PTN-70.
The nitrogen adsorption isotherms delved further into the intricacies of the pore structures
of PTN-70 and PTN-71. A discernible surge in nitrogen gas uptake at low relative pressure
(P/P0 < 0.001) underscored the presence of abundant micropore structures within the HCPs.
This phenomenon reflects the materials’ adeptness at effectively adsorbing gas molecules
within their intricate networks of sub-nanometer-sized pores. The observed hysteresis with
higher capacity hinted at the irreversible uptake of gas molecules at mesopores or through
pore entrances, highlighting the swelling behavior intrinsic to the polymer skeleton—a
recurrent trait in amorphous microporous polymer networks. Such insights accentuate
the dynamic nature of these materials and their capacity to undergo structural changes in
response to gas adsorption.

The investigation was further enriched through nonlocal density functional theory
(NLDET) utilizing the Micromeritics ASAP 2020 volumetric adsorption analyzer. This
analytical approach served to corroborate the prevalence of micropores as the predominant
structural component within the HCPs, as visually exemplified in Figure 3b. The analysis
provided a comprehensive visualization of the pore size distributions of PTN-70 and PTN-
71, predominantly falling within the microporous range, with dimensions consistently
below 20 Å. This unequivocally solidified their classification as microporous polymers,
boasting intricate networks of sub-nanometer-sized pores. However, a pivotal distinction
surfaced between PTN-70 and PTN-71 in terms of mesoporous characteristics. PTN-70
exhibited the presence of mesopores within the range of 2–50 nm, contributing to a more
diverse pore structure. In contrast, PTN-71 did not manifest such mesoporous features.
This divergence can be attributed to the influential role played by the flexible linker, 1,3-
dichloropropane. The flexible nature of this linker facilitated a more compact packing of
polymer chains within PTN-71, as evidenced by the FE-SEM and TEM analyses, resulting
in a discernible decrease in mesoporous features. This nuanced insight underscores the
intricate interplay between the choice of linker and the resulting pore characteristics in
hypercrosslinked polymers, shedding light on the material’s ability to tailor its structural
attributes based on the chemical composition.

In the assessment of natural gas (NG) adsorption performance for the two distinct
polymers, PTN-70 and PTN-71, rigorous experiments were conducted by subjecting them
individually to pure methane gas at a controlled temperature of 273 K. As shown in Figure
3c, despite the fact that the BET surface area of PTN-71 is obviously inferior to that of PTN-
70, the methane adsorption capacity is much better, reaching 28.8 cm3 g−1 at 273 K/bar,
while the methane adsorption capacity of PTN-70 is 7.9 cm3 g−1 at 273 K/bar. A pro-
nounced hysteresis effect was observed in atmospheric methane adsorption and desorption
measurements, corroborating the role of the flexible network structure in this distinct
adsorption behavior. The methane adsorption isotherms unveiled intriguing and disparate
behaviors. Upon increasing the pressure to 95 bars, PTN-70 exhibited a rapid and substan-
tial increase in methane adsorption, swiftly ascending from 0 to 20 bars, whereafter the
adsorption capacity reached a plateau, remaining relatively constant despite the continuous
elevation of gas pressure (Figure 3d). In stark contrast, the methane adsorption isotherm
for PTN-71 displayed a distinctive two-step pattern. After an initial phase, methane uptake
experienced a sharp resurgence when the pressure reached 45 bars, intriguingly continuing
to rise even at high pressures and ultimately saturating at 95 bars. This intriguing behavior
was attributed to the swelling response of the flexible network structure within PTN-71
when subjected to elevated pressure conditions. Cycling tests were performed to assess the
methane adsorption capabilities of two different polymers, PTN-70 and PTN-71, revealing
their consistent and stable methane adsorption capacities (Figure S8). Importantly, this
behavior provided a plausible explanation for why PTN-71, despite having a significantly
lower surface area, exhibited a notably higher methane adsorption capacity under high gas
pressure compared to PTN-70 [15,21].
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An exploration into the properties of PTN-70 and PTN-71 has yielded a significant
and intriguing revelation—their shared ability for reversible methane storage. This finding
carries profound implications within the domain of adsorbed natural gas (ANG) technol-
ogy, challenging longstanding assumptions in the field. Traditionally, the prevailing belief
asserted a direct correlation between methane adsorption capacity and specific surface area,
as well as total pore volume. Higher values of these parameters were generally expected to
result in superior gas storage performance, as illustrated in Figure 4. However, PTN-71 has
defied this conventional wisdom, emerging as a compelling exception to the established
trend. Contrary to expectations, it exhibited remarkable reversible methane storage capa-
bilities despite not conforming to the anticipated correlation between methane adsorption
capacity, specific surface area, and total pore volume. This unexpected behavior prompts a
reevaluation of existing paradigms in the field of ANG technology, challenging the notion
that higher specific surface area and total pore volume invariably lead to enhanced gas
storage performance [35–40].
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An illuminating point of comparison arises when juxtaposing the findings with the
recent material Yb-ZMOF-1, celebrated for its exceptionally specific surface area, surpassing
1000 m2 g−1 [40]. Intriguingly, PTN-71 has exhibited a methane adsorption capacity
comparable to that of Yb-ZMOF-1, despite possessing a notably lower specific surface
area and pore volume. This revelation serves as a striking testament to the influential
role played by the flexible network structure within PTN-71. The surprising parity in
methane adsorption between PTN-71 and Yb-ZMOF-1, despite substantial differences in
structural characteristics, underscores the pivotal importance of the inherent flexibility
within PTN-71. This flexibility appears to be a key factor contributing to its efficiency as a
methane adsorbent, particularly under conditions of elevated gas pressure. The traditional
paradigm linking superior gas storage performance to higher specific surface area and pore
volume is thus challenged by the exceptional behavior exhibited by PTN-71.

The unprecedented methane storage capabilities demonstrated by PTN-71 challenge
conventional assumptions within the field, offering a fresh perspective that accentuates the
crucial role played by material flexibility and structure in methane adsorption. This insight
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opens novel avenues for the design of highly effective gas storage materials, suggesting that
flexibility may be a crucial factor in optimizing performance under varying conditions. This
groundbreaking discovery not only advances our understanding of methane adsorption
mechanisms but also holds promise for the development of more efficient, flexible, and
adaptable materials for adsorbed natural gas (ANG) technology [30].

4. Conclusions

In summary, our study harnessed the unique properties of triptycene as rigid building
blocks to judiciously craft two distinct physicochemically stable triptycene-based hyper-
crosslinked polymers, denoted as PTN-70 and PTN-71, employing a cost-effective and
expedient synthesis process under mild conditions. A comparative analysis between PTN-
70, characterized by a rigid methylene linker, and PTN-71, featuring a flexible propylene
linker, revealed intriguing findings. Despite PTN-71 exhibiting a lower BET surface area in
contrast to the rigidly linked PTN-70, it demonstrated a remarkable and unexpected supe-
riority in methane adsorption performance. The methane adsorption capacity of PTN-71
significantly outperformed that of PTN-70, reaching an impressive 329 cm3 g−1, particu-
larly under high-pressure conditions. This exceptional performance can be attributed to
the unique flexible network structure of PTN-71, which undergoes a swelling response
when subjected to elevated pressure conditions, facilitating enhanced methane adsorption.
The flexibility introduced by the propylene linker played a pivotal role in expanding the
porous network of PTN-71, presenting a stark contrast to the rigid network of PTN-70.
This breakthrough challenges conventional assumptions by highlighting the potential of
flexible-linked hypercrosslinked polymers (HCPs) as highly efficient methane adsorbents.
The study not only expands the understanding of gas storage materials but also opens new
avenues for advanced methane storage technologies with substantial implications for clean
energy and environmental sustainability. The remarkable methane adsorption performance
of PTN-71 underscores the versatility and adaptability of hypercrosslinked polymers, of-
fering a promising avenue for the development of efficient and environmentally friendly
methane storage solutions that can contribute significantly to the transition towards cleaner
energy sources and sustainable practices.
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vacuum for 10 h (b); Figure S6: The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface areas of PTN-70 calculated
from nitrogen sorption analysis at 77 K; Figure S7: The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface areas
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Abstract: The hydrophobicity and mechanical properties of coating materials and the nitrogen
(N) release rates of 11 kinds of controlled-release fertilizers (CRFs) were determined in this study.
The results show that the N release periods of the CRFs had negative correlations with the water
absorption (WA) of the coating materials (y = 166.06x−1.24, r = 0.986), while they were positively
correlated with the water contact angle (WCA) and elongation at break (EB) (y = 37.28x0.18, r = 0.701;
y = −19.42 + 2.57x, r = 0.737). According to the fitted functional equation, CRFs that could fulfil
the N release period of 30 days had a coating material WA < 2.4%, WCA > 68.8◦, and EB > 57.7%.
The recommended values for a CRF that can fulfil the N release period of 30 days are WA < 3.0%,
WCA > 60.0◦, and EB > 30.0% in the coating materials. CRFs with different nutrient release periods can
be designed according to the recommended values to meet the needs of different crops. Furthermore,
our experiments have illustrated that the N release period target of 30 days can be reached for
modified sulfur-coated fertilizers (MSCFs) by improving their mechanical properties.

Keywords: controlled-release fertilizer; coating material; hydrophobicity; mechanical property

1. Introduction

Food security strongly depends on a sufficient nutrient supply [1,2]. However, the
excess use of commercial fertilizers for maximum agricultural crop production leads to
serious resource consumption and severe environmental pollution [3,4], as well as directly
or indirectly affecting human health [5]. A one-off application of a controlled-release
fertilizer (CRF) can meet the nutrient requirements of crops [6]. It has been illustrated that
the use of CRF is a green technology that not only improves fertilizer use efficiency, reduces
nitrogen (N) loss, and saves labor [7], but also unifies these factors with its environmental
benefits and economic benefits [8]. The development of CRFs mainly depends on the
development process of coating materials, ranging from inorganic to organic and from
natural polymers to organic synthetic polymers [9]. To date, only a few polymers, such
as alkyd resin [10,11], polyethylene (PE) [12], polyurethane (PU) [13], and styrene–acrylic
latex (SAL) [14], have exhibited excellent controlled-release effects. Varieties of inorganic,
organic, and biological materials, such as sulfur (S), calcium magnesium phosphate rock
powder, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), natural cellulose, lignin, chitin, and tung oil, have various
drawbacks [15]. For example, the film structure collapses when in contact with water,
swelling or rupturing when absorbing the water due to its poor ability to hinder water and
fertilizer; in turn, it exhibits poor controlled-release characteristics.

The nutrient release of CRFs has been found to be closely associated with their film
structure [16–18] and the characteristics of the coating materials [6]. Previous studies have
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assumed that the film structure remains stable when a CRF is immersed in water under
ideal conditions, and several models have been developed to explain the mechanism of
nutrient diffusion based on this assumption [16,19,20]. However, establishing a comprehen-
sive release mechanism is challenging due to uncertain external environmental factors and
material properties. In reality, most film properties undergo changes upon contact with
water [21], resulting in alterations in both film structure and nutrient release rate. There-
fore, further improvements are needed for existing release models [22–24], particularly
considering the complex release process of swelling film materials [25]. Consequently, it
can be concluded that the performance of controlled-release coatings primarily depends on
their material properties.

In the past, it was widely believed that the hydrophobicity [26,27] and mechanical
properties [28] of coating materials were crucial factors in controlling nutrient release. For
instance, the water absorption (WA) of a starch/PVA-CRF coating film exceeded 360% [29],
while PVA/biochar composite coating materials exhibited WA values ranging from 200
to 300% [30]. Similarly, biodegradable starch/PVA/bentonite graft polymers displayed
WA values within the range of 200–300% [31]. Furthermore, double-coated slow-release
fertilizers developed with ethyl cellulose ether and starch-based highly absorbent polymers
demonstrated approximately 100% WA [9]. These films had high hygroscopicity and
rapidly absorbed water, resulting in reduced controllability. Therefore, efforts were made to
enhance their controllability by reducing their WA. For example, a composite film modified
with nano-silica and γ-polyglutamic acid achieved substantial reductions in its WA, along
with enhanced densification compared to unmodified PVA film; this modification led
to improved controllability [32]. Additionally, etherified epoxy resin was employed in
modifying the PVA film, which resulted in lower WA (884 g/kg) than unmodified PVA at
the same concentration; furthermore, a CRF coated with modified PVA exhibited a slow
nutrient release performance [33].

The water contact angle (WCA) serves as a crucial indicator of the hydrophobic
performance of materials, with larger WCA values indicating stronger water barrier proper-
ties [34]. However, bio-based materials exhibit smaller WCAs and shorter nutrient release
periods. To optimize their water resistance, researchers have enhanced the characteristics
of their coating materials. By modifying the hydrophobic properties of these coatings, it is
possible to significantly increase the WCA and greatly improve the controlled-release per-
formance. For instance, Xie et al. developed a biomimetic bio-based CRF by incorporating
a superhydrophobic film surface modified with micro/nanoscale diatomaceous earth silica.
This modification reduced the nutrient release rate and extended the nutrient release period
twofold compared to an unmodified CRF [35]. The surface energy of the bio-based CRF
was reduced and the WCA increased from 89.8 to 158.9◦ after modification, resulting in an
extended nutrient release period of the modified CRF with a 3% coating rate from 5 days to
approximately 28 days [36]. Additionally, the hydrophobicity of PU was enhanced through
the use of paraffin wax as well as nano-silica fillers or by incorporating hydroxypropyl-
capped polydimethylsiloxane (HP-PDMS) into the PU reaction [37–39]. Furthermore, when
nano-cellulose crystals were added to PVA with high WA, the WCA of PVA increased from
29.3 to 69.7◦ and led to an approximately twofold extension in the nutrient release period
for the modified CRF [40]. These findings demonstrate that hydrophobic modifications in
coating materials can significantly enhance the nutrient release performance of CRFs.

Usually, materials with simultaneous good hydrophobicity and poor mechanical prop-
erties often lack controllability. In most coating processes, nanomaterials or other modifiers
are employed to enhance the mechanical properties of coatings. For instance, when S was
utilized as a coating to derive sulfur-coated fertilizers (SCFs) with a WCA of 78◦, it exhibited
favorable water resistance; however, the SCFs had inadequate mechanical properties. By
modifying S with dicyclopentadiene (DCPD), the compressive strength increased from
27 to 47 N, and the 7-day cumulative release rate of N from the SCFs decreased from 83
to 54% [41]. Consequently, the mechanical modification of S to yield good hydrophobic
properties resulted in an improvement in its controlled-release performance. Furthermore,
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for polymeric materials, enhancing their mechanical properties can also lead to improved
controlled-release characteristics. For example, silica-modified PU demonstrated an in-
crease in tensile strength (TS) from 40 to 54 MPa while decreasing its elongation at break
(EB) from 7 to 2%, thereby extending the nutrient release period by approximately 32% [42].
Moreover, compared to the pure PU material, incorporating modified natural pyrophyl-
lite into a PU composite enhanced both its TS and EB by approximately 0.61 MPa and
42%, respectively, and increased the nutrient release period of the CRF by an additional
15 days [43].

The unmodified materials mentioned above all exhibited drawbacks in terms of hy-
drophobicity and mechanical properties, resulting in poor controllability and the need for
improvements in their nutrient release periods through targeted modifications. However,
it was found that unmodified PE with enhanced hydrophobicity and mechanical prop-
erties could achieve an N release period of eight months [17]. Therefore, achieving the
good controllability of coating materials requires ensuring, at least to some degree, their
hydrophobic and mechanical characteristics simultaneously. In other words, there exists an
intrinsic relationship between the hydrophobicity and mechanical properties of the coating
materials and the nutrient release period of the CRF. However, it remains unclear to what
extent the hydrophobicity and mechanical properties of the coating materials need to be
optimized to ensure good controllability. Thus, we hypothesized that (1) a correlation can
be established between the hydrophobicity and mechanical properties of coating mate-
rials and the nutrient release period of CRFs; (2) recommended values for an excellent
controlled-release performance can be determined for both hydrophobicity and the me-
chanical properties; (3) these recommended values can be experimentally validated for
reliability. The objective of this study was to determine the values of both the hydrophobic-
ity and mechanical properties that are necessary for preparing CRFs using suitable coating
materials. Firstly, we measured the films’ hydrophobicity, mechanical properties, and N
release periods based on existing CRF products. Subsequently, we established a numerical
fitting method to establish relationships between these parameters. Secondly, we calculated
the parameter values corresponding to N release periods of 30 or 90 days, respectively.
Finally, the reliability of the relational model was validated through enhancements in the
physical properties of the materials, ensuring their adherence to recommended values. This
relational model can effectively determine the mechanical properties and hydrophobic
value required for achieving an exceptional release performance in CRFs, thereby offering
valuable parameter guidance for coating material development.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Materials, Equipment, and Devices

Urea granules (2–4 mm diameter, 46% nitrogen content, Shandong Hualu-Hengsheng
Group Co., Ltd., Dezhou, China); polypropylene glycol (PPG, molecular weight (MW) = 400,
Sinopec Asset Management Co., Ltd., Tianjin Petrochemical Branch, Tianjin, China); 4,4′-
diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI, Wanhua Chemical Group Co., Ltd., Yantai, China);
polytetrahydrofuran (PTMG, MW = 250, Xuzhou Yihui Yang New Material Co., Ltd.,
Xuzhou, China); polyethylene glycol (PEG, MW = 200, Lotte Chemical, Seoul, Republic of
Korea); polycapro-lactone (PCL1,MW = 500; PCL2, MW = 1000, Hunan Juren Chemical
New Material Technology Co., Ltd., Changsha, China); poly(1,4′-butylene adipate) (PBA,
MW = 1000, Shandong Jiaying Chemical Co., Ltd., Qingdao, China); polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA, MW = 1750, Shanghai Maclean Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China);
polyethylene (PE, Sinopec Beijing Yanshan Petrochemical Co., Beijing, China); styrene–
acrylic latex 1 (SAL1, PRIMAL AS-2010, Dow Chemical Co., Shanghai, China); styrene–
acrylic latex 2 (SAL2, PRIMAL AS-8098, Dow Chemical Co., Shanghai, China); sulfur (S, Bei-
jing Jinyuanteng Trading Co., Ltd., Beijing, China); sulfur-coated fertilizer (SCF, Shanghai
Hanfeng Slow Release Fertilizer Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China); 4-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde
(PDAB, AR, Shanghai Maclean Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing, China); nano-
silica (SiO2, Jiangsu Xianfeng Nanomaterials Technology Co., Ltd., Nanjing, China).
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Microcomputer heating platform (GVECTECH V3030T, Dingxinyi Experimental Equip-
ment Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China); air-drying oven (Shanghai Lichen Instrument Technology
Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China); ultraviolet spectrophotometer (SPECORD200, Analytik Jena,
Jena, Germany); electronic balance (ME3002, Mettler Toled, Germany); spiral micrometer
(0–25 mm, 0.001 mm, Nanjing Sutech Measuring Instruments Co., Ltd., Nanjing, China);
contact angle measuring instrument (SCA20, Data Physics, Filderstadt, Germany); vertical
computer servo material testing machine (CREE-8003A, Dongguan Krui Instrument Co.,
Ltd., Guangzhou, China); small fluidized bed (New Fertilizer Experimental Base of Interna-
tional Agricultural High-tech Industrial Park, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences,
self-made, Bejing, China); coating pan (YB400, Henan Qineng Machinery and Equipment
Co., Ltd., Zhengzhou, China).

2.2. Experimental Methods
2.2.1. Preparation of Films

Preparation of PVA film: A PVA solution was prepared by completely dissolving
2.95 g of PVA granules in 46 mL of deionized water at 100 ◦C, followed by the addition of
1.05 g of polyvinyl pyrrolidone under stirring at 90 ◦C for 2 h. Subsequently, the resulting
PVA coating solution was poured onto a Teflon board (dimensions: 25 cm × 25 cm ×
0.1 mm) and allowed to flow naturally. The films were then placed on a microcomputer
heating platform at 50 ◦C for a reaction time of 2 h. Finally, the PVA films were obtained
after drying them in an air-drying oven at 50 ◦C for a duration of 12 h (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the preparation process of CRF and film. Note: NO. 1–5 are the
formulations of five PU coating solutions (PPG, PCL, PEG, PBA and PTMG); NO. 6 is the formulations
of PE coating solutions; NO. 7 is the formulations of PVA coating solutions; NO. 8 is the formulations
of SAL coating solutions.

Preparation of SAL1 film: A 30% dry matter content SAL1 solution was prepared by
adding 66.7 mL of water to 100 g of SAL1 with a 50% dry matter content. After thorough
mixing, the mixture was poured onto a Teflon board (25 cm × 25 cm × 0.1 cm) and allowed
to flow naturally before being placed on a micro-computer heating platform at 50 ◦C for
2 hours. The SAL1 film was obtained after drying the films in an air-drying oven at 50 ◦C
for 12 hours (Figure 1).

Preparation of PE film: A PE solution with a concentration of 8% (w/w) was prepared
by dissolving PE granules into a heated tetrachloroethylene solution at 80–90 ◦C, resulting
in a homogeneous mixture. The mixture was then stirred and raised to 120 ◦C, maintaining
this temperature for 20–30 min to ensure complete dissolution of the PE granules. Subse-
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quently, the resulting PE coating solution was poured onto a Teflon board, allowing for the
formation of a PE film through the complete volatilization of tetrachloroethylene.

Preparation of PU films: The PU films were prepared using a one-step synthetic
method. Polyol (PPG, PTMG, PBA, PEG, and PCL) and MDI were weighed according to a
molar ratio of 1:1 (Table 1) and thoroughly mixed. The mixture was then poured onto a
Teflon board (dimensions: length × width × depth = 25 cm × 25 cm × 0.1 cm) to allow
natural flow. Subsequently, the films were placed on a micro-computer heating platform at
50 ◦C for 2 h to initiate the reaction. Following drying at 50 ◦C for an additional 12 h in
an air-drying oven, six types of PU films (PPG, PTMG, PBA, PEG, PCL1, and PCL2) were
obtained based on the formula for PU coating materials.

Table 1. Formula scheme of CRFs.

NO. Treatment Quantity of Coating Materials Urea (kg) Coating Rate (%) Temperature (◦C)

1 PVACF 1000 g PVA solution (5% w/w) 1 5 80
2 SALCF1 267 g SAL1 solution (30% w/w) 1 8 45
3 SALCF2 267 g SAL2 solution (30% w/w) 1 8 45
4 PECF 625 g PE solution (8% w/w) 1 5 85
5 PPGCF 19.96 g PPG, 20.04 g MDI 1 4 70
6 PTMGCF 19.88 g PTMG250, 20.21 MDI 1 4 70
7 PBACF 30.8 g PBA 1000, 9.2 g MDI 1 4 70
8 PEGCF 18 g PEG200, 23.8 g MDI 1 4 70
9 PCLCF1 25.76 g PCL3050, 16.6 g MDI 1 4 70
10 PCLCF2 32 g PCL2105, 8 g MDI 1 4 70

Note: The coating rate is the weight ratio of the coating materials (without solvent) to the urea.

2.2.2. Preparation of CRFs in the Fluidized Bed Spray-Coating Process

The Wurster fluidized bed was employed as the coating apparatus (Figure 1), and
diverse materials were utilized to configure the coating solution in accordance with the
methodology outlined in Section 2.2.1, while a comprehensive scheme detailing material
proportions can be found in Table 1.

Preparation of PVA-coated CRF (PVACF): The process flow chart for preparing PVACF
is presented in Figure 1. Initially, the temperature of the coated fluidized bed was preheated
to 80 ◦C, and large urea granules were added based on the formula design provided in
Table 1 until a steady state of fluidization was achieved. Subsequently, liquid paraffin was
introduced into the fluidized bed and mixed with the urea particles for 2 min. PVACF
was then prepared by adding a PVA solution with a concentration of 5%, which was
controlled using a peristaltic pump and pumped into the two-fluid nozzle at the bottom of
the fluidized bed at a rate of 30 mL/min. The solution was atomized and sprayed onto the
surface of the urea particles to coat them, resulting in the CRF’s preparation.

Preparation of SAL-coated CRF (SALCF): The process flow chart for the preparation
of SALCF is illustrated in Figure 1. The materials were added based on the formula design
provided in Table 1, and both SALCF1 and SALCF2 were prepared following the same
procedure as PVACF.

Preparation of PE-coated CRF (PECF): The process flow chart of preparing the PECF
is shown in Figure 1. The materials were added according to the formula design in Table 1
and the PECF was prepared in the same way as PVACF [44].

Preparation of PU-coated CRFs (PUCFs): The PUCFs were prepared using the in
situ reaction method [37]. The process flow chart for preparing the PUCFs is illustrated
in Figure 1. Initially, the coated fluidized bed was preheated to 70 ◦C, and large urea
granules were added according to the formula design specified in Table 1 until a steady
state of fluidization was achieved. Subsequently, liquid paraffin was introduced into the
fluidized bed and mixed with the urea granules for a duration of 2 min. The PUCFs were
then synthesized through a dip-coating process involving polyol (PPG, PTMG, PBA, PEG,
PCL1, and PCL2) and MDI addition. The reaction proceeded within the fluidized bed for
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approximately 20 min before removing the resulting PUCFs. This procedure yielded six
distinct types of PUCFs.

2.2.3. Preparation of Modified S Film and Modified SCFs (MSCF)

Preparation of modified S film: S powder and PCL1 were accurately weighed to the
weight ratios of MSCF1—S:PCL1:MDI = 15:9.91:5.09 and MSCF2—S:PCL1:MDI = 15:4.96:2.54
and thoroughly mixed to achieve homogeneity. Subsequently, MDI was added to the mixture
to formulate the coating materials, which were then applied onto a flat film using a steel wire
rod coater. A round pot coating machine containing 500 g of large-particle urea was preheated
at 75 ◦C for 2 min. The atomizing nozzle was employed to spray the blend of PCL1 and S
powder onto the surface of the large-particle urea while simultaneously introducing MDI into
the coating pan for the urea coating operation.

Preparation of MSCF: The round pot coating machine was preheated at 75 ◦C for
2 min with the addition of 500 g of large-particle urea. A mixture of S powder and PCL1
was sprayed onto the surface of the large-particle urea using an atomizing nozzle, while
MDI was introduced into the coating pan for the urea coating operation.

2.2.4. Determination of the N Release Period of the CRFs

The N release period of the CRFs was determined using the water immersion method
at 25 ◦C. The content of urea–N in water was spectrophotometrically determined in
accordance with regulation ISO-18644-2016 [45]. The nutrient release index formula is
as follows:

ηt1 =
mt1
M
× 100% (1)

η =
∑ ηm

M
× 100% (2)

η∆t =
ηtn − ηt1
tn − t1

× 100% (3)

T = 1 +
80%− ηt1

η∆t
(4)

ηt is the N cumulative release rate; t1 is the first day; tn is n days after incubation;
ηt1 is the initial N release rate; ηtn is the N cumulative release rate on the nth day; mt1
is the N content released on the 1st day; ηm is the N content released over n days; M is
the total N content released in the CRFs; η∆t is the average N release rate; and T is the N
release period.

2.2.5. Measurement of the WA of Films

The WA of films could be evaluated using the gravimetric method according to GB/T
1034-2008. Dried samples were weighed in triplicate, then immersed in 200 mL distilled
water at 23 ± 1 ◦C for 24 h. The samples, taken out using tweezers, were weighed after
filtering, and the WA of the films was calculated based on Equation (5):

WA =
M2 −M1

M1
× 100% (5)

where M1 and M2 refer to the dry and wet weights of the films, respectively.

2.2.6. Measurement of the WCA of Films

The contact angle, ranging from 0 to 180◦, represents the angle formed at the interface
of the solid, gas, and liquid phases. It characterizes the hydrophobicity of the controlled-
release films by measuring their WCA using an instrument at ambient temperature. The
average WCA values were obtained through measuring at five different positions on the
same sample with 4 µL water droplets.
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2.2.7. Measurement of the Mechanical Properties of Films

The mechanical properties of the films were evaluated using a vertical computer servo
material testing machine in accordance with GB/T 1040-2018, with five replicates. The films
were shaped like dumbbells and their thickness was measured using a spiral micrometer.
The initial gauge length was set at 25 mm, and the measuring speed was maintained at
300 mm/min. EB and TS values were determined based on five independent drawing
experiments performed under identical conditions.

2.2.8. Statistical Analyses

The data processing and statistical analyses were conducted using Microsoft Excel 2013
(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). Figures were generated using Origin2018
(Origin Lab, Northampton, MA, USA). Pearson correlation analysis was employed to
examine the respective relationships between the N release periods of CRFs and the WCA,
WA, EB, and TS of the coating materials.

3. Results
3.1. The N Release Characteristics of CRFs

The N release characteristics of 11 types of CRFs and their N cumulative release curves
are shown in Table 2 and Figure 2, respectively.

PECF exhibited ηt1 and η∆t values of 0.6% and 0.4%, respectively, indicating a N
release period of approximately 178 days; PPGCF coated with polypropylene glycol also
displayed a slower N release characteristic, with an N cumulative release rate of 41.0% at
day 28 and a N release period of around 54 days. Both PECF and PPGCF met the CRF
(ISO-18644) release criteria, and their N release curves were nearly linear within the first
28 days, demonstrating good controllability. These findings suggest their widespread use,
as primary products currently available on the market, in agriculture.

The two types, SALCF1/SALCF2, exhibited favorable N controlled-release properties,
albeit with slightly different N release periods. Figure 2 illustrates the N release curve
of SALCF2, which follows an inverse “L” shape characterized by rapid initial N release
followed by a gradual decline, with a total N release period of approximately 34 days. On
the other hand, SALCF1 demonstrated an N release rate equivalent to 0.2% for ηt1 and 1.6%
for η∆t, resulting in a cumulative N release rate of 44.1% over a span of 28 days and an
overall N release period approaching 50 days, thereby satisfying the nutrient demands of
agricultural crops. The N release periods of different PUCFs prepared with various polyols
as soft segments exhibited significant variations, as illustrated in Figure 2. PUCF formulated
with PPG as a soft segment demonstrated a N release period of 54 days. Conversely, the
three types of PUCFs incorporating low-molecular-weight polyols (PTMG/PEG/PCL1)
as soft segments displayed comparable N release periods ranging from approximately
26 to 28 days. However, when employing PCL2 and PBA with an MW of 1000 as soft
segments, the resulting η1 values for the respective PUCFs were determined to be 55.1%
and 27.8%. Furthermore, during a span of four days, the cumulative N release rates reached
an alarming level of 78.2% and 78.5%, respectively, indicating that these two types of PUCFs
exhibit uncontrollable behavior.

In addition, the PVACF exhibited a rapid trend of N release with a complete period of
approximately 1.5 days for N release. The η1 value of the SCF was determined to be 17.7%,
followed by a significantly slower release rate thereafter. Two distinct leaching mechanisms
were observed for the SCF in water, characterized by “all or nothing” performances [46].
Firstly, certain portions of the SCF surface easily crumbled and formed large pores, facili-
tating the quick dissolution of the fertilizer core and transforming the SCF into an empty
shell; this phenomenon accounted for the initially high N release rate observed for the
SCF. Secondly, other parts of the SCF remained intact even after one month’s immersion in
water, indicating no subsequent release.
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Table 2. N release parameters of CRFs.

Coating
Materials

Treatment
Time

η4t T
1 d 4 d 7 d 10 d 14 d 21 d 28 d

PVA PVACF 68.4 98.1 99.0 99.0 99.0 99.0 99.0 -- 1.5

SAL
SALCF1 0.2 1.0 2.4 4.2 7.4 18.9 44.1 1.6 50
SALCF2 3.1 10.8 11.9 20.5 31.4 49.5 65.4 2.3 34

PE PECF 0.6 1.5 2.2 3.3 5.4 9.7 12.8 0.4 178

PU

PPGCF 1.0 3.6 7.6 12.1 18.3 29.4 41.0 1.5 54
PTMGCF 1.2 9.0 23.3 43.8 56.8 72.3 79.3 2.9 28
PBACF 27.8 78.5 95.3 99.0 99.0 99.0 99.0 16.9 4
PEGCF 6.9 40.3 63.7 75.8 80.2 84.5 87.5 3.0 25
PCLCF1 3.7 17.8 34.2 52.3 64.2 80.4 87.1 3.1 26
PCLCF2 55.1 78.2 89.9 93.1 95.2 95.2 95.2 7.7 4

S SCF 17.7 20.7 21.5 22.1 22.6 23.0 23.4 -- --

Note: η∆t is the average release rate and T is the N release period.
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Figure 2. N cumulative release curves of different CRFs.

3.2. The Hydrophobicity of Different Coating Materials

In order to investigate the relationship between the release performance of the CRFs
and the properties of the materials, flat films with different formulations were prepared
and the WA and WCA of the films were measured (Figure 3a,b). The WA of different flat
films varied significantly from 104.0% for PVA to 0.2% for PE. The highest WA of PVA at
ambient temperature could be associated with the presence of a large number of hydroxyl
groups in the PVA molecular chain. SAL1, which is a water-based material, also had a WA
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of 9.4%. The WAs of different PU films with different soft sections ranged from 1 to 6%.
The PE film was hydrophobic in water, and the WA of the S film was similar to that of the
PE film. The WCA of these films ranged from 36.1 to 92.9◦. Briefly, the smallest WCA for
the PVA film was 36.1◦ and the smallest for the SAL1 film was 66.5◦. The WCAs of PU
films with different soft sections were in the range of 53.5 to 83.4◦. The PE film showed the
highest WCA, and the S film had a similar WCA value to the PE, of 92.1◦.
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Figure 3. The hydrophobicity and mechanical properties of different coating materials. The hy-
drophobic properties for different coating materials are presented in (a) (WCA), (b) (WA), and the
mechanical properties for different coating materials are presented in (c) (EB), (d) (TS).

The relationship between the WCA, WA, and hydrophobicity is illustrated in Figure 3.
A higher WCA corresponds to a lower WA and stronger hydrophobicity. For instance, the
PE film exhibited a large WCA of 92.9◦ and an extremely low WA of 0.04%, indicating its
excellent controlled-release properties. In contrast, the PVA film had a significantly smaller
WCA of 36.1◦ and a remarkably high WA of 104.0%, suggesting poor water resistance and
uncontrolled behavior. PU films with different soft sections generally exhibited higher
WCAs but lower WAs. The WCA of the PCL1 film was 83.4◦; however, its WA was low, at
1.7%, while the PEG film showed a decreased WCA of 53.5◦ and an elevated WA of 5.5%
compared to the PCL1 film. All these results suggest close mutual restraint between the
hydrophobicity of the materials and the nutrient release period of CRFs.

3.3. Mechanical Properties of Different Coating Materials

The results of the EB and TS for different coating materials are presented in Figure 3c,d,
suggesting the significant influence of material type on the mechanical properties of the
composite films.

The three coating materials, namely, PCL2, SAL1, and PE, exhibited favorable controlled-
release performances, with EB values exceeding 30%. Notably, materials with a TS ranging
from 9.7 to 12.2 MPa, such as SAL1 and PE, demonstrated superior controlled-release ca-
pabilities. Among these materials, the PE film stood out due to its exceptional mechanical
properties, characterized by an impressive EB value of 466.8% and a TS value of 9.7 MPa.

Additionally, the SAL1 film exhibited a relative reduction in EB (159%) and an increase
in TS (12.2 MPa), resulting in a slightly stiffer and more brittle texture compared to the
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PE film. Consequently, its mechanical properties and controlled-release performance also
showed a corresponding decline. However, the PCL2 film with a higher EB showed
inadequate strength, resulting in a suboptimal controlled-release performance.

Poor controllability was observed in almost all of the films with an EB <30%, in-
cluding PVA, PBA, PEG, PCL1, PTMG, and PPG. Notably, the PVA and PBA films, with
TS values of 25.6 and 27.4 MPa, respectively, exhibited a hard and brittle nature with-
out any significant control. Conversely, the PEG and PPG films demonstrated excellent
controlled-release performances, with TS values of 2 and 3 MPa, respectively. Similarly,
the PTMG film displayed good controllability, with a TS value of 48.9 MPa. In conclusion,
no definite relationship between the TS and EB could be established; however, materials
exhibiting moderate stiffness combined with high flexibility are more suitable for use in
coating applications.

3.4. Correlations between the Controlled-Release Performance of CRFs and the Physical Properties
of the Coating Materials

In order to investigate the relationship between the controlled-release performance of
CRFs and the hydrophobic and mechanical properties of the coating materials, we analyzed
the correlations between the N release periods of CRFs and the WCA, WA, EB, and TS of
the coating materials (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Correlation analyses of the N release periods of CRFs with the physical properties of their
coating materials. Note: the squares in the figure are the coating materials with different release
periods, and the axis of X = 30 is represent the release period of 30 days.

Figure 4 demonstrates that the correlation between the N release periods of CRFs and
the WCA and WA values of coating materials can be modeled using a power function
with equations y = 37.28x0.18 and y = 166.06x−1.24, yielding correlation coefficients of 0.701
and 0.986, respectively. The relationship between the N release periods of CRFs and the
EB values of films can be modeled using a linear equation (y = −19.42 + 2.57x) with
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a correlation coefficient of 0.737; furthermore, no significant correlation was observed
between the N release periods and TS values for the films tested in this study. Therefore,
we selected EB as the characteristic parameter representing the mechanical properties of
these films.

Based on the functional equations presented in Figure 4, the values of the material
parameters required in order to obtain films with N release periods of either 30 or 90 days
can be calculated and are shown in Table 3. The results indicate that for a CRF with an N
release period of 30 days, coating materials should have a WA value of <2.4%, WCA value
of >68.8◦, and EB value of >57.7%. Specifically, when the WA is less than 0.6%, the WCA is
greater than 83.8◦, and the EB is increased to 211.9%, it becomes possible to produce a CRF
with excellent controlled-release properties.

Table 3. Parameters of the hydrophobicity and mechanical properties of coating materials.

Kinetic Equation r
Release Period (Day)

30 90
y1 y2 y1 y2

WA (%) y = 166.06x−1.24 0.986 2.4 3.0 0.6 1.0
WCA (◦) y = 37.28x0.18 0.701 68.8 60.0 83.8 80.0
EB (%) y = −19.42 + 2.57x 0.737 57.7 30.0 211.9 100.0

Note: the calculated values were obtained by substituing the N release periods into the kinetic equation; x is the
N release period and y is the parameter. y1 is the calculated value and y2 is the recommended value.

The results of this study demonstrate the theoretical feasibility of developing a CRF
that aligns with the required nutrient release period, provided that the physical properties
of the films meet the calculated values. Considering the potential limitations encountered
in calculating this value due to objective factors (such as the limited availability of CRFs for
factory production), we propose a recommended value (Table 3) based on the fitting results
and actual development scenarios for CRFs. Consequently, we conclude that maintaining a
WA below 3.0%, a WCA above 60.0◦, and an EB above 30.0% is essential for ensuring the
film’s compliance with controlled-release requirements.

The results presented in Tables 2 and 3, as well as Figure 4, demonstrate the significant
influence of the mechanical properties of coating materials on their corresponding N release
period. In this study, both the PCL1 and PTMG films exhibited WCAs close to the calculated
value required for producing a CRF with a N release period of 60 days. However, their
actual N release periods were approximately 30 days due to their lower EBs compared to
those calculated for a CRF with a N release period of 30 days. Moreover, the PTMG film
showed an extended N release period compared to PCL1 due to its superior mechanical
properties. Despite having lower hydrophilicity than the PCL1 and PTMG films, the SAL1
film demonstrated higher N release periods in SALCF1 formulations, exceeding 30 days
due to its exceptional mechanical properties.

The results of this study demonstrate the theoretical feasibility of developing a CRF
that aligns with the required nutrient release period, provided that the physical properties
of the films meet the calculated value. Considering the potential limitations in calculating
this value due to objective factors (such as the limited availability of CRFs for factory
production), we propose a recommended value (Table 3) based on the fitting results and
actual development scenarios for CRFs. Consequently, we conclude that maintaining a
WA below 3.0%, a WCA above 60.0◦, and an EB above 30.0% is essential for ensuring film
compliance with controlled-release requirements.

3.5. The Controlled-Release Performance and Physical Properties of MSCFs

In order to validate the influence of hydrophobicity and mechanical properties on
the controlled-release performance of CRFs, we modified the S material, which exhibited
deficiencies in both its hydrophobicity and mechanical properties. Consequently, corre-
sponding CRFs were produced. The properties of both the modified and unmodified films
are presented in Table 4, while Figure 5 illustrates the cumulative release curves for N.
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Table 4. The parameters of physical properties for different modified and unmodified films and the
N release period of CRFs.

Treatment WA (%) WCA (◦) EB (%) TS (MPa) Release Period (Day)

SCF 0.1 92.1 -- -- --
MSCF1 2.4 63.3 48.3 2.8 40
MSCF2 2.2 75.9 10.4 1.2 13
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Figure 5. N cumulative release curves of unmodified and modified CRFs.

The release curve of the SCF in water, as depicted in Figure 5, exhibited a logarithmic
trend with ηt1 up to 15%. However, after 4 days at a releasing rate of 25%, it became chal-
lenging for the SCF to continue releasing nutrients, indicating an uncontrolled performance.
In terms of material properties, the SCF film demonstrated high hydrophobicity (with a
WCA of 92.1◦ and WA of 0.1%), but low TS and EB values, which were nearly negligible.
When cracks appeared on the shell, a rapid infiltration of water occurred, leading to ruptur-
ing and the complete release of nutrients from individual particles. Conversely, when the
shell remained intact, no infiltration occurred, and individual particles remained in perfect
conditions without nutrient release. By combining S with PCL1-based PU, a soft S/PU
hybrid film was obtained with increased WA values approaching the recommended levels
while reducing the WCA values accordingly. However, the incorporation of PU resulted
in an increase in the EB from 0 to either 10.4 or 48.3%, depending on the amount added;
correspondingly, the TS also increased from 0 to either 1.2 or 2.8 MPa, respectively, thus
significantly improving film flexibility upon the addition of PU content. When maintaining
a ratio of S to PU at approximately equal proportions (i.e., at a ratio of approximately 1:1),
both EB and TS reached their recommended values while achieving an extended N release
period for MSCF1 that reached up to 40 days, thereby demonstrating good controllability
for the S/PU film system, as shown in Figure 5.

4. Discussion

According to the assumptions of previously reported controlled-release models of
CRFs [16,19], it is essential for the film to possess both a homogeneous structure and stable
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performance. It is widely recognized that the film’s structure is determined by the pro-
duction process, while its stability relies on the molecular properties, hydrophobicity, and
mechanical stability of the coating materials. Our research has confirmed that coating mate-
rials exhibiting an excellent controlled-release performance should demonstrate adequate
hydrophobicity [47] and mechanical properties simultaneously.

Considering the design of controlled-release films, ideal coating materials should fulfill
three essential conditions to meet the crop nutrient release requirements: (a) insolubility in
water; (b) excellent hydrophobicity; and (c) adequate mechanical stability. Based on the
correlation between the film properties and nutrient release performance evaluated in this
study, Figure 6 illustrates three types of controlled-release films immersed in water.
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Type I: stable. When the WA is <3%, the WCA is >70◦, and the EB is >30%, the film
exhibits enhanced hydrophobicity and mechanical properties, simultaneously meeting
conditions a, b, and c. Consequently, water permeability through the film becomes signifi-
cantly hindered [18], while its pores serve as channels for nutrient release [48]. The rate of
nutrient release is primarily determined by larger pores [16].

Type II: rupture. When the WA is <1%, the WCA is >80◦, and the EB is ≈0, the film
exhibits hydrophobic and nonabsorbent properties, thereby satisfying conditions a and b;
however, it demonstrates inadequate mechanical characteristics. In its intact state, the film
effectively segregates water from the nutrient, impeding the release of the core nutrient.
Conversely, when the film is defective, it becomes susceptible to cracking and facilitates the
rapid dissolution and release of the nutrient [49].

Type III: swell. When the WA is <100%, the WCA is <60◦, and the EB is >30%, the film
exhibits hydrophilicity and undergoes swelling in water [50], leading to a compromised
barrier capacity within a short period, thereby demonstrating inadequate performance in
terms of controlled release [51].

Coating materials matching type I primarily consist of organic synthetic polymers,
such as PE and PU films. Meanwhile, certain materials matching type II are predominantly
composed of inorganic coated substances, like S film. On the other hand, materials fitting
into type III mainly encompass highly water-soluble polymers such as PVA film. In terms
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of practical applications, SCF is exclusively employed as a slow-release fertilizer. Although
water-soluble polymers [51,52] and natural biomaterials [53] are environmentally friendly
options, they possess high WA values and fail to meet the actual demands of agricultural
production when used for coating CRFs.

At present, the predominant commercially available CRFs are primarily coated with
PE or PU polymers. As agricultural chemical production involves the extensive use of
polymer-coated CRFs in farmland applications, the quantity involved is substantial, re-
sulting in higher prices. For instance, MDI costs approximately CNY 20,000/ton and
polyol costs around CNY 15,000/ton. The addition of PU during CRF production with
a coating rate of 4% incurs a cost of CNY 1400/ton. To address this issue, researchers
have been exploring various approaches to reduce the cost of polymer-coated fertilizers
by minimizing coating rates and optimizing film structures [54]. In comparison to organic
materials, inorganic materials offer unparalleled price advantages. S, for example, is priced
at only about CNY 2000/ton, and adding S during CRF production with a coating rate
of 10% amounts to approximately CNY 200/ton—one-tenth of the price of PU. Therefore,
we attempted to establish recommended values for film materials’ properties to guide
modifications aimed at rectifying deficiencies while preserving the favorable ecological
characteristics inherent in inorganic materials. The results pertaining to the physical prop-
erties of modified-S-based materials demonstrate that aligning their material properties
with the recommended values proposed herein can enhance the release performance of
CRFs. Furthermore, our experiment substantiated that modifying coating materials to
achieve these recommended values serves as a fundamental guarantee for producing CRFs
exhibiting excellent controlled-release performance.

The modification of vegetable-oil-based PUCFs using modified bentonite resulted
in a reduction in WA from 1.3 to 0.3%, an increase in WCA from 95.4 to 97.5◦, and an
improvement in EB from 12.3 to 20.7%. Consequently, the N release period increased from
23 to 74 days [55]. It is evident that the modified vegetable-oil-based PUCFs meet the
recommended values for WA and WCA suitable for a N release period of 90 days; however,
the EB falls short of our recommended value, resulting in a shorter N release period than
desired (less than 90 days). If the EB can be enhanced to reach 100%, it would extend
the N release period beyond 90 days. Therefore, obtaining these recommended values
provides clear guidance for selecting and modifying appropriate inorganic materials or
biodegradables, which serves as crucial reference information for future research work or
industrialization efforts related to CRFs.

5. Conclusions

This study has investigated the relationship between the hydrophobicity and mechan-
ical properties of coating materials and the N release periods of commercially available
CRFs. The results show significant differences in the N release characteristics of CRFs
coated with different materials. Longer N release periods are associated with lower WA,
larger WCA, and higher EB values in the corresponding coating material. The correlation
coefficients between the N release period and the WA, WCA, and EB were 0.986, 0.701, and
0.737, respectively. Based on the simulated equations, the physical properties for a coating
material that can meet the release criteria include a WA less than 2.4%, a WCA greater than
68.8◦, and an EB greater than 57.7%. For CRFs demonstrating a N release period of up to
30 days, the recommended values for the coating materials were WA <3.0%, WCA >60.0◦,
and EB >30.0%. Improving the hydrophobicity and mechanical properties of coating materi-
als according to these recommendations could significantly enhance their controlled-release
performance.
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Abstract: In recent years, the application scope of most cellulose-based foams is limited due to their
low adsorbability and poor recyclability. In this study, a green solvent is used to extract and dissolve
cellulose, and the structural stability of the solid foam is enhanced by adding a secondary liquid
via the capillary foam technology, and the strength of the solid foam is improved. In addition, the
effects of the addition of different gelatin concentrations on the micro-morphology, crystal structure,
mechanical properties, adsorption, and recyclability of the cellulose-based foam are investigated. The
results show that the cellulose-based foam structure becomes compact, the crystallinity is decreased,
the disorder is increased, and the mechanical properties are improved, but its circulation capacity is
decreased. When the volume fraction of gelatin is 2.4%, the mechanical properties of foam are the
best. The stress of the foam is 55.746 kPa at 60% deformation, and the adsorption capacity reaches
57.061 g/g. The results can serve as a reference for the preparation of highly stable cellulose-based
solid foams with excellent adsorption properties.

Keywords: cellulose-based foam; gelatin; adsorption

1. Introduction

Crude oil leakage and industrial emissions have led to high levels of pollution in the
ecological environment. Recently, bio-waste and natural resources have been considered
for developing green synthetic nanomaterials/nanoparticles. These green nanoparticles
may be employed as a viable alternative to current methods of pollution remediation
since they are cheap, stable, safe, and environmentally benign [1]. Among them, the
method of adsorbing oil-water by materials with adsorption properties has been widely
concerned in pollution control. Cellulose-based foam has attracted much attention as an
adsorbent and is widely reported in the literature [2–5] as one of the sewage treatment
materials [3,5–12] with the highest potential owing to its light weight, low density, high
porosity, and high liquid holdup [13]. However, chemical modifications can often cause
serious damage to the network structure of the foam and reduce its service life. Therefore,
it is crucial to find an oil-absorbing cellulose-based foam with a stable structure and good
recyclability performance.

Cellulose is the primary component of lignocellulosic biomass which can serve as
a plentiful source of carbohydrates for the production of numerous high-demand chem-
icals [14]. The process of preparing cellulose-based foams requires the extraction and
dissolution of cellulose by a green method. Cellulose extraction techniques include mechan-
ical extraction by homogenization, mechanical isolation by steam explosion, defibrillation
by high-intensity ultrasonication, extraction by electrospinning technique, extraction and
dissolution of cellulose using ionic liquids, etc. [15]. The traditional cellulose extraction
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and dissolution process is not in line with the current trend of energy saving and environ-
mental protection. Therefore, in order to fully utilize cellulose resources, it is necessary to
develop “green” cellulose extraction methods and suitable cellulose dissolution pathways.
As neoteric green solvents, ionic liquids (ILs) refer to a specific class of molten salts which
are liquids at temperatures of 100 ◦C [16,17]. In recent years, many researchers have inves-
tigated the dissolution of cellulose in green solvents(ILs), Froschauer et al. [18] separated
cellulose and hemicellulose from wood pulp by 1–ethyl–3–methylimidazolium acetate
[C2mim][Ac]/Cosolvent (water, ethanol, or acetone) systems. Zhuo et al. [19] synthesized
SO3H− functionalized acidic ionic liquids used as catalysts for the hydrolysis of cellulose
in [C4mim][Cl] and so on. The dissolution mechanism of cellulose in ILs [20] involves the
oxygen and hydrogen atoms of cellulose-OH in the formation of electron donor-electron
acceptor (EDA) complexes which interact with the ionic liquid. The cations in ionic liquid
solvents act as the electron acceptor center and anion as the electron-donor center. The two
centers must be located close enough in space to permit the interactions and to permit the
EDA complexes to form. Upon interaction of the cellulose-OH and the ionic liquid, the
oxygen and hydrogen atoms from hydroxyl groups are separated, resulting in the opening
of the hydrogen bonds between molecular chains of the cellulose, and finally, the cellulose
dissolves [21].

Increasing the stability of wet foam is considered an effective method to prevent
structural damage of the cellulose-based foam network. Foam is a complex metastable
system that is influenced by many factors. According to the Reynolds equation [22], foam
decay is related to the liquid film thickness, solution viscosity, and the size of bubbles [23,24].
Decay is often attributed to the foam thinning and rupture caused by the liquid film
drainage, which is controlled by the viscoelasticity of the liquid film. Therefore, the
viscoelasticity of the liquid film is a very important factor influencing the stability of the
foam. In general, adding a surfactant will play a positive role in improving the stability of
the foam. The foam forming of cellulose-based materials is influenced by the surfactant
type and dosage [25]. During foam formation, the surfactants are arranged in an ordered
manner on the liquid film surface, wherein the hydrophilic group is directed toward the
water and the hydrophobic group is directed toward the air [26]. When the concentration of
surfactants reaches the critical micelle concentration, the interface adsorption is saturated
and micelles are formed. On one hand, the stabilization mechanism reduces the liquid
discharge power by reducing the Laplace pressure; on the other hand, it imparts the liquid
film with a certain degree of Gibbs film elasticity. When the liquid film is impacted, local
deformation occurs. Consequently, the adsorption density of the surfactant in this area
decreases, and a surface tension gradient is formed within the adjacent area. Therefore,
the liquid in the liquid film flows from the low-surface-tension area to the high-surface-
tension area [22], thereby preventing deformation (thinning) and rupture of the liquid film.
Moreover, the increase in solution viscosity plays a secondary role in the stability of the
foam. According to the literature [27], within the range of foaming ability, higher solution
viscosity leads to a more stable foam. Chen et al. [28] studied the stability and rheological
properties of foams prepared from surfactants and clay particle dispersion. The author
thus confirmed that an increase in solution viscosity can indeed enhance the stability of the
foam. In the case of cellulose-based wet foams, the size of the foam directly determines
the pore size of the subsequent cellulose porous foam. Compared to the pure water-vapor
two-phase foam, the cellulose-based wet foam is subjected to a much stronger capillary
force and external force during the curing process, which renders the foam extremely
unstable. Therefore, the method of formation of a dense network structure is important for
the preparation of stable cellulose-based wet foams. In a previous study [29], the cationic
character of a cationic polyacrylamide (CPAM) was successfully exploited to capture the
negatively charged free nanofibers (NFC) in an aqueous solution. Therefore, during the
preparation of a cellulose-based stable wet foam, the electrostatic force between CPAM
and NFC can be fully utilized. The NFC is used as a patch, and the local adsorption of
CPAM on the large cellulose is used as a bonding point to fill the NFC in the gap of the
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cellulose skeleton [30], and this is called the “patch bridge” mechanism. By changing the
amount of NFC added, the spatial distance between the cellulose is changed, thus changing
the density of the cellulose network and thereby improving that stability of the cellulose-
based wet foam. Furthermore, the factors affecting the stability of the cellulose-based
wet foams also include the foaming agent concentration, cellulose concentration, stirring
speed, etc. [31–34].

In addition, gelatin is generally utilized for structure changes and increased poros-
ity [35]. To improve the resistance of the cellulose network structure, a capillary foam can be
formed by adding a second liquid (gelatin) to increase the yield stress, thereby reinforcing
the cellulose skeleton. According to literature reports [36,37], the increase in the yield stress
can be explained through two possibilities: (1) formation of physical bonds between the
particles after adding the secondary liquid and (2) hydrogen bonding between the cellulose
and the gelatin and the increase in the volume of the single-capillary bridge connecting the
cellulose [38]. Moreover, it was found that, when an external force was applied, the stress
can be transferred in the polymer network structure and dispersed [39]. Hydrogen bonds
are easy to design and have dynamic reversibility under external stimulation [40]. With the
addition of the second liquid, the cellulose gradually forms a network that is connected by
liquid bridges across the bubbles, with a significant increase in the yield stress [37]. When
the critical volume fraction is reached, the number of liquid bridges reaches saturation,
indicating an insignificant increase in the yield stress. However, when the volume fraction
increases beyond the critical value, the yield stress increases rapidly. At this time, the
increase in the volume of capillary liquid bridges between the cellulose generates a strong
yield stress [37]. The results show that the second liquid is imperative for the formation of
a network of particles interconnected by liquid bridges, which then changes into a gel-like
substance with high elasticity [41]. This transformation significantly increases the yield
stress and viscosity, which are higher than those of an ordinary cellulose foam. There-
fore, the cellulose skeleton is enhanced, and the resistance ability of the cellulose network
structure is improved.

In this study, gelatin is used as the second liquid, with capillary foam technology
to improve the stability of the cellulose skeleton. The effects of gelatin concentration
in the foam on the microstructure, crystal structure, and mechanical properties of the
cellulose-based foam are studied. Furthermore, the adsorption and cycle performance of the
cellulose-based foam with different gelatin concentrations are analyzed by adsorption cycle
experiments which are carried out by using the traditional extrusion–drying–absorption
cycle method. However, there is still a lack of clear analysis of the adsorption cycle times,
and we hope that some researchers will conduct detailed and clear research in the future.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Bagasse fiber (BF) was obtained from Guangxi Guitang Group. Nanofibrillated cel-
lulose (NFC) was purchased from Tianjin Damao Chemical Reagent Factory. Sodium
lauryl sulfate (SDS), 1-tetradecyl alcohol (TDA), and gelatin were purchased from Shanghai
Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Gum arabic (GAC) was
purchased from Tianjin Damao Chemical Reagent Factory. All reagents were used as is,
unless otherwise stated.

2.2. Experimental Devices

The experimental devices used are as follows: high shear dispersion emulsifier (FM 200,
Frug Fluid Machinery Co., Ltd., Foshan, China), high-speed disperser (Ultra-Turrax, Aika,
Germany), thermostat water bath cauldron (DF-101S, Bonsai Instruments Co., Ltd., Shang-
hai, China), freeze-dryer (E35 A-Pro, Shanghai Qiaofeng Industrial Co., Ltd., Shanghai,
China), field emission scanning electron microscope (Gemini500, Zeiss Instruments, Ger-
many). X-ray computed tomography (GE Vtomx, GE, the US), automatic mercury injection
apparatus (AutoPore IV 9500, McMurray, the US), X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku D/MAX
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2500V, Neo-Confucianism, Japan), and universal tensile testing machine (LS1, AMETEK,
the US).

2.3. Preparation of Cellulose-Based Foam

The cellulose-based composites are developed by dispersing the stable aqueous suspen-
sions of cellulose mostly in hydrosoluble or hydrodispersible or latex-form polymers [15],
and the cellulose-based foam is prepared by the freezing method. At first, the study uses
SDS as a green solvent, and 0.015 g/mL SDS, 0.1 g/mL GAC, and 0.015 g/mL TDA solu-
tions are used as foaming solutions. The solution is heated in a water bath at 60 ◦C for 5 min
and then taken out when its appearance changes from turbid into clear light blue. The
solution is cooled to room temperature and then transferred into a blast furnace with a dry
weight accounting for 1.8% of the whole system. NFC is then dispersed by an emulsifier
and added to 20% of BF dry weight. The mixture is stirred at a low speed of 800 rpm for
10 min and then foamed at a high speed of 2000 rpm for 15 min. After foaming, a small
amount of CPAM is added dropwise while stirring constantly. After stirring for 5 min,
the gelatin is added dropwise until the volume accounts for 0%, 1.2%, 1.6%, 2.4%, and
3.2% of the total weight of the system. The samples are named NPB, NPGB-1.2, NPGB-1.6,
NPGB-2.4, and NPGB-3.2, respectively. Then, the solution is poured into a round mold of
a 10 cm diameter and frozen overnight in a refrigerator at −20 ◦C. After the above series
of operations, the foam is dried in a freeze dryer at −65 ◦C for 36 h to obtain a solid foam
containing different concentrations of gelatin.

2.4. Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM)

The microstructure of the cellulose-based foam is analyzed by FESEM (Gemini500,
Giebelstadt, Germany). Before testing, the foam is quenched in liquid nitrogen and adhered
to the stage with a conductive adhesive. All samples are gold sprayed under vacuum
for 60 s, and the samples are tested at 10 kV. The porosity is calculated according to the
Formula (1): [42,43]

Porosity =

(
1 − ρb

ρs

)
× 100% (1)

ρb =
m
υ

(2)

ρb is the bulk density of cellulose foam, ρs is the skeleton density of cellulose, which is
1.5 g/cm3, and ρb is the density of the foam material, calculated according to Formula (2) [44].

2.5. X-ray Computed Tomography (Micro-CT)

The cellulose-based solid-state foam is cut into small pieces of 1 × 1 × 1 cm and
scanned at the source voltage of 20 kV X-ray tube, with an image resolution of 2 µm.

2.6. Pore-Size Distribution

The pore-size distribution of the foam is measured by an automatic mercury injection
apparatus. The cellulose-based foam is cut into pieces of 1.5 cm × 1 cm× 1 cm and dried
overnight in an oven at 60 ◦C before the measurement. The measured contact angle is 130◦,
and the pressure ranged from 0.10 to 61,000 psia.

2.7. X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

The crystal structure of the foam cellulose is analyzed by XRD. The samples are cut
into 1 mm thick slices for testing. Cu-Kα rays with a wavelength of λ = 0.154 nm are used
for scanning analysis. The voltage is 40 kV, the current is 30 mA, scanning diffraction angle
“2θ” is within the range 5–50◦, and scanning speed is 3 ◦/min. Combined with the analysis
software JADE, the crystallinity index (CrI) is calculated according to Formula (3) [45].

CrI =
I002 − Iam

I002
× 100% (3)
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The diffraction peak intensity obtained when I002 is at 2θ = 22.5◦ is the diffraction
intensity attributed to the crystalline region, and the diffraction peak intensity obtained
when Iam is at 2θ = 16.5◦ is the diffraction intensity attributed to the amorphous region.

2.8. Compression Testing

The mechanical strength of the foams is analyzed using a universal tensile tester
(LS1, USA). The compressive properties of cellulose-based foams are tested according to
GB/T 8813-2008 “determination of compression properties of rigid foams”. For this test,
cylindrical specimens with a height of 15 mm and a diameter of 20 mm are prepared using
a die with a height of 17 mm and a diameter of 22.5 mm. Before the test, all samples are
placed in a vacuum drying oven and kept at 25 ◦C for 12 h. The test is carried out at
10 mm/min until the material strain reaches 80%.

2.9. Adsorption Cycle Capacity Test

Two common organic solvents and six different oils are used as adsorbents. The
cellulose-based foam is cut into small pieces of 20 mm× 20 mm× 10 mm, and the initial
weight of each sample is denoted by M0. In the adsorption experiment, the sample is
immersed in different adsorption solvents until reaching adsorption saturation, and then
the excess surface liquid is scraped off with paper. The weight after adsorption is denoted
by Mt, and the liquid adsorption Qs is calculated as follows (4): [46]

Qs =
Mt − M0

M0
(4)

The desorption step involves simply squeezing the adsorbed samples, washing them
with ethanol and soaking them overnight and finally drying them in a vacuum oven at
60 ◦C for 10 h. The whole above process is referred to as a cycle.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Morphological Characteristics of the Cellulose-Based Foam

The cellulose-based foam is prepared by the foaming–molding method, and its cell
structure is directly related to the strength of the network structure of the cellulose-based
stable wet foam before curing. Therefore, under the conditions of different gelatin concentra-
tions, the final cellulose-based foam has obvious differences in appearance and morphology.

Figure 1a shows an actual foam picture before (NPB) and after adding gelatin (NPGB).
It can be seen from the figure that the foam of the former is softer than that of the latter and
has a poorer performance, which makes it difficult to perform the relevant characterization
by scanning electron microscopy. However, by comparing the X-ray diffraction patterns
of the two (Figure 1b), it is found that the foam structure after adding gelatin becomes
significantly denser. In the figure, black represents the pores, white represents the cellulose,
and the brighter the color, the denser is the cellulose or the cellulose distribution at that
location. As revealed in the figure, the white highlighted areas of the foam are banded
together without gelatin, and the distance between the bands are large. This indicates a
phenomenon where the cellulose gathers in piles, and the skeleton structure in the foam is
hollow. With the addition of gelatin, the brightness of the white-banded area decreases,
and the area itself also shrinks. It is evenly distributed in the form of bright white dots. The
above phenomenon indicates that the cellulose is uniformly dispersed and its structure is
compact. The results show that the high yield stress is imparted to the cellulose skeleton via
the capillary foam technology. Therefore, it can successfully maintain the network structure
of the foam, which can also be reflected by the appearance of the foam (Figure 1a). NPB
has a soft structure, while NPGB is smooth and delicate with a firm texture.
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Figure 1. (a) Physical appearance of NPB and NPGB foams; (b) X-ray diffraction profile; and
(c,d) surface (e–h) and section (i–l) SEM images of the cellulose-based foam at different gelatin
volume fractions (from the left to the right, they are NPGB-1.2, NPGB-1.6, NPGB-2.4, and NPGB-3.2).

Figure 1c shows the surface (top) and cross-sectional (bottom) SEM images of cellulose-
based foams with different gelatin concentrations. It can be seen from the surface SEM
images that all the samples maintain a good cell structure in the transverse direction.
However, in the machine direction, when the volume fraction of gelatin is 1.2%, the foam
appears hollow, which is known as the collapse phenomenon. This is because although the
gelatin provides strength to the fibrous matrix of the foam at this stage, the volume fraction
is not sufficient to resist external damage. When the volume fraction of gelatin is 1.6%,
there is no hollow or collapse phenomenon in the longitudinal direction, but the cellulose is
messy. The results show that under these conditions, although the foam network structure
can resist the damage during molding to a certain extent, the addition of gelatin is still
very low. Therefore, the degree of physical crosslinking is insufficient, and the foam cannot
retain not its complete network structure vertically. In contrast, when the volume fraction
of gelatin is 2.4% or 3.2%, a significant change in the foam morphology can be seen in the
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surface SEM images. This is mainly due to the physical cross-linking between the gelatin
and the cellulose. It can be seen from the cross-sectional SEM image that the same cell
structure as that of the foam surface appears in the longitudinal direction, the cell wall is
firm, and there is no bending phenomenon, indicating that a three-dimensional network
structure is formed, which is beneficial to improve the mechanical strength of the foam.
Among the samples, when the volume fraction of gelatin is as high as 3.2%, there is an
excessive crosslinking in the foam. The cellulose connected by the second liquid is piled
up to form lamellae; the interaction between the gelatin and the cellulose is hindered by
the cross-linking effect between the gelatin and the gelatin molecules in lamellae [47]. This
results in a stratification phenomenon, as shown in the figure in the longitudinal direction.
Table 1 shows the density and porosity of the cellulose-based foam prepared under different
gelatin concentrations, where the density is less than 0.01 g/cm3. At the same time, the
porosity reaches more than 98%, meeting the requirements of ultra-lightweight and porous.

Table 1. Physical parameters of the cellulose-based foam at different gelatin volume fractions.

Sample Density (g/cm3) Porosity (%)

NPB 0.0108 ± 0.0012 99.30 ± 0.05
NPGB-1.2 0.0155 ± 0.0030 98.95 ± 0.15
NPGB-1.6 0.0145 ± 0.0050 99.03 ± 0.05
NPGB-2.4 0.0175 ± 0.0050 98.84 ± 0.03
NPGB-3.2 0.0173 ± 0.0034 98.86 ± 0.23

3.2. Pore Size Distribution of the Cellulose-Based Foam

An automatic mercury injection apparatus is used to characterize the pore size of
cellulose-based foams with different gelatin concentrations. Figure 2a shows the mercury
injection curve. In the low-pressure region, the mercury injection amount gradually in-
creases, this stage mainly fills the large hole. With the increase in pressure, the amount of
mercury injected is no longer increasing. At this time, the energy consumption is mainly
used for the volumetric compression of the material [48]. It can be seen from the curve
that the foam sample has a macroporous structure (having pores larger than 500 nm is
called macroporous). When the volume fraction of gelatin is 0 or 1.2%, the constant value
of the amount of mercury injected is the same. With the increase in the volume fraction of
gelatin, the amount of mercury injected increases significantly. This indicates that when the
volume fraction of gelatin is 0 or 1.2%, there are more large-aperture bubbles. The detailed
pore size distribution is shown in Figure 2b. Without the addition of gelatin, the pore size
distribution of the foam is uniform and large. After the addition of the gelatin, the pore
size of the foam is significantly reduced. As the volume fraction of the gelatin increases,
the pore size distribution curve of the foam exhibits a multimodal phenomenon. When the
volume fraction of the gelatin is 2.4%, the one strong peak that appears in the large-size
region, as in other concentrations, is accompanied by other small peaks that appear in the
small-size region. This indicates the presence of a hierarchically interconnected porous
structure, which is beneficial to improve the mechanical properties of the foam [49]. The
detailed data are shown in Figure 2c. With the increase in the gelatin volume fraction,
the pore size of the foam first decreases and then increases. When the volume fraction of
the gelatin is 2.4%, the pore size of the foam is the smallest, and the average pore size is
approximately 47 µm, which is 178 µm less than the pore size before adding gelatin, which
was 225 µm. The results show that based on the temperature-controlling properties of
gelatin, the addition of a second liquid can not only improve the strength of the cellulose
skeleton but also refine the pore size of the foam.

In addition, it has been confirmed that maintaining the stability of the network through
the “patch-bridge” mechanism only is not enough. By comparing the average pore diameter
(225 µm) of the cellulose foam after curing without gelatin with the average bubble diameter
(113 µm) of the wet foam under the same conditions, it is found that the bubbles not
only become thicker but are also subjected to other strong destructive forces during the
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curing process. For example, in the process of freezing to generate the ice crystals, the
force generated by the expansion of the growth volume of the ice crystals pushes the
cellulose [50]. This results in the destruction of the cellulose network that is inherently
unstable and has a larger pore size. In contrast, based on the temperature-controlled
cross-linking properties of the gelatin, gelation occurs rapidly at low temperature after
the addition of gelatin [51]. Moreover, the liquid bridges connected between the cellulose
are converted into solid bridges, which allows the foam structure to be fixed before it can
be coarsened. Not only is the original network structure of the wet foam maintained, but
also the gelatin elastic aggregates tend to be connected through the forces of the polar
group interactions such as hydrogen bonds and so on during the aging process. At the
same time, the gelatin elastic aggregates are pulled into the overlapping distance that exists
between the cellulose [52]. Therefore, it reduces the pore size of the foam. When the gelatin
concentration is further increased to 3.2%, the liquid bridge endows too much force to the
cellulose wet foam. The cross-linking between the gelatin and the gelatin molecules hinder
the interaction between the gelatin and the cellulose. This results in the stratification of
the foam, the destruction of network structure, and the increase in the foam pore size. The
results show that the second liquid concentration has a significant effect on the pore size
distribution of the cellulose-based foam. When the volume fraction of gelatin is 2.4%, the
pore size of the cellulose-based foam reaches the minimum value.
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3.3. Crystal Structure of the Cellulose-Based Foam

The crystal structure of the cellulose-based foam is studied and analyzed by an X-ray
diffractometer. The addition of the amorphous gelatin can reduce the ordered structure of
the foam to a certain extent. As shown in Figure 3a, the main diffraction peaks appear at
2θ = 16.5 and 22.5◦, corresponding to the crystal planes (110) and (200), respectively. This
figure conforms to the type I structure of typical cellulose [53]. For NPGB, the characteristic
peaks are similar to NPB, indicating that the crystal structure of cellulose did not change
after the addition of gelatin. When the volume fraction of gelatin is increased from 0%
to 2.4%, the crystallinity of the foam decreases from 76.81% to 28.20%, and when the
volume fraction of gelatin is further increased, the crystallinity (CrI) tends to increase
too, as shown in Figure 3b. To analyze the reasons behind this pattern, the addition of
amorphous gelatin may not only reduce the crystallinity of the foam but also contribute to
the formation of the three-dimensional network structure of the cellulose-based foam [7].
With the addition of gelatin, the orientation of the cellulose that always tends to spread
in a plane is partially broken, and the circular cell structure is gradually presented in
the longitudinal direction. The foam converts from ordered to disordered, so the overall
crystallinity decreases. When the volume fraction of the gelatin reaches 2.4%, the three-
dimensional network structure of the cellulose-based foam is completely formed. At this
stage, the disorder of the foam reaches its maximum and the crystallinity of the foam
reaches its minimum. When the concentration of the gelatin further increases, the foam
undergoes delamination in the longitudinal direction and the three-dimensional structure
is damaged. Thus, the crystallinity of the foam increases and its disorder decreases.
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3.4. Mechanical Properties of the Cellulose-Based Foam

The stress-strain curve can reflect the change in the internal structure of the foam
under the action of a force and the foam’s response to it [54]. From the stress–strain curve
shown in Figure 4, it can be seen that there are two distinct response regions. However,
Chen and Kobayashi et al. [55] suggest the presence of three areas, in which the elastic
deformation of the pore wall and the compression of the macropores mainly occur in the
linear elastic area, the plastic yield of the pore wall occurs in the platform area, and the
densification of the foam porous structure often occurs in the densification area. According
to the literature [56], this is related to the processing route of the materials. For example,
the lightweight foam which Cervin et al. [8] prepared through Pickering foam does not
have a platform area, and when the strain reaches 60%, it directly switches from the linear
elastic area to the dense area.
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In this study, the same behavior was observed in the above-mentioned report. More-
over, before the deformation reaches 60%, the stress increases linearly with the strain in
the linear elastic region. Then, the stress extends to the densified area, and no platform
appears. From the curves in Figure 4, it can be seen that the stress of the solid foam increases
at first, and then decreases under the same deformation conditions with the increase in
gelatin volume fraction in the linear elastic region. The stress reaches the maximum value
when the gelatin volume fraction is 2.4%. The compressive stress values at 60% strain
for NPB, NPGB-1.2, NPGB-1.6, NPGB-2.4, and NPGB-3.2 are 1.35546 kPa, 24.13049 kPa,
34.23665 kPa, 55.74601 kPa, and 54.50891 kPa, respectively. Furthermore, at 80% strain, the
respective stress values reach 14.03921 kPa, 116.98721 kPa, 148.10305 kPa, 289.73374 kPa,
and 216.98205 kPa. These are higher than the previously reported values for cellulose
foam/aerogel shown in Table 2. When the volume fraction of gelatin increases up to 3.2%,
the stress decreases slightly. This may be caused by the cross-linking of the excessive gelatin,
which results in a vertical stratification. This destroys the three-dimensional network of
cellulose-based foam, leading to stress concentration and decreased mechanical strength.

Table 2. Summary of the properties of the physical parameters of the cellulose-based foam materials.

Material Density (g/cm3) Porosity (%) Mechanical
Strength (kPa) References

Novel cellulose foam 0.096–0.0175 ≥98% 55.746 (60%)
NFC/MFC foam 0.010–0.060 90.0 13.78 [29]

NFC aerogels <0.030 99.7 13.78 [57]
Silanized NFC sponge 0.017 99.0 27.70 (50%) [58]

NFC foam 0.010 99.4 12.00 (50%) [59]
Lignin/cellulose 0.010 80.0–90.0 200.00 [60]
Cellulose foam 0.020–0.065 80.0–90.0 10.00–90.00 [61]

Nano cellulose foam 0.011 97.1–99.4 60.00 (80%) [62]
Cellulose scaffold 0.006–0.176 99.7 271.00 (70–80%) [63]

3.5. Adsorption and Cycle Performance of the Cellulose-Based Foam

The driving force of the superhydrophobic/superoleophilic cellulose foam in absorb-
ing oil is derived from the capillary force of the superhydrophobic hierarchical struc-
tures [64]. As shown in Figure 5a, the highly porous cellulose-based foams have an absorp-
tion capacity of 20 to 60 g/g for the various organic solvents or oils. They mainly absorb the
liquid through the capillary action and physical sealing in the narrow spaces of the pores.
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Due to the loose structure and the difficulty in forming the gelatin cellulose-based foam
(NPB), this chapter only investigates the adsorption capacity of gelatin cellulose-based foam
(NPGB). By comparing the absorption capacities of NPGB-1.2, NPGB-1.6, NPGB-2.4, and
NPGB-3.2 for different solvents, it is found that when the volume fraction of gelatin is 1.2%,
1.6%, or 2.4%, there is no significant difference in the absorption capacity of the foam, and
the maximum absorption capacities are 52.040 g/g, 55.625 g/g, and 57.061 g/g, respectively.
In contrast, when the volume fraction of gelatin reaches 3.2%, the absorption capacity of
the foam reduced significantly, and the maximum absorption capacity is 31.606 g/g, which
may be due to the damage of the three-dimensional structure of the foam.
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The traditional extrusion–drying–absorption cycle method can be used to test the cycle
performance of the cellulose-based foam. The specific process is shown in Figure 5b. A
certain volume of the foam is placed in different organic solvents/oils. After adsorption,
the adsorbed solvent is extruded by simple extrusion and the foam is soaked in ethanol
overnight for desorption. The foam is then transferred to a vacuum drying oven and dried
at 60 ◦C for 10 h. This process is called a cycle. The cellulose-based foam is a kind of porous
adsorption material which plays an important role in the recycling of materials and the
adsorption of substances.

Figure 5c shows the absorption efficiency of a cellulose-based foam containing different
gelatin volume fractions at different cycles, using chloroform as an example. It can be
seen that the foam undergoes one adsorption, and the absorption amount decreases by
20–65% during the next adsorption. After five adsorption cycles, the adsorption capacity
decreased by 73%. This may be analyzed by two factors. On the first hand, in the first
adsorption process of the foam, the organic solvents and the oil enter the foam holes and
stay there causing a blockage, so they become difficult to completely desorb. Therefore, no
additional liquid storage space remains for the next adsorption. On the other hand, when
desorption occurs after the last adsorption is complete, although a large amount of the
solvent adsorbed in the foam can be discharged by the extrusion method, the structure of
the foam is severely damaged. Thus, it results in a decrease in the adsorption capacity.

By comparing the circulating capacities of the foams with different gelatin concentra-
tions, we found that the adsorption capacity of the foam cycle when the volume fraction of
the gelatin is 2.4% or 3.2% is worse than that when the volume fraction is 1.2% or 1.6%. The
reason is analyzed according to the surface morphology and the size distribution of the
foam. The addition of the gelatin can make the cell wall of the cellulose-based foam thicker
and the cell smaller. Where the mechanical strength and the water retention capacity of
the foam are improved. After one round of adsorption, it is more difficult to desorb the
oil droplets from the foam, and the recovery capacity of the foam decreases. The 3.2%
gelatin volume fraction is the worst among the tested volume fractions in terms of liquid
absorption and circulation. The results show that the gelatin concentration has an important
effect on the adsorption and the recyclability of the cellulose-based foam. As the gelatin
concentration increases, the adsorption cycle capacity decreases.

4. Conclusions

In this study, BF, NFC, TAD, and GAC are used as the raw materials, and SDS is used
as a green solvent to prepare the cellulose-based foams with different gelatin concentrations
via capillary foam technology. The results show that the structure of cellulose-based foam
after adding gelatin is obviously compact, the crystallinity is decreased, the disorder is in-
creased, and the mechanical properties are improved, but the recycling ability is decreased.
Furthermore, the results show that the mechanical properties of the cellulose-based foam
are improved, but its circulation capacity is decreased. The mechanical properties of the
cellulose-based foam improve with the increase in the gelatin volume fraction. However,
excessive addition of gelatin causes excessive crosslinking of foam, which destroys the
three-dimensional network of the cellulose-based foam, leading to stress concentration
and decrease in the mechanical strength, and the experimental results show that when the
volume fraction of gelatin is 2.4%, the stress is 55.746 kPa. At this time, the mechanical
properties of the cellulose-based foam are the best, and the adsorption capacity of the foam
also reaches the highest 57.061 g/g. In addition, with the increase in gelatin concentration,
the circulation capacity of the cellulose-based foam decreases, and the number of adsorp-
tion cycles is limited, among which, the adsorption capacity decreased by 73% after five
adsorption cycles. In addition, with the increase in gelatin concentration, the adsorption
and circulation capacity of gelatin decreases. Therefore, the concentration of the secondary
liquid (gelatin) has a great influence on the mechanical properties as well as the adsorption
and circulation capacity of the cellulose-based foam.
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Abstract: Bio-based porous materials can reduce energy consumption and environmental impact,
and they have a possible application as packaging materials. In this study, a bio-based porous foam
was prepared by using a Pickering emulsion as a template. Nisin and waterborne polyurethane
(WPU) were used for physical modification of 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl piperidine-1-oxyl-oxidized cellulose
nanocrystals (TOCNC). The obtained composite particles were applied as stabilizers for acrylated
epoxidized soybean oil (AESO) Pickering emulsion. The stability of the emulsion was characterized
by determination of the rheological properties and microscopic morphology of the emulsion. The
emulsion stabilized by composite particles showed better stability compared to case when TOCNC
were used. The porous foam was obtained by heating a composite-particles-stabilized Pickering
emulsion at 90 ◦C for 2 h. SEM (scanning electron microscopy) images showed that the prepared
foam had uniformly distributed pores. In addition, the thermal conductivity of the foam was
0.33 W/m·k, which was a significant decrease compared to the 3.92 W/m·k of the TOCNC foam. The
introduction of nisin and WPU can reduce the thermal conductivity of the foam, and the physically
modified, TOCNC-stabilized Pickering emulsion provides an effective means to preparing bio-based
porous materials.

Keywords: TOCNC/Nisin/WPU; Pickering emulsion; biomaterials; porous foam; thermal insulation

1. Introduction

Porous foams are a class of materials with high porosities and large high specific
surface areas, which are widely used in thermal insulation, energy storage, etc. At present,
the production of most foams applied in the commercial field highly depends on petroleum
resources, which limits their application. As fossil and petroleum resources become in-
creasingly depleted, it is becoming a trend to use renewable resources and environmentally
friendly production strategies to develop bio-based foams to replace traditional foam
materials [1]. Various biomaterials have been reported for the preparation of bio-based
foams. Hassan et al. [2] fabricated a biodegradable starch/cellulose composite foam with
starch-containing cellulose fibers as a reinforcing agent and citric acid as a cross-linking
agent. The composite foams can be applied as a biodegradable replacement for polystyrene
foam. Qiu et al. [3] used AESO chemically grafted with flame retardants to produce a
bio-based foam with desirable mechanical properties and flame retardancy. Luo et al. [4]
reported a biodegradable poly (3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate) (PHBV)-based
electromagnetic shielding foam by supercritical CO2, and constructed a green and economic
avenue for the application of this PHBV foam in the field of electromagnetic shielding.

Emulsion is a dispersed system consisting of several immiscible liquids. Compared
with traditional surfactant-stabilized emulsion, a Pickering emulsion generally has excellent
stability due to nearly irreversible interfacial adsorption of stabilizers [5]. In addition, a
Pickering emulsion also has environmentally friendly properties—e.g., a particle-stabilized
emulsion can reduce the total amount of surfactant required. Based on the basic properties
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of a Pickering emulsion, it is an excellent template for preparing bio-based porous foam,
and the pore structure of the foam can be adjusted by the stability of the emulsion and
droplet size [6]. In a Pickering emulsion, particle stabilizers are particularly important for
the stability of it and the properties of the prepared material. Some inorganic particles,
such as nonmetallic oxide particles and magnetic particles, have been extensively studied
in Pickering emulsions, but their common disadvantage is poor biocompatibility. In recent
years, as a renewable material which has superior biocompatibility and biodegradability,
nanocellulose, has attracted the interest of researchers.

Nanocellulose is a renewable and biodegradable nanomaterial that combines a large
specific surface area, flexibility, low density and chemical inertness. Due to the presence
of hydroxyl groups on the surface of nanocellulose, it can be physically modified or
chemically modified with other polymers and nanomaterials by functional groups or
grafting biomolecules [7]. In recent years, nanocellulose, which is carbon-neutral, non-toxic
and sustainable, has attracted a lot of attention due to environmental concerns. At present,
nanocellulose is widely applied in food packaging [8], thermal insulation materials [9,10],
coatings [11], biomedicine [12], etc. Due to the surface properties, shape and inter-particle
interactions of nanocellulose, it shows good self-assembly ability at the liquid interface
and has been used to stabilize Pickering emulsions [13,14].The surface of nanocellulose has
abundant OH groups, which gives it hydrophilicity overall, and the hydrophobic (200) β
crystalline edges containing CH groups impart hydrophobicity [15]. The amphiphilicity
of nanocellulose plays a crucial role in the stability of a Pickering emulsion. On the other
hand, the stability of the emulsion generally affects the pore structure and properties
of the prepared foam, including the thermal insulation and mechanical properties [7].
Zhang et al. [16] used aminated cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) to stabilize an oil-in-water
(o/w), Pickering high internal phase emulsion (HIPE), and constructed a CNC aerogel
with high porosity and low thermal conductivity by a simple Pickering emulsion template
method. Capron et al. [17] reported a lightweight foam with porous structures which was
obtained from freeze-drying the CNC stabilized o/w Pickering emulsion. Liu et al. [18]
prepared a microwave absorbing foam by compounding the freeze-drying with the o/w
Pickering emulsion gelation method, which emulsion was co-stabilized with CNF, carbon
nanotubes (CNT) and Fe3O4 nanoparticles; and the prepared foams showed excellent
thermal insulation properties compared to commercial polyvinyl alcohol and polyurethane
foams. However, it still is a challenge to develop a strategy to prepare foams using
nanocellulose-stabilized water-in-oil (w/o) Pickering emulsions.

In general, for a w/o Pickering emulsion, porous foams can be prepared through the
polymerization and curing of the oil phase, and the function of foams can be adjusted by the
choice of colloidal particles that are used as the stabilizer [19]. However, nanocellulose has
high hydrophilicity and struggles to form a stable w/o Pickering emulsion by itself [20]. To
improve the stability of nanocellulose in making Pickering emulsions, several attempts have
been made, such as acetylation [21], quaternary surfactant adsorption [22] and organic-acid
grafting [23].

Nisin is a cationic antimicrobial polypeptide with 34 amino acids which has been used
as an antimicrobial agent in food. In recent years, nisin has mainly been combined with
other polymeric matrices, such as polyethylene, nanocellulose, maize protein and starch,
by physical and chemical methods [24]. Amino groups carried by nisin give it a positive
charge. This allows it to be combined with other materials by electrostatic attraction, which
gives it great potential for packaging material functionalization. Polyurethane (PU) is a
copolymer containing repeated urethane groups composed of soft and hard chain segments.
It has excellent mechanical properties, good compatibility and is easy to modify [25,26].
However, traditional PU could release a large amount of volatile organic compounds
during its application. Therefore, environmentally friendly WPU is gaining more and more
attention [27], and applying WPU to Pickering emulsions may be an interesting topic. Due
to WPU’s deformable particle structure and functional groups, it is a potential emulsifier
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for the preparation of Pickering emulsions, and WPU particles, as soft colloids, can impart
deformable interfaces to a Pickering emulsion [28].

With growing concern around environmental issues, incorporating plant-derived
materials into current polymer systems to create new bio-based polymers or polymer foams
is an attractive research topic. Vegetable oils are considered ideal raw materials for the
preparation of sustainable foams because they are abundant and readily available. AESO
is a soybean oil derivative consisting of triglyceride oil, which can be polymerized into
high-molecular-weight and highly cross-linked thermoset polymers. In recent years, AESO
has been used as a resin to form “green” composites or foam materials [29,30].

Herein, we submit a method for the preparation of bio-based porous foams using a
physically modified, TOCNC-stabilized AESO Pickering emulsion. In our study, cationic
nisin was immobilized on the surface of anionic TOCNC by electrostatic interaction, provid-
ing a basis for enhancing the interface stability of TOCNC as a Pickering-foam stabilizer [31].
On the basis of this, WPU was introduced to synergistically enhance the stability of TOCNC
in the preparation of Pickering emulsions. The stability of Pickering emulsions was evalu-
ated by microscopic observations and rheological tests. A Pickering emulsion was used
as a template to prepare porous foam by thermal curing of AESO. Furthermore, the pore
structure and thermal insulation properties of the foam were studied.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Nisin (≥1000 IU/mg) was purchased from Xinyinxiang Biological Engineering Co.,
Ltd. (Zhejiang, China). TOCNC were purchased from Zhejiang Jinjiahao Green Nanomate-
rials Co., Ltd. (Zhejiang, China). Hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide were purchased
from Chengdu Kelong Chemical Reagent Factory (Sichuan, China). Dimethylolpropionic
acid (DMPA), 1,4-butanediol (BDO), isophorone diisocyanate (IPDI), 4-hydroxyanisole,
acetone, dibutyltin dilaurate, polybutylene glycols (PTMG), benzoyl peroxide (BPO), an-
hydrous acetone, triethylamine (TEA), epoxidized soybean oil (ESO), 4-methoxyphenol
(MEHQ) and triphenylphosphine (TPP) were purchased from Aladdin Reagent Co., Ltd.
(Shanghai, China). All chemical agents used in this research were analytical grade.

2.2. Preparation of WPU

WPU was synthesized in the laboratory using the following procedure. Firstly, a
mixture of PTMG (30 g), acetone (60 g) and DMPA (2.68 g) were added into a four-necked
flask equipped with a mechanical stirrer and thermometer. The reaction was carried out at
60 ◦C under argon for 20 min. Then IPDI (15.54 g) and dibutyltin dilaurate were added into
the mixture, and the reaction was carried out at 80 ◦C for 4 h. After that, BDO (1.35 g) was
added into flask, and the reaction was kept for 1 h. Subsequently, TEA (2.02 g) was added
to neutralize the carboxylic groups in the prepolymer, and the temperature was reduced
to 10 ◦C after 1 h. Finally, ultrapure water (103 g) was added into flask with a constant
pressure funnel to obtain the WPU solution. The prepared WPU solution was stored at
room temperature.

2.3. Preparation and Characterization of Particle Suspensions

Deionized water was added to the TOCNC aqueous dispersion and magnetically
stirred for 30 min to prepare a TOCNC suspension (0.2 wt%). A TOCNC/nisin (TCN)
suspension was prepared by adding a nisin solution (0.03 wt%) into a TOCNC suspension
and magnetically stirring for 3 h. The TOCNC/nisin/WPU (TCNW) suspension was
prepared by adding a WPU solution (0.01 wt%) into the TCN suspension and stirring for
1 h. All particle suspensions were prepared at pH = 7.

The transmission electron microscopy (TEM, HT7700, Hitachi, Japan) was used to
observe the topographic characteristic of particles. The particle suspension was diluted
to 0.005 wt% with deionized water; then a drop of particle suspension was deposited on
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a carbon-coated copper grid, followed by drying out overnight at 25 ◦C. The grid was
observed using TEM at 100 kV.

The interfacial tension of the suspensions on the air–water interface was determined
using a tensiometer (JK99F, Zhongchen Digital Technology Equipment Co., Ltd., Shanghai,
China) at 25 ◦C and 60% relative humidity.

A high-speed blender (Unidrive 1000D, Ballrechten-Dottingen, Germany) was used to
shear particle suspensions at 12,000 rpm for 2 min; then, the foaming heights were recorded
at different times. The micromorphology of bubbles was studied by an optical microscope
(Leica FSC, Leica Instruments Ltd., Weztlar, Germany).

2.4. Preparation and Characterization of Emulsions

The prepared particles were used as stabilizers for w/o Pickering emulsions. In
our previous experiments, we used AESO Pickering emulsions as templates to prepare
porous foams [19,32,33]. The effects of different particles and different oil–water ratios on
the stability of emulsions were investigated by the characterization of centrifugal stability,
rheological properties and viscosity of emulsions. In the experiments of using nanocellulose-
stabilized AESO emulsions to the prepare foams, we found that the emulsions with water
content of between 10–40% had better stability, so an oil–water ratio of 6:4 was chosen for
preparing the Pickering emulsions in our study. Emulsions were prepared by mixing the
oil phase with the particle suspension at a fixed oil-to-water ratio of 6:4 using a high-speed
blender at 12,000 rpm for 3 min. Typically, a mixture of AESO, BPO (3 wt%), and anhydrous
acetone was used as the oil phase. Among them, AESO was prepared according to the
research method in [33].

The micromorphology of emulsions was studied using an optical microscope. The
size distribution of emulsion droplets was determined by Nano Measurer 1.2 software.

The rheological properties of the emulsion were tested by a rotary rheometer (HAAKE
MARS 40, Thermo Fisher, Karlsruhe, Germany). Oscillation amplitude frequency sweep
with strain sweep from 0.1% to 100% was performed at 25 ◦C with an angle frequency
of 1 rad/s to obtain the linear viscoelastic regions (LVR) of emulsions, and the limiting
deformation value of the emulsion was given by the rheological system according to the
variation in the storage modulus (G′) and the loss modulus (G′ ′) within the LVR. The gap
between two parallel plates (Φ = 35 mm) was set to 1 mm.

2.5. Preparation and Characterization of Foams

The foams were prepared by polymerization of AESO continuous phases in a Pickering
emulsion system. The emulsions were transferred into a Teflon tube (diameter = 12.7 mm).
A thermal polymerization reaction was carried out by heating the emulsions at 90 ◦C for
2 h. The prepared foams were dried at 50 ◦C overnight.

The micromorphology of foams was assessed by SEM (F16502, PHENOM, Eindhoven,
Netherlands). Then, the area and size of pores in the range of 540 µm × 540 µm were
measured by image J, and the specific surface of unit volume (δ) of foams was calculated
according to Equation (1).

δ = A/(L·W·d) (1)

where A is the area of pores; L and W are the length and width of foams; and d is the
average diameter of pores.

The thermal conductivity (λ) of foams was calculated according to Equation (2). The
foam was cut into a sheet 12.7 mm in diameter and 1 mm thick; then, the density (ρ) of
the sample was measured. The specific heat capacity (Cp) of each foam was measured by
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC, 3500 Sirius, NETZSCH-Gerätebau GmbH, Selb,
Germany). The initial and termination temperature of system were set to 20 and 40 ◦C,
respectively, and the specific heat capacity of the foam was measured at 35 ◦C. The ther-
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mal diffusivity (α) of foams was measured by laser thermal conductivity meter (LFA467,
NETZSCH-Gerätebau GmbH, Selb, Germany) at 35 ◦C.

λ = α · Cp · ρ (2)

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Morphology and Properties of Stabilized Particles

To study the assembly structure of particles, TEM images of particles are shown
in Figure 1. It can be seen that TOCNC were uniformly dispersed, short rod-shaped
fibers. In order to improve the hydrophobicity of TOCNC, TCN particles were prepared
by combining nisin with TOCNC. In the TEM images of TCN particles, TOCNC were
entangled with each other and aggregated due to the electrostatic attraction with nisin. On
the basis of TCN particles, WPU was introduced to prepare TCNW composite particles. In
TCNW particles, WPU particles were adsorbed on the surface of aggregated TOCNC.
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Figure 1. TEM images of TOCNC, TCN and TCNW particles.

Generally, the efficacy of particles to stabilize the bubbles can be assessed by their
ability to decrease interfacial tension. As shown in Figure 2a, the interfacial tension of
the TOCNC suspension was 78.2 mN/m, which was obviously higher than those of other
suspensions. The abundant hydroxyl groups on TOCNC provide hydrophilicity to make it
have a less wettability, so it barely had the ability to reduce the interfacial tension. On the
other hand, compared with TOCNC suspension, the interfacial tension of the TCN suspen-
sion decreased to 54.4 mN/m due to the cationic nisin being electrostatically adsorbed on
the anionic TOCNC to improve the wettability of TOCNC at the gas–liquid interface [34].
The introduction of WPU made the interfacial tension of the TCNW suspension further
decrease to 49.3 mN/m; the presence of hydrophobic and hydrophilic functional groups in
WPU gives it a strong amphiphilic property at the gas–liquid interface. The suspension
foaming heights at different times and foaming-effect pictures are shown in Figure 2b.
The TOCNC suspension can only be seen to have had a very thin foam layer after shear
foaming, TOCNC alone barely had foaming ability. The foaming effects of TCN and TCNW
suspensions were obvious after shearing; they both had a thick foam layer, and the height
of the foam layer decreased slowly with the time. In addition, the foaming height of the
TCNW suspension decreased more slowly compared to that of the TCN suspension. It can
be seen that both TCN and TCNW particles foam up better than TOCNC alone, and TCNW
particles had the better foam-stabilization effect.
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Figure 2. (a) Interfacial tensions of particle suspensions. (b) The suspension foaming heights at
different times and foaming effect pictures.

As shown in the optical microscope images of bubbles in Figure 3, the TCN-particles-
stabilized bubbles were fewer, and their shape was irregular, whereas the TCNW-particles-
stabilized bubbles were more, and they were small. A possible explanation for this dis-
crepancy may be that the adsorption layer formed by TCN particles on the surface of a
bubble is thin, meaning it cannot protect the bubble effectively, resulting in the bubbles
being deformed under the influence of pressure. The addition of WPU or TCNW particles
can form a denser particle shell at the gas–liquid interface to stabilize bubbles. This indi-
cates that nisin and WPU have a synergistic effect on the stabilization of bubbles, and this
combination could be used for stabilizing a w/o Pickering emulsion.
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3.2. Stability of Pickering Emulsions

The stability and droplets size of the Pickering emulsion determine the pore structure
and properties of the prepared foam. The micromorphology of emulsions was observed by
optical microscope. As Figure 4 shows, the droplets of TOCNC emulsion were less, and the
range of droplet size distribution was wide. In the TOCNC emulsion, it can be seen that the
droplet size of the TOCNC emulsion was larger than those of TCN and TCNW emulsions,
but all three emulsions were stable without creaming. We believe the large droplets have
a strong tendency to aggregate with each other, which may result in the instability of the
emulsion [35]. In a Pickering emulsion system, the size of the droplets is highly related
to the amount of particle stabilizer on the surface of each droplet. In a TOCNC emulsion,
due to the low interfacial wettability of TOCNC particles, the surface of droplets cannot be
covered completely by particles, so the stability of the TOCNC emulsion was less than that
of the other emulsions, thereby resulting in the formation of larger droplets in the emulsion.
On the contrary, with the introduction of nisin and WPU, the interfacial wettability of
TOCNC was improved, and the obtained composite particles could adsorb on the droplet’s
surface to form a dense adsorption layer, thereby allowing the formation of smaller droplets.
The TCNW emulsion had a narrower range of droplet size distribution, which provides a
favorable condition for the preparation of porous foam.
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The stability of emulsions can be determined by rheological testing. The modulus
variation of emulsions within the LVR is shown in Figure 5. Typically, emulsions with a
wide LVR have a larger limit deformation value, which indicates the emulsion structure
has better stability [36]. Compared to the TOCNC emulsion, the limit deformation values
of TCN and TCNW emulsions increased by 52% and 54%, respectively, indicating that they
both had better stability. Within the LVR, three emulsions showed that G′ was lower than
G”; the rheological behavior of emulsions was mainly viscous. The G” of all emulsions
were similar, though the G′ of TCN and TCNW emulsions had increased compared to
that of TOCNC. A possible mechanism may be that G” depends mainly on the continuous
phase of emulsion, and the three emulsions have the same continuous phase of AESO; thus,
they have similar G” values. On the other hand, G′ is related to the droplet distribution
in the dispersed phase, so uniform droplet distribution resulted in higher G′ for TCN and
TCNW emulsions compared to the TOCNC one. In theory, the emulsion’s stability can be
evaluated at the macroscopic level (bulk emulsion stability), mesoscopic level (droplet size
and distribution) and microscopic level (interfacial shear rheology). From the microscopic
point of view, the introduction of hydrophobic nisin and soft colloidal WPU facilitates the
interface adsorption and elasticity of composite particles, benefiting the stability of the
emulsion [36].
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The stability of a Pickering emulsion is highly related to the adsorption behavior of
the particles at the oil-water interface. In this regard, we have the following assumption.
As Figure 6 shows, generally, due to the low interfacial wettability of TOCNC, resulting
in its lesser adsorption at the oil–water interface, TOCNC particles remain individually
dispersed on the droplet surface due to the electrostatic repulsion between the particles.
In TCN particles, TOCNC with nisin patches on the surface bridge with adjacent fibers
by electrostatic interactions, and the surface wettability of TOCNC is improved, so the
adsorption of particles at the oil–water interface has increased, which in turn improves the
stability of the emulsion. Unlike rigid particles, WPU as a soft colloid can give Pickering
emulsions a deformable interface [28]. In TCNW particles, the introduction of WPU allows
for a closer fiber alignment and forms a soft protective barrier on the surfaces of droplets,
thereby the emulsion can be stabilized more efficiently. In a Pickering emulsion, we
believe the thermal insulation performance of a foam is highly related to the stability of
the emulsion. The stability of the emulsion tends to determine the pore structure of the
prepared foam, thereby affecting the thermal insulation properties of the foam.
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3.3. Micromorphology and Thermal Insulation Properties of Foams

After confirming that the physically modified TOCNC can stabilize w/o Pickering
emulsion, porous foams were prepared using the Pickering emulsion as a template. The
SEM images and pore size distributions of foams are shown in Figure 7. Typical pore
structure for the prepared foams can be observed. However, compared to emulsion droplets,
the pores were significantly larger. A probable hypothesis is that the loss of thermal stability
and coalescence of the emulsion under the thermopolymerization process caused this [33].
In the SEM images of Figure 7, TOCNC foam has a less porous structure than other foams
with a non-uniform pore size varying from 4.42 to 90.3 µm. The pores of TCN and TCNW
foam were much larger, and TCN and TCNW particles could be observed on the pore wall.
By calculating the specific surface of unit volume, the specific surface area of TOCNC foam
was found to be 0.0235 µm2/µm3. On the other hand, due to the decrease in pore size
and increase in the number of pores, the specific surface areas of TCN and TCNW foams
increased to 0.0439 and 0.0612 µm2/µm3, respectively. In porous materials, a large specific
surface area means that the foam has more pore walls, which means that the pores have a
stronger capacity to absorb thermal radiation [37].
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The thermal insulation performance of foam can be characterized by thermal con-
ductivity. Figure 8a shows the thermal conductivity of foams prepared by different
particle-stabilized Pickering emulsions. The thermal conductivity of the TOCNC foam was
3.92 W/m·K; and the thermal conductivities of TCN and TCNW foams were significantly
lower, at 1.21 and 0.33 W/m·K, respectively. It can be seen that the thermal conductivity
of foams decreased with the increase in the number of pores and the decrease in pore
size. This phenomenon can be explained by the heat transfer mechanism of foam. The
conduction path of heat in the foam is shown in Figure 8b. Generally, the heat conduction in
porous material can be divided into gas conduction, solid conduction, radiation conduction
and thermal convection within pores [38]. Convection is usually negligible for foams with
pore diameters less than 3 mm. The overall thermal conductivity can be expressed as a
superposition of the mechanisms, as follows in Equation (3) [39]:

λt = λg + λs + λr (3)

where λt is the overall thermal conductivity, λg is the gas thermal conductivity, λs is the
solid thermal conductivity and λr is the conductivity by radiation.
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The above three thermal conductivities can be decreased by reducing the size of pore.
Among them, gas conduction is the main mechanism of heat transfer in foam materials.
Additionally, gas thermal conductivity can be calculated by Equation (4):

λg =
∈VF

1 + 2β·Kn
kg (4)

where β is the efficiency of energy transfer between the gas molecule and the pore wall; kg
is the conductivity of the gas; ∈VF is the void ratio of the foam; Kn is the Knudsen number,
which is the radio of mean free path of gas molecules (lmean) to the pore size (ϕc), and can
be calculated by Equation (5) [40]:

Kn =
lmean

ϕc
(5)

When the pore size is equal to or smaller than the average free range of the gas, Kn
increases, and the energy transfer through the gas molecules is reduced.

It can be known that Gas conduction is related to the pore size and the average free
range of air molecules [9]. In porous foam, the gas thermal conductivity will decrease with
the reduction of pore size due to the well-known Knudsen effect [41,42]. On the other hand,
with an increase in pores, the foam has more pore walls and a larger specific surface area;
the capacity of the foam to absorb, reflect and scatter has enhanced, thereby reducing the
thermal conductivity of the foam [43,44].

4. Conclusions

In this study, bio-based foams were obtained by polymerization of an AESO Pickering
emulsion which was stabilized by physically modifying TOCNC. After TOCNC was physi-
cally modified using WPU and nisin, the interfacial tension of particles was reduced from
78.2 to 49.3 mN/m, and foaming experiments confirmed that the introduction of WPU and
nisin has a synergistic effect in enhancing the stability of gas–liquid interface. Rheological
tests of the emulsions showed that the stability of composite-particles-prepared emulsions
was improved. In the SEM images, the foams prepared by TCN and TCNW particles had
a more uniform pore structure, and the specific surface area of TCNW foam increased
to 0.0612 µm2/µm3. Due to the increases in pores and specific surface area, the thermal
conductivity of the TCNW foam was reduced to 0.33 W/M·K compared to the TOCNC. In
this study, WPU and nisin were used to physically modify TOCNC to improve the stability
of emulsion, thereby obtaining the foam with a uniform pore structure, and the thermal
conductivity of the foam was reduced. The strategy developed in this study is expected to
be applied to bio-based porous materials in the packaging field.
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Abstract: 1,2,4 trichlorobenzene (1,2,4-TrCB) is a persistent organic pollutant with chemical stability,
biological toxicity, and durability, which has a significant adverse impact on the ecological environ-
ment and human health. In order to solve the pollution problem, bagasse cellulose is used as the basic
framework and nano TiO2 is used as the photocatalyst to prepare composite carriers with excellent
performance. Based on this, an intimate coupling of photocatalysis and biodegradation (ICPB) system
combining photocatalysis and microorganisms is constructed. We use the combined technology for
the first time to deal with the pollution problem of 1,2,4-TrCB. The biofilm in the composite carrier
can decompose the photocatalytic products so that the removal rate of 1,2,4-TrCB is 68.01%, which is
14.81% higher than those of biodegradation or photocatalysis alone, and the mineralization rate is
50.30%, which is 11.50% higher than that of photocatalysis alone. The degradation pathways and
mechanisms of 1,2,4-TrCB are explored, which provide a theoretical basis and potential application
for the efficient degradation of 1,2,4-TrCB and other refractory organics by the ICPB system.

Keywords: sugarcane cellulose; photocatalysis; microorganism; ICPB; 1,2,4-TrCB

1. Introduction

1,2,4 trichlorobenzene(1,2,4-TrCB) is a typical persistent organic pollutant with charac-
teristic stability and biological toxicity that degrades slowly in its natural state. It is widely
found in soil, groundwater, wastewater, and agricultural crops and easily spreads in the
environment, which can cause serious harm to the ecological environment and human
health [1,2]. Physical and chemical treatments for 1,2,4-TrCB contamination include adsorp-
tion, pyrolysis, oxidation, and electrochemistry. However, there are still some deficiencies
such as incomplete degradation, secondary pollution, and requirements for operating costs
and conditions [3]. Although the microbial degradation of organic pollutants is simple,
economical, and free of secondary pollutants, its efficiency in the degradation process
is limited [4,5]. At present, there are many studies on single repair techniques for 1,2,4-
TrCB, but some defects exist and studies on combinations of multiple techniques are only
preliminary [6].

Pollution by 1,2,4-TrCB urgently needs to be effectively solved to improve the eco-
logical environment and alleviate the risk to human health. Therefore, for 1,2,4-TrCB, this
paper uses a joint technology to fix the problem, hoping to explore a practical and effective
remediation technology, which is of great significance for solving the pollution problem of
refractory organic matter such as this pollutant.
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The intimate coupling of photocatalysis and biodegradation (ICPB), a new method
of water pollution control introduced by Rittman et al. [7] in 2008, combines photocat-
alytic oxidation and microbial degradation into one reactor and ensures that both are
involved simultaneously in the degradation of pollutants. This method has shown superior
degradation and mineralization efficiency for persistent pollutants such as phenol [8],
tetracycline [9], and chlorophenol [10]. The practical application of ICPB is limited by
a low bacterial load density and low microbial activity. At the same time, it also still
has issues in terms of reliability, economy, and universality of actual wastewater treat-
ment plants so this technology has not been applied in practice [11,12]. However, the
related research is extensive and in-depth and it is believed that ICPB technology has good
application potential.

At present, the composite carriers used in the ICPB system include polyurethane
sponge carriers, porous ceramics, and cellulose. Because of its low density, polyurethane
sponge is conducive to uniform diffusion with water flow and has good adsorbability, but
it is difficult to maintain the stability of biofilm after repeated use [13]. Compared with
polyurethane sponge carriers, ceramic carriers can maintain the stability of biofilm even
after repeated use. However, due to its high density, it is difficult to ensure that it can
operate with water flow so the system’s efficiency cannot be guaranteed [14]. Cellulose has
excellent adsorbability and can immobilize catalysts and biofilm. At the same time, it is a
bio-friendly material and will not produce secondary pollution.

Therefore, in this paper, sugarcane cellulose was used as the basic raw material to
prepare an environmentally friendly photocatalyst carrier. The ICPB system was used for
the first time in the degradation of 1,2,4-TrCB, which broadened the combined technology
to the treatment of this pollutant. We investigated 1,2,4-TrCB degradation by comparing
the ICPB with photocatalysis and biodegradation individually. Free radical capture experi-
ments were carried out and the possible degradation pathway and responses to the biofilm
were analyzed. The dominant microorganisms degrading 1,2,4-TrCB were investigated to
illuminate the mechanism of the ICPB, providing a possible theoretical basis and practical
method for the efficient degradation of 1,2,4-TrCB and other refractory organic pollutants.

2. Material and Methods
2.1. Preparing Materials

A cellulose carrier was prepared of bagasse cellulose, absorbent cotton, and sodium
sulfate (Na2SO4) in a zinc chloride (ZnCl2) solution. After it was solidified in deionized
water and freeze-dried, a carrier was obtained with a large number of pores. The specific
process was as follows: (1) An amount of 1 g of cellulose was added to a 99 g ZnCl2
(70%, wt) solution and after mixing, the mixture (100 g) was stirred at 80 ◦C for 60 min;
(2) Then, 0.6 g absorbent cotton was added into the mixture while stirring for 60 min at
60 ◦C, followed by the addition of 60 g Na2SO4; (3) After stirring for 60 min at 60 ◦C, the
mixture was solidified in deionized water for 2 days and freeze-dried for 2 days at −70 ◦C.
The carriers (5 mm × 5 mm × 5 mm) were obtained. This process is shown in Figure 1.
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The catalyst was loaded onto the carriers via a simple and efficient low-temperature
process, which has been previously described. In short, the process was as follows: (1) An
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amount of 1.5 g of visible light-responsive titanium dioxide (TiO2) was dissolved in a 15 mL
solution of 0.3 g/L defused sodium and the mixture was stirred for 15 min to fully disperse
the TiO2; (2) The prepared cellulose carriers were soaked in the mixed solution for 10 min to
fully load the TiO2 photocatalyst onto the carriers; (3) The carriers were removed and baked
at 60 ◦C for 120 min and then ultrasonically cleaned in deionized water for 5 min, and
this process was repeated 3 times. This process is shown in Figure 2. The final sugarcane
cellulose-TiO2 carrier had been prepared.
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Figure 2. Preparation of cellulose-TiO2 carrier.

Sugarcane cellulose was obtained from Guangxi Guigang Guitang Co., Ltd., (Guigang,
China) and the catalyst (visible light-responsive titanium dioxide) from Liuzhou Rose
Nanomaterials Technology Co., Ltd (Liuzhou, China). Zinc chloride was purchased from
Tianjin Ou Boke Chemical Products Sales Co., Ltd (Tianjin, China). Sodium sulfate was
purchased from Guangdong Guanghua Sci-Tech Co, Ltd., (Shantou, China) and absorbent
cotton from Nanchang Leiyi Medical Appliance Co., Ltd (Nanchang, China). Rhodamine B
was purchased from Aladdin Reagent Co., Ltd(Shanghai, China). 1,2,4-TrCB was purchased
from Macklin. All the chemicals were analytically pure. Activated sludge was derived
from the research center of the Guangxi Bossco Environmental Protection Technology Co.
in Guangxi province (Nanning, China).

2.2. Methods

(1) Experimental methods

The schematic diagram of the ICPB system is shown in Figure 3. A xenon lamp
(XHA250W) was used as the light source set 15 cm away from the quartz baker (500 mL),
and a stirrer was used to power the solution at 100 r/min. The initial pH was 5 and
the concentrations of 1,2,4-TrCB and dissolved oxygen were 8.0 mg/L and 6.0–7.0 mg/L,
respectively. The volume proportion of solution to carriers was 8%. To assess the ICPB
degradation ability, the protocols, including photolysis, adsorption, biodegradation, and
photocatalysis, were performed at room temperature (~26 ◦C).
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(2) Analytical methods

The concentrations of 1,2,4-TrCB and the intermediate products were determined by
a gas chromatography–mass spectrometer (5975C GC/MSD, Agilent). N-hexane was the
extraction agent for the 1,2,4-TrCB and intermediate products. The initial temperature was
50 ◦C (maintained for 1 min), which was increased in 20 ◦C/min increments to 200 ◦C
(maintained for 5 min), followed by a 10 ◦C/min increase to 280 ◦C (maintained for 1 min).
The carrier gas was helium and the column flow rate was 1.0 mL/min. The injector temper-
ature was 250 ◦C and the detector temperature was 280 ◦C. The sample of the intermediate
products was obtained by concentration to reduce the liquor from 100 mL to 5 mL using
rotary evaporators (RE-52A) for detection. We used sodium oxalate (1 mmol/L), tertiary
butanol (1 mmol/L), and p-benzoquinone (2 mmol/L) as the trapping agents of the elec-
tron hole, hydroxyl radical, and superoxide radical, respectively [15]. A scanning electron
microscope (SEM, Hitachi SU8220) was used to observe and analyze the microorganisms in
the carrier before and after the experiment. The high-throughput sequencing of different
samples containing the initial solution and the solution after biodegradation and ICPB was
performed by Shanghai Majorbio Bio-Pharm Technology Co., Ltd. and analyzed on the
cloud platform of Majorbio.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Degradation of 1,2,4-TrCB in ICPB

Figure 4 shows the degradation of 1,2,4-TrCB in different systems, referring to the
reaction processes of adsorption, photodegradation, photocatalytic oxidation, and biodegra-
dation, in addition to those in the ICPB system. The adsorption of the TiO2-cellulose type
carrier for 1,2,4-TrCB was 11.50% after 7 h and adsorption equilibria appeared at the first
hour. Therefore, adsorption had little effect on the removal of TCB. In the photolysis
experiment, the removal rate of 1,2,4-TrCB was 16.15% after 7 h, indicating that photolysis
can degrade 1,2,4-TrCB with low efficiency. This is consistent with the results demonstrated
by Wang et al. [16]. In addition, Kozhevnikova et al. [17] found that a 16.2% removal of
1,2,4-TrCB with an initial concentration of 18 mg/L was obtained after 7.5 h under ultravi-
olet radiation alone (240 W, λ = 240–320 nm). Therefore, high removal was also difficult
using ultraviolet radiation alone without a catalyst [18,19]. Compared with ultraviolet
radiation, the Xenon lamp used in this study had a lower ability to degrade 1,2,4-TrCB
because its wavelength was similar to that of natural light, which has lower energy.
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Figure 4. Curves of 1,2,4-TrCB degradation (a) and kinetics (b) in different protocols. AD—adsorption
without light and microorganisms; P—photolysis without carriers; B—biodegradation without
light; PC—photocatalysis without microorganisms; ICPB—intimate coupling of biodegradation and
photocatalysis.
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In the biodegradation system (B) under the condition of microorganisms attached to
the carriers without a light source, 26.20% of the substrate was degraded, which was 10.05%
higher than that of single photolysis, indicating success in the domestication of the microbial
degradation of 1,2,4-TrCB and that the microorganism had a certain ability to degrade
1,2,4-TrCB, as seen in Figure 4. Brunsbach et al. [20] studied indigenous microorganisms in
mud soil and found that microorganisms could degrade chlorobenzene only when 1,2,4-
TrCB was mixed with low-substituted chlorobenzene. In addition, Dermietzel et al. [21]
and Dong et al. [22] also observed the microorganisms’ ability to metabolize 1,2,4-TrCB.
Therefore, the contribution to 1,2,4-TrCB degradation by microbial sources was found.
However, the long duration and low efficiency hinder its widespread application to POPs
biodegradation.

Photocatalytic oxidation, an advanced oxidation method with a robust ability to
degrade pollutants, is appropriate for decomposing difficult-to-degrade pollutants such as
tetracycline [23], chlorobenzene [24], and hexachlorobenzene [25]. In the photocatalysis
system (PC) used in this study, the removal rate of 1,2,4-TrCB was up to 79.40% for 7 h
and was 53.20% higher than that of biodegradation alone, as shown in Figure 2. It was
illustrated that photocatalytic oxidation should have a strong ability to degrade 1,2,4-TrCB.
During the photocatalytic reaction, a large number of active groups with strong oxidizing
properties, such as pores (h+) and hydroxyl radicals (·OH), oxidize 1,2,4-TrCB into CO2
and H2O through chlorine atom substitution and as the ring structure opens gradually.

The removal rate of 1,2,4-TrCB in the ICPB system for 7 h reached 94.21%, which was
68.01% and 14.81% higher than that of the microorganism alone and the photocatalytic
oxidation system, respectively (Figure 4). The first-order kinetic rate constant of 1,2,4-
TrCB degradation in the ICPB system was 0.43087 h−1, which was 1.9 times and 6.7
times higher than those of photocatalytic and microbial degradation systems, respectively.
Kozhevnikova et al. used composite materials to catalyze the degradation of 1,2,4-TrCB
and the conversion rate was 32.6% after a reaction for 7.5 h [17]. Song et al. used activated
carbon-supported microorganisms to treat 1,2,4-TrCB and the degradation rate reached
48.1% in 23 day [26]. These results indicate that the use of the ICPB composite system
proposed in this paper is more effective than photocatalysis or biodegradation alone.

It can be seen that photocatalytic oxidation and microbial degradation in the ICPB
system did not inhibit but rather promoted each other, showing a synergistic effect on the
removal rate. Considering the ICPB system’s performance regarding the degradation of
other pollutants, such as phenol [27], 4-chlorophenol [10], and 2,4,6-trichlorophenol [28], the
robust ability to degrade POPs appears when closely combining photocatalytic oxidation
and microbial degradation.

3.2. Mineralization of 1,2,4-TrCB in ICPB

In order to reveal the mineralization effect on the ICPB system, the content of total
organic carbon (TOC) was detected in the 1,2,4-TrCB degradation process using the different
systems, as shown in Figure 5. Compared to the photocatalytic oxidation and coupling
system, the biodegradation mineralization rate was the lowest. As expected, the power of
mineralization from photocatalysis was robust and the removal rate of TOC reached up to
67.8%. However, the effect was still inferior to that of the ICPB system. Moreover, some
studies have confirmed that photocatalytic oxidation may cause excessive oxidation of
pollutants and does not complete mineralization, accounting for the lower rate compared
to that of ICPB. The mineralization rate of 1,2,4-TrCB in the ICPB system was 79.30%,
which was 11.50% and 50.30% higher than that of photocatalytic oxidation (PC) and
biodegradation (B), respectively, and the first-order kinetic rate constant was increased by
0.46 times and 3.57 times, respectively. Due to the presence of microbial community in the
ICPB system, the intermediate products produced by photocatalytic oxidation of 1,2,4-TrCB
were relatively low in toxicity and easy to be metabolized and degraded by the microbial
community, which reduced the possibility of excessive oxidation to a certain extent. At
the same time, the competition between the intermediate and 1,2,4-TrCB for active species
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was reduced, and degradation and mineralization were promoted. This mechanism has
been proved to a certain extent by Wen et al. [29] in the study on 2,4-dinitrotoluene’s
degradation in the ICPB system: Although the degradation rate of 2,4-dinitrotoluene was
close in both the photocatalysis and the ICPB systems, the amount of organic nitrogen
transformed into NH4

+-N, NO2-N and NO3-N in the ICPB system highly exceeded that of
the photocatalytic oxidation. This indicates that photocatalytic oxidation has a synergistic
effect on the microbial community in the system, which promoted the degradation and
mineralization of 1,2,4-TrCB.
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3.3. Construction of Free Radicals in ICPB

Active species with strong oxidation abilities are the major contributors to pollutant
degradation. In this experiment, the effect of electron holes (h+), hydroxyl radicals (·OH),
and superoxide radicals (·O2−) on the 1,2,4-TrCB removal rate was explored by adding the
trapping agents of the corresponding active species, and the contribution to the different
active species by the ICPB system was clearly visible, as shown in Figure 6. The removal
rate of 1,2,4-TrCB in the ICPB system decreased from 93.80% to 32.72% when electron
holes were trapped. The large decline of 54.46% demonstrated that electron holes play a
major role in the degradation of 1,2,4-TrCB. Although they directly oxidized 1,2,4-TrCB [30],
electron holes also promoted the production of hydroxyl radicals, as shown in Equations
(1) and (2) [31].
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Hydroxyl radicals can oxidize numerous refractory pollutants indiscriminately includ-
ing 4-chlorophenol [32], hexachlorobenzene, o-dichlorobenzene, and 2,4-dichlorophenoxya
cetic acid, among other pollutants. Therefore, hydroxyl radicals play a major role in a
liquid-phase photocatalytic reaction [33]. In this experiment, when the capturing agent
of hydroxyl radicals was added, the 1,2,4-TrCB removal rate significantly decreased. As
seen in Figure 6, the removal rate of 1,2,4-TrCB decreased from 93.80% to 39.77%, indicat-
ing that hydroxyl radicals in the ICPB system also significantly contributed to 1,2,4-TrCB
degradation.

Catalyst + hv→ e−+ h+ (1)

OH−+ h+ → ·OH (2)

e−+ O2 → ·O−2 (3)

As described in Equation (3) [31], during the photocatalysis process, the dissolved
oxygen in the solution captured electrons and became superoxide radicals, which not only
directly participated in pollutant degradation but also promoted the generation of hydroxyl
radicals through the protonation process and improved photocatalytic oxidation efficiency.
Lichtenberger et al. [34] found that superoxide radicals could oxidize dichlorophenol to
chlorophenol. Additionally, Lin et al. [35] proved the oxidization and crack of 1,2,4-TrCB
into small molecules under an attack by superoxide radicals. After adding the capture
agent of superoxide radicals, the removal rate of 1,2,4-TrCB in the ICPB system decreased
from 93.80% to 72.64%, demonstrating that superoxide radicals promoted the degradation
of 1,2,4-TrCB, though the effect was weaker than those of hydroxyl radicals and electron
holes. Considering the demands of microbial metabolism in the ICPB system, the dissolved
oxygen was consumed gradually, which weakened the role of superoxide radicals in
this system.

3.4. Degradation Pathway of 1,2,4-TrCB in ICPB

The chromatogram of the 1,2,4-TrCB degradation intermediates in the ICPB system
is shown in Figure 7. There were 10 possible intermediate products, as shown in Table 1,
including aromatic and chain compounds. The aromatic compounds were, respectively,
C6H4Cl2 (o-dichlorobenzene, p-dichlorobenzene), C11H10O6 (3,4-bismethoxycarbonyl ben-
zoic acid), C14H22O (2,4-di-dutylphenol), and C16H22O4 (1,2-dicarboxylate -dibutyl ben-
zene) and the chain compounds included C10H22O (tetra-hydrolavandulol), C10H20O
(2-decenol), C8H18O (2-ethylhexanol), and C6H14O2 (3-Hexyl hydroperoxide), with the
functional carboxyl and hydroxyl groups. As described above, photocatalysis significantly
contributed to 1,2,4-TrCB degradation, of which the reactions of substitution, addition, and
ring opening occurred by the oxidization of active species and produced a series of simple
organic compounds [36].
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Table 1. Intermediate products of 1,2,4-TrCB.

No. Molecular Formula m/z Proposed Molecular Proposed Structure

M1 C6H14O2 118.10 3-Hexyl hydroperoxide
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in this paper, microflora played an important role in the degradation of 1,2,4-TrCB, though
the exact mineralization pathway is unknown.

The general degradation pathway is introduced in Figure 8. Firstly, the chlorobenzenes
(M2, M3) with low substitution numbers were produced by oxidation and substitution
reactions. Secondly, the chlorobenzenes were further oxidized into phenolic compounds
or reacted with others to form ester compounds (M8, M9, M10). Next, the ring structures
cracked into the short-chain fatty acids or alcohol (M1, M4, M6, M7) and were finally
transformed into CO2 and H2O. The results were consistent with the degradation rule of
1,2,4-TrCB and other pollutants’ decompositions in the ICPB, which to some extent revealed
the degradation process of 1,2,4-TrCB in the ICPB and further deepened the understanding
of the operational mechanism of the ICPB system. However, further research is required
on different degradation systems and the metabolic process of microorganisms to fully
unravel the specific pathway.
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Figure 8. Degradation pathway of 1,2,4-TrCB.

3.5. Microbial Community Response Analysis
3.5.1. SEM Analysis of Microorganisms in Carriers

We wanted to confirm whether the microorganisms were still stably attached to the
carriers after the ICPB system had been continuously run for six cycles. Therefore, the carri-
ers were removed for the scanning electron microscope observation in addition to the other
carriers that were not included in the reaction as the control group. A random sampling of
the carriers revealed abundant microorganismal growth in the carriers before and after six
cycles, with a uniform distribution pattern and localized agglomeration (partial images are
shown in Figure 9), indicating that the carriers protected the microorganisms from damage
by the active species and the illuminant radiation. However, the distributions of biofilm in
terms of quantity and distance were relatively inferior to those of the correlational studies,
and a possible reason for the short one-week time for loading microorganisms was the
limitations due to the experimental time. Therefore, in order to enhance the contribution to
microflora, adequate time needs to be allowed.
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nus is the dominant bacteria in the environment [39–41] with low-carbon organic com-
pounds, such as methylamine, acetone, dichloroethane, etc., and the carbon sourced from 
the B and ICPB systems was less than that sourced from the initial system. Therefore, it 
was difficult to meet the metabolic demands of a large number of microorganisms and the 
relative abundance decreased significantly. Moreover, the Methyloversatilis genus could 
participate in the reduction of ClO4- [42] and play an important role in the microbial deg-
radation of aromatic compounds such as benzene and naphthalene [43,44], organic pesti-
cides [45], and petroleum pollutants [46]. Therefore, the Methyloversatilis genus had a 
certain capacity for oxidation and chlorine resistance and could survive and contribute to 
1,2,4-TrCB degradation in the B and ICPB systems. In both the B and ICPB systems, the 
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3.5.2. Genera Composition of Microbial Community

The community composition and succession are shown in Figure 10, with the relative
abundance of bacteria greater than 1% at the level of genus, which includes the species
of samples of the initial community, the community after biodegradation alone (B), and
the community after ICPB system. Methyloversatilis genus belongs to the Proteobacteria
phylum and its relative abundance decreases dramatically from the starting point to the B
and ICPB systems. The results indicate that the B and ICPB systems were not conducive
to the growth of the Methyloversatilis genus. Studies have shown that the Methyloversa-
tilis genus is the dominant bacteria in the environment [39–41] with low-carbon organic
compounds, such as methylamine, acetone, dichloroethane, etc., and the carbon sourced
from the B and ICPB systems was less than that sourced from the initial system. Therefore,
it was difficult to meet the metabolic demands of a large number of microorganisms and
the relative abundance decreased significantly. Moreover, the Methyloversatilis genus
could participate in the reduction of ClO4

− [42] and play an important role in the microbial
degradation of aromatic compounds such as benzene and naphthalene [43,44], organic
pesticides [45], and petroleum pollutants [46]. Therefore, the Methyloversatilis genus had a
certain capacity for oxidation and chlorine resistance and could survive and contribute to
1,2,4-TrCB degradation in the B and ICPB systems. In both the B and ICPB systems, the
growth of the Methyloversatilis genus was inhibited and the Sediminibacterium genus
gradually became the dominant bacteria. The Sediminibacterium genus belongs to the
Bacteroidota phylum and is a widespread genus in the environment ranging from soils
and sediments [47] to lakes and reservoirs [48,49], mining wastewater [50], and urban
rivers [51]. Hence, it plays an important role in water purification and the carbon cycle.
Moreover, the Sediminibacterium genus was found to be one of the dominant bacteria in the
storage pool of radioactive materials [52], and the reclaimed water was treated with a low
concentration of chlorine [53], signifying its oxidation resistance. However, the dominant
bacteria were replaced by the Acidovorax genus when the reclaimed water was treated
with ultraviolet and chlorine together [54], indicating that ultraviolet light had adverse
effects on the Sediminibacterium genus. This provides a possible explanation for why the
relative abundance of this genus decreased by 13.13% in the ICPB system compared to the B
system, which is that it was due to illuminant damage. In addition, the Sediminibacterium
genus could use many simple and complex organic compounds, such as vinyl chloride as
a carbon source necessary for growth [55,56]. Therefore, the extensive growth potential
caused it to dominate in the B and ICPB systems.
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The Ruminiclostridium genus, a kind of anaerobes, is commonly found in the anaer-
obic digestion system and can use crop stalks and other cellulose as a carbon source for
anaerobic metabolism [57–59]. The main component of the carriers in this experiment
was cellulose, which provided the conditions for the growth of the Ruminiclostridium
genus. The internal structure of the carriers may be changed due to the long amount of
time needed to run the ICPB system. In addition, considering the carbon source supplied
to the system enhancing the metabolic activity of the microbial community, the acetic and
propionic acids [60] produced by the Ruminiclostridium genus improved the degradation
efficiency of 1,2,4-TrCB. However, it was not clear whether the Ruminiclostridium genus
directly degraded the 1,2,4-TrCB or not. The Sporomusa genus, a kind of anaerobic bacteria
belonging to Firmicutes that is widely distributed over hypoxic sediments of freshwater
rivers, lakes, streams, and ditches, used a variety of electron donors for metabolism. The
Sporomusa genus produced Cobamides with the functions of carbon skeleton rearrange-
ment, methyl transfer, and reductive dechlorination [61]. A study has shown that the
Sporomusa genus is conducive to the dichlorination of the Dechloromonas genus [62].
Furthermore, while degrading the pollutants, it transformed carbon dioxide into acetic
acid and hydrogen, providing electron donors for other microorganisms and making a
difference in the microbial community.

Other bacterial genera with a relative abundance of more than 1% are shown in
Figure 11. It is evident that microflora succession occurred during the degradation process
of 1,2,4-TrCB. Compared with the sample of initial microbial community, a variety of
genera that may be involved in the degradation of 1,2,4-TrCB were enriched in the B and
ICPB systems, mainly the Micropruina genus, Qipengyuania genus, Paenibacllus genus,
and Acidovorax genus. The Micropruina genus had a strong ability for total tolerance
and stored lactic acid, acetic acid, and ethanol as glycogen, making a great contribution
to the removal of the phosphorus and chemical oxygen demand (COD) from water bod-
ies [63]. The Qipengyuania genus is widely distributed in freshwater, seawater, sediment,
and other environments and has functional genes for the cycling of nitrogen, sulfur, and
phosphorus [64]. The Qipengyuania genus has the potential to degrade microbial soluble
metabolites and there are a few studies on water resource purification. The Paenibacllus
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genus resisted the negative influence of extreme temperatures, pH, pressure, and ultraviolet
radiation due to spore formation for reproduction [65] and participated in the degradation
of organic pesticides and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons [66]. Acidovorax, which can
alleviate the oxidation of free radicals, is commonly seen in studies about the degradation
of pollutants and has a significant effect on the biodegradation of aromatic compounds such
as phenols, biphenyl, and chlorobenzene [67]. Therefore, the microbial community was
involved in the degradation of 1,2,4-TrCB with reasonable speculation and improved the
removal rate of 1,2,4-TrCB in the ICPB (Figure 6). Moreover, a functional community struc-
ture containing aerobic, facultative, and anaerobic microorganisms was constructed in the
ICPB with high stability for pollutant degradation. The community structure of the biofilm
in the carriers changed in the ICPB with the dominant microorganisms varying from the
Methyloversatilis and Nakamurella genera to the Sediminibacterium, Ruminiclostridium,
Sporomusa, and Methyloversatilis genera.
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3.5.3. Correlation Analysis of Microbial Community

The correlation analysis of the microflora is shown in Figure 12. The community
heatmap analysis shows not only the kinships of the main genera but also the relative
abundances of the main genera of the different samples (initial, B, and ICPB); the color
gradient from blue to red corresponds to the relative abundances from low to high. The
network plot shows the correlations between the main genera; the green and red lines
represent negative and positive correlations, respectively, and the nodes’ sizes represent the
relative abundances. There was a significant correlation between the top 20 bacteria in the
three samples (p < 0.05, R > 0.9). The average degree of the nodes was 9.16 and the average
clustering coefficient was 1, indicating that all of the nodes were connected with the other
nodes and that each genus played an important role in the community. Moreover, the
microorganisms with close kinships were consistent with each other when their abundances
and correlations with the others changed. The Methyloversatilis, Rhodopseudomonas, and
Nakamurella genera had the same abundance variation trends for the three samples and
were negatively correlated with the other bacteria connected by lines. The competitive
relationship with the others could come from the three genera. Therefore, a possible kind
of reference to optimize the structure of the microbial community was provided by the
consistent changes in the microorganisms.
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3.6. Degradation Mechanism of 1,2,4-TrCB in ICPB

In conclusion, considering the studies on pyridine [68], trichlorophenol [69], nitrophe-
nol [29], and other pollutants in the ICPB system, a synergistic effect was found between
adsorption, photocatalysis, and biodegradation [70]. In the system, 1,2,4-TrCB first gener-
ated low chlorobenzene, chlorophenol, and other intermediates with simple structures and
low toxicity through reactions. These substances further reacted to generate phenols and
esters, and then the benzene ring broke to generate alcohols, fatty acids, etc. Finally, these
simple organic substances were mineralized into CO2 and H2O. In this process, the porous
carriers protected the microorganisms from the adverse effects of photocatalysis; microbial
metabolism usually increases opportunities for interactions between the active groups and
the substrates. In the system, the h+ radical contributed the most to the degradation of
1,2,4-TrCB, followed by ·OH and ·O2

−. In the microbial community, the dominant bacteria
were the Metallopolitalis and Rhodopseudomonas genera, which played an important role
in the degradation of 1,2,4-TrCB. The ICPB provided the advantages of robust oxidability
and absolute mineralization and therefore has important research value and application
prospects in the removal of refractory organics.

4. Conclusions

(1) The ICPB system was constructed using a sugarcane cellulose-TiO2 carrier. This
technology played an important role in promoting the degradation of 1,2,4-TrCB.
Compared with biodegradation and photocatalysis alone, the removal rates of 1,2,4-
TrCB increased by 68.01% and 14.81%, respectively, and the mineralization rates
increased by 50.30% and 11.50%, respectively.

(2) The sugarcane cellulose-TiO2 carrier protected the dominant bacteria in the biofilm
from damage by photocatalysis. The microorganism decomposed some of the photo-
catalysis products, making more free radicals that were used for the degradation of
the intermediate products, thus improving the degradation rate and mineralization
rate of 1,2,4-TrCB.
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Abstract: This study demonstrates an accurate method for determining the moisture content in
flavor microcapsules using headspace gas chromatography. The method involves measuring the gas
chromatography signals of water from vapor in a headspace vial containing flavor microcapsules at
a temperature of 125 ◦C. The measurements were recorded over four headspace extractions, from
which the moisture content in the microcapsule samples was extrapolated via simple vapor-phase
calibration. The results revealed that the proposed method demonstrated good precision (a relative
standard deviation of <3.11%) and accuracy. The proposed method is accurate, highly sensitive,
automated, and suitable for testing the moisture content of flavor microcapsules and related products.

Keywords: tracer water; flavor microcapsule; headspace; gas chromatography

1. Introduction

Microcapsules, with sizes ranging between 1 and 1000 µm, are composed of a core
(internal part) and shell (external part) [1,2]. The physical properties of the microcapsule
shell effectively protect and control the release of sensitive core materials under a variety
of conditions. Therefore, they have wide applications in several fields, such as medicine,
agriculture, chemical industries, pharmaceuticals, and food engineering [3–8]. To prepare
microcapsules, the materials and processing conditions are important for product qual-
ity [9]. Additionally, the amount of water in microcapsules, regarded as an impurity, is
critical to their quality and performance [10]. For example, if the content of water in flavor
microcapsules is extremely high, the viscosity of the shell materials increases, affecting stor-
age and flavor release in related products [11–13]. Therefore, a method that can effectively
determine the moisture content of flavor microcapsules is crucial for their production and
quality control.

Conventionally, the water content in flavor microcapsules is determined using the
direct oven-drying method [14], in which the water in the flavor microcapsule is removed
through evaporation at approximately 105 ◦C for 3 h in an oven. The amount of water
lost can be obtained by weighing the sample before and after drying, thereby allowing
the calculation of the moisture content in the sample. However, because certain volatile
compounds, such as ethyl acetate and ethanol, are also present in microcapsules, they may
be removed during the drying process and can cause significant errors in water content
measurements [15]. This issue can be addressed using the Karl Fischer titration method [16],
in which a reaction occurs between the titration reagent (SO2 or I2 in CH3OH and pyridine
or imidazole buffer medium) and water in the sample. This method demonstrates better
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reproducibility and is sensitive to the moisture content in the sample compared to the
oven-drying method. However, in addition to the requirements of a complex titrator,
expensive reagents, and time-consuming procedures complicating this method, certain
compounds containing carbonyl groups (commonly present in flavorings) in the matrices
can react with the Karl Fisher reagent, affecting measurement accuracy [17]. The low-
temperature dry nitrogen purge method has also been applied to determine the water
content of microcapsules [18]. In this method, a flavor microcapsule sample was placed in
a dish in a test chamber (d = 35 cm, H = 6 cm) maintained under a controlled atmosphere
(temperature = 40 ◦C, relative humidity = 1%), and the water in the sample was eliminated
by injecting heated absolute dry nitrogen. By recording the weight at each hour, until
the ratio of the initial mass change is less than 0.04%, the water content of the sample
can be calculated. This method is accurate; however, it takes longer than 16 h to test
one sample, which significantly affects its detection efficiency. Gas chromatography (GC)
with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) was also proposed for determining the water
content of microcapsule samples [19]. Herein, the water peak was well separated via GC;
therefore, the water content could be quantified. However, before GC measurements can
be performed, complicated and time-consuming sample pretreatment procedures, such
as solvent extraction and separation, are mandatory. This involves the extraction of the
sample with isopropanol and filtering of the supernatant liquid using an organic phase
filter membrane before quantification using GC.

Headspace gas chromatography (HS-GC), which is different from the conventional
GC technique, is an effective tool to detect volatile analytes in solid or liquid complex
matrices [20,21]. When equipped with a TCD, HS-GC can be used to determine the water
content of samples. However, traditional HS-GC analysis cannot be used to determine
the water content in solid samples because the vapor–solid partitioning (K) of water
varies with different sample matrices, which introduces errors in the method calibration.
Multiple headspace extraction (MHE) modes are available in several commercial headspace
auto-samplers [22–24]. For each headspace extraction, the analyte in the vapor phase
was partially removed from the vial for GC analysis. If the analyte in the matrices is
almost completely vaporized in the vial, the total amount of analyte can be calculated
by integrating the contents during the MHE. Consequently, the sample–matrix effect can
be eliminated. This suggests that the MHE-GC technique can be used to determine the
moisture content of flavor microcapsules.

The objective of this study was to develop an accurate method for the determination
of moisture content in flavor microcapsule samples using MHE-GC. The major focus ar-
eas involved the establishment of a methodology and determination of the effects of GC
conditions, equilibration time, temperature, sample size, and extraction number on the
measurement of moisture content. To evaluate the accuracy of this method, microcap-
sule samples with different flavors were analyzed using MHE-GC, and the results were
compared with those obtained using reference methods.

2. Experimental Section
2.1. Materials

Flavor microcapsule samples were collected from EnDian Science and Technology
Development of Yunnan Co., Ltd. (Kunming, China). The polymer shell materials were
prepared using carboxymethyl chitosan and sodium alginate. The core materials were
composed of flavor components and octyl and decyl glycerates. Distilled water was
obtained from a laboratory device. All flavor microcapsule samples were stored in sealed
bags prior to the analysis.

2.2. Equipment and Operation Procedures

The HS-GC measurements were performed using an automated headspace sampler (DANI
HS 86.50 PLUS, Cologno Monzese, Italy) and GC system (Agilent GC 8860A, Santa Clara, CA,
USA) equipped with a TCD and capillary column (Model GS-Q, 30 m length× 0.3 µm i.d,
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530 µm thickness), J&W Scientific, Folsom, CA, USA). The volumes of the headspace vials and
sample loop were 21.6 and 3 mL, respectively. The MHE-GC measurement conditions were as
follows: the temperatures of the oven, sample loop, and transportation line were 125, 130, and
135 ◦C, respectively; both the injector and detector temperatures were 250 ◦C; the GC injection
mode was split, and the split ratio was 10:1; the carrier gas was nitrogen with a flow rate of
25 mL/min; the vial pressurization time was 0.2 min; the loop equilibration time was 0.05 min,
and the sample-loop time was 0.2 min; the carrier gas pressure and pressurization were 1.5 and
2.00 bar, respectively; the headspace vial was strongly shaken during equilibration.

2.3. Measurement Procedures

Approximately 0.20 g of the microcapsule sample was added to a dried and empty
headspace vial, as presented in Figure 1. The weight of the microcapsule sample was deter-
mined by weighing the sample vial (including the PTFE/silicone septum and aluminum
cap) before and after sample addition. Subsequently, the sample vial was immediately
sealed and transferred to a headspace autosampler for MHE-GC testing. The sample vials
were equilibrated at 125 ◦C, and the interval time for MHE-GC measurements was 6 min.
Accordingly, the GC signals of the water vapor (peak area) were measured using GC-TCD
for each headspace extraction.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the headspace vial used to measure the moisture content in microcapsule samples.

2.4. Determination of Moisture Content Using the Low Temperature Dry Nitrogen Purge Method

The water content in the microcapsule sample was determined using the low-temperature
dry nitrogen purge method. The procedure was as follows: the temperature and relative
humidity in the chamber were (40 ± 0.1) ◦C and below 1.0%, respectively. Approximately 5 g
of the sample was added to a dish, and the water in the sample was eliminated by injecting
heated absolute dry nitrogen. The weight was recorded every hour until the ratio of the mass
change to the initial sample mass was less than 0.04%. The water content in the microcapsules
(R) was calculated using the following Equation (1):

R =
m0 −m1

m0
× 100% (1)

where m0 denotes the weight of the microcapsule sample added to the dish, and m1 denotes
the weight of the sample after reaching a constant weight.

2.5. Determination of Moisture Content Using the Traditional Oven Drying Method

The moisture content of the microcapsule samples was also determined using the
oven-drying method. In this method, the test was conducted as follows: approximately 5 g
of the sample was added to a dish and placed in a drying oven at 105 ◦C for approximately
4 h. The dish was then placed in a dryer and allowed to cool to room temperature. This
procedure was repeated until a constant weight was obtained. The moisture content in the
microcapsules (R) was calculated using the following Equation (2):
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R =
m0 −m1 + m2

m0
× 100% (2)

where m0, m1, and m2 denote the weights of the microcapsule sample, dish after reaching a
constant weight, and the total weight of the dish and microcapsule sample after reaching a
constant weight, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Theory of the MHE-GC Method

When a given amount of the flavor microcapsule sample in the sealed headspace vial
reached phase equilibrium at an elevated temperature (>100 ◦C), water co-existed in the
solid and gas phases. Using the MHE-GC technique, consecutive analyses were conducted
on the same sample vial, from which a part of the water in the gas phase could be extracted.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the GC signal intensity of water gradually decreases with more
extractions [25–27], which indicates that the entire water content in the microcapsule sample
can be completely withdrawn if the extraction number (n) is sufficiently high.
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Figure 2. Relationship between the GC signal of water and extraction number.

According to MHE-GC theory [27], the relationship between An and n can be described
as Equation (3):

Log(An) = Log(A0)−bn (3)

where An and A0 denote the GC signals at n and 0 extractions, respectively, and b denotes
the slope obtained from the linear fit. Therefore, the integrated GC signal (At) can be
expressed as Equation (4):

At = A1 + A110−b + . . . + A110−b(n−1) = lim
n→∞

A1(1− 10−bn)

1− 10−b =
A1

1− 10−b (4)

where At denotes the sum of the peak areas, and A1 indicates the GC signal of the
first extraction.

The total mass of water in the gas phase (mt) is linearly proportional to At in Equation (5):

mt = KAt (5)

where K can be obtained using the calibration method.
Therefore, based on Equations (4) and (5), the tracer water content in the microcapsule

sample can be calculated as Equation (6):

R =
KA1

W(1− 10−b)
× 100% (6)
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where R denotes the content of tracer water in the microcapsule sample, and W denotes the
weight of the sample added to the headspace vial.

3.2. Selection of HS-GC Measurement Conditions
3.2.1. Conditions for GC Separation

Effective GC separation for water and other volatile substances is required to determine
the water content of the microcapsule samples. Figure 3 shows the chromatogram of a
microcapsule sample. The water and oxygen (in air) peaks could be separated well under
the given GC operation conditions, and no other volatile organic compounds were observed
in the chromatogram. These results further support that the GC-TCD system can effectively
prevent interference resulting from complex volatile organic compounds in the matrix
while determining the amount of water in the samples.
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3.2.2. Temperature Conditions and Interval Times in Headspace Equilibration

The MHE is based on the gradual removal of water from microcapsules. Therefore,
the equilibrium temperature should be higher than the boiling point of water (>100 ◦C).
However, if an extremely high equilibration temperature is applied during the test, it may
lead to a high pressure in the sealed headspace vial and increase the risk of leakage [28,29].
Therefore, the feasible equilibration temperature was deemed to be less than 130 ◦C. Figure 4
depicts the effect of equilibrium temperature on the water lost from a given microcapsule
sample during the MHE process, in which two temperatures, 105 ◦C and 125 ◦C, were
selected. The high temperature (125 ◦C) accelerated the water removal rate during the
sample shaking process, as revealed in other studies [22,25]. Therefore, 125 ◦C was selected
as the equilibration temperature for the subsequent study.

Because the present method is based on the equilibrium of water partitioning between
the vapor and solid phases, the time required for equilibration before each headspace
extraction must be determined. Figure 5 shows the GC signals of water detected at different
time intervals in the headspace vial at a temperature of 125 ◦C. Equilibrium was attained in
6 min for the microcapsule samples, in which two sample particle sizes of 1 and 3.4 mm
were selected. Notably, this equilibrium time is longer than that required for the determi-
nation of moisture content in paper materials [22]. This may be related to the structure of
the microcapsule shell, which effectively protects the tracer water from the microcapsule
release. Therefore, 6 min was chosen as the time interval for the MHE process.
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3.2.3. Selection of the Sample Size for Headspace Measurements

In MHE-GC measurements, a large sample weight is helpful for improving the sensi-
tivity of the method [30]. However, using a larger sample size (weight) can cause lower
detection efficiency because of the slower release of water from the core material in the
flavor microcapsule sample [22]. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the value of A1 is crucial for
calculating the water content in the microcapsule samples. Figure 6 illustrates the effect of
the sample size on the water GC signal. A linear variation in the GC signal with respect to
the sample size was observed from approximately 0 to 0.51 g. When the sample amount
was more than 0.51 g, the A1 value was lower than the actual value, resulting in an error in
the test results. This outcome is because the total gas pressure in the headspace bottle is
very high, resulting in pressure effects [30,31]. Therefore, 0.51 g was determined to be the
maximum sample content for successfully measuring the moisture content in the samples.
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3.2.4. Selection of the Extraction Number in the MHE Process

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the value of b in Equation (4) is important for calculating
the water content of the microcapsule samples. Figure 7 illustrates the logarithm of the
water GC signal versus the extraction number. Consistent with previous studies [32], we
obtained a linear relationship between the logarithm of the water GC signal and extraction
number. The b value from the linear fit of the 1st to 10th data points is acceptable. The
accuracy of the present method can be improved by increasing the extraction number;
however, a greater number of extractions leads to longer measurement times, which results
in a lower detection efficiency and an increased risk of air leakage. As a compromise, four
headspace extractions were selected in the present study.
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3.3. Method Evaluation
3.3.1. Method Calibration

The HS-GC method was calibrated using a vapor phase calibration technique [22].
Calibration was conducted by adding 0–10.0 mg of distilled water into a set of headspace
vials. These vials were tested using the MHE-GC method. Subsequently, the standard
external vapor calibration relationship was obtained as follows:

A = 190(±2.27) + 2003(±9.01)×m(
n = 7, R2 = 0.9989

) (7)
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In other words, A = a(∆a) + s(∆s)×m, where A represents the integrated GC peak areas
of water in the MHE-GC measurements, and m denotes the mass (mg) of distilled water
added to the headspace vial. s, a, and ∆a represent the slope, intercept, and uncertainty,
respectively, of the intercept of Equation (7).

The limit of quantitation (LOQ) of the method was 0.0461 mg, which was calculated
using Equation (8) [33]. If 0.2 g of microcapsules were used in the testing, the LOQ was
approximately 0.0231%. Clearly, the MHE-GC method is highly sensitive and meets the
requirements for moisture content testing in the production of flavor microcapsules and
related products.

LOQ =
a + 10|∆α|

s
(8)

3.3.2. Reproducibility of the Measurements

The reproducibility of the MHE-GC method was investigated by testing three different
microcapsule samples in triplicates. As presented in Table 1, the relative standard deviation
(RSD) of the water content measured using the proposed method was less than 3.11%,
which indicates that the method demonstrates good precision.

Table 1. Reproducibility of the MHE-GC method.

Replica No.
Water Content, %

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3

1 1.50 1.13 1.74
2 1.57 1.2 1.71
3 1.56 1.15 1.68

RSD, % 2.45 3.11 1.75

3.3.3. Method Validation

To verify the performance of the present MHE-GC method, seven different parti-
cle sizes and types of flavor microcapsules were analyzed using the traditional oven-
drying method [14], low-temperature dry nitrogen purge method [18], and MHE-GC
method. As presented in Table 2, the results obtained using the low-temperature dry
nitrogen purge method matched well with those obtained via the MHE-GC method
(relative difference < 5.5%). Importantly, the difference in results is considered minor and
significantly below the acceptable values of method errors (e.g., 15%), as revealed through
other methods [34,35]. Meanwhile, the values obtained using the MHE-GC method are
lower than those obtained through the traditional oven-drying method, which is likely
caused by the mass loss of sensitive volatile compounds at high temperatures. Therefore,
the traditional oven-drying method is not reliable for determining the moisture content of
flavor microcapsules. Conversely, the MHE-GC method is accurate, efficient, and justifiable
for the determination of water content in flavor microcapsule samples.

Table 2. Comparison of methods.

Sample ID

Water Content, % Relative Error, %

Low Temperature Dry
Nitrogen Purge
Method (n = 3)

Oven Drying
Method (n = 3)

MHE-GC
(n = 3)

Low Temperature
Dry Nitrogen
Purge Method

Oven Drying
Method

1 0.86 ± 0.01 1.01 ± 0.02 0.87 ± 0.02 1.16 −13.9
2 1.12 ± 0.01 1.32 ± 0.01 1.08 ± 0.01 −3.57 −18.2
3 1.40 ± 0.02 1.66 ± 0.03 1.35 ± 0.02 −3.57 −18.7
4 1.66 ± 0.02 1.93 ± 0.02 1.64 ± 0.02 −1.20 −15.0
5 1.99 ± 0.03 2.14 ± 0.03 2.06 ± 0.02 3.52 −3.7
6 1.09 ± 0.03 1.38 ± 0.02 1.03 ± 0.01 −5.50 −25.4
7 2.13 ± 0.01 2.36 ± 0.03 2.05 ± 0.01 −3.76 −13.1
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4. Conclusions

An accurate method for determining the moisture content of flavor microcapsule
samples was introduced based on the multiple headspace extraction gas chromatography
technique. Compared with the traditional oven drying method, the significant advantage
of the MHE-GC method is that it is extremely accurate, as it can effectively eliminate
the interference caused by the loss of volatile organic compounds in the sample at high
temperatures. The results revealed that the proposed method has good precision (a relative
standard deviation of <3.11%) and accuracy. The present method is simple and automated
and can serve as a reliable tool for testing the moisture content of flavor microcapsule
samples and related products.
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Abstract: Intimate coupling photocatalysis and biodegradation treatment technology is an emerging
technology in the treatment of refractory organic matter, and the carrier plays an important role in
this technology. In this paper, sugarcane cellulose was used as the basic skeleton, absorbent cotton
was used as a reinforcing agent, anhydrous sodium sulfate was used as a pore-forming agent to
prepare a cellulose porous support with good photocatalytic performance, and nano-TiO2 was loaded
onto it by a low-temperature bonding method. The results showed that the optimal preparation
conditions of cellulose carriers were: cellulose mass fraction 1.0%; absorbent cotton 0.6 g; and Na2SO4

60 g. The SEM, EDS and XPS characterization further indicated that the nano-TiO2 was uniformly
loaded onto the cellulose support. The degradation experiments of Rhodamine B showed that
the nano-TiO2-loaded composite supports had good photocatalytic performance. The degradation
rate of 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene was more than 92% after 6 cycles, and the experiment of adhering
a large number of microorganisms on the carriers before and after the reaction showed that the
cellulose-based carriers obtained the required photocatalytic performance and stability, which is a
good cellulose porous carrier.

Keywords: carrier; cellulose; degradation; photocatalysis; 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene

1. Introduction

Intimate coupling photocatalysis and biodegradation (ICPB) technology [1,2] is an
emerging processing technology that successfully combines photocatalytic technology and
biological processing technology. In the meantime, it also integrates the advantages of both
advanced oxidation technology and biodegradation technology [3], which has synergistic
effects [4], and it has a good effect on the treatment of difficult-to-degrade pollutants.

The principle of pollutants degradation in ICPB is shown in Figure 1 [5]. Such active
species with strong oxidizability as hydroxyl radical, superoxide radicals and holes [6–8],
generated from a catalyst on the surface of carriers under light, decompose pollutants
into simple and easy-biodegradable intermediate products. These products will trans-
form into carbon dioxide and water by microbial metabolism in carriers, not excluding
the direct degradation of pollutants. When considering studies related to tetracycline [9],
4-chlorophenol [10,11], methylene [12] and other pollutants in the ICPB system, a syn-
ergistic effect can be found among adsorption, photocatalysis and biodegradation [13].
The adsorption of pollutants by carriers enables the active species to oxidize and decom-
pose pollutants in time, which reduces the damage to microorganisms from active species.
The mineralization of intermediate products by microorganisms, in return, alleviates the
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competitive consumption of active species and improves the photocatalytic efficiency. Con-
sequently, the porous carriers are crucial to the successful construction and operation of
ICPB system.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the principle of pollutants degradation in ICPB.

The porous carriers involved in ICPB system mainly contain porous ceramic [14,15],
cellulose [2] and the polyurethane sponge carriers [16]. Ceramic carriers have the advantage
of strong stability, reusability and durability, etc. Despite this, it is difficult to ensure
that carriers flow in a reactor, which makes the operational mode of the cycle between
photocatalysis and microbial degradation [17]. Except for the good adsorption performance
and stability [18], the lower density of polyurethane sponge-type carriers is conducive to
running with the current. However, it is difficult to maintain biofilm stabilization because
the hydraulic sheared and recycling process is complicated. The significant adsorption
performance of cellulose carriers is favorable for attaching the catalyst and microorganism,
while the cellulose material is bio-friendly and will not cause secondary pollution. However,
the original structure of carriers may be damaged by microorganism degradation for a
long-term operation.

Considering that the method of ICPB has great potential and research value for the
degradation of persistent organic pollutants, this paper selects bagasse cellulose and ab-
sorbent cotton as major materials to prepare porous carriers; it also constructs a further
ICPB system to explore the possibility of 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (1,2,4-TCB) degradation in
ICPB systems and to perfect a theoretical basis and possible practical methods for degra-
dation of persistent organic pollutants. As a typical AOX pollutant, 1,2,4-TCB is widely
present in bleaching wastewater, herbicides and other pesticide wastewater, and with stable
physical and chemical properties it can exist stably in water and soil environments for a
long time [19]; it is also toxic to animals, plants and humans [20]. Therefore, it is particularly
important to carry out research on the degradation of 1,2,4-TCB.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The materials obtained were: sugarcane cellulose from Guangxi Guigang Guitang Co.,
Ltd.; visible light-responsive titanium dioxide (nano-TiO2) from Liuzhou Rose Nanomate-
rials Technology Co., Ltd.; zinc chloride from Tianjin Ou Boke Chemical Sales Co., Ltd.;
sodium sulfate from Guangdong Guanghua Sci-Tech Co, Ltd.; absorbent cotton from
Nanchang Leiyi Medical Appliance Co., Ltd.; Rhodamine B (RhB) from Aladdin Reagent
Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China); and 1,2,4-TCB from Macklin. All chemicals were analytically
pure. Ammonium chloride (NH4Cl), disodium hydrogen phosphate (Na2HPO4·12H2O),
sodium dihydrogen phosphate (NaH2PO4·2H2O) and magnesium sulfate (MgSO4·7H2O)
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were purchased from Guangdong Chemical Reagent Engineering Technology Research and
Development Center; and calcium chloride (CaCl2) and ferric chloride (FeCl2·6H2O) were
purchased from the Sinopharm Group. Activated sludge came from the research center of
the Guangxi Bossco Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd.

2.2. Preparation of Cellulose-Type Carriers

The cellulose carriers was prepared for bagasse cellulose, absorbent cotton and sodium
sulfate (Na2SO4) in zinc chloride (ZnCl2) solution. After solidifying in deionized water and
being freeze-dried, the prepared carrier had a large number of pores. The specific process
was as followed: (1) mixture (100 g) stirred for 60 min at a temperature of 80 °C, which
included ZnCl2 (70%, wt) solution and cellulose with different mass rates in the mixture
of 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%; (2) different dosages of absorbent cotton at 0.4 g, 0.5 g, 0.6 g, 0.7 g and
0.8 g were added into the mixture; (3) after stirring the mixture for 60 min at a temperature
of 60 °C, 40 g, 50 g, 60 g, 70 g and 80 g of Na2SO4 were added, respectively; after stirring
for 60 min at a temperature of 60 °C, the mixture was solidified in deionized water for
2 days and freeze-dried for 2 days at a temperature of −70 °C. The carriers with a size of
5 mm × 5 mm × 5 mms were then obtained.

Using selected water absorption, wet density, porosity and retention rates as indi-
cators of performance, the optimal conditions for the prepared carriers were analyzed.
The calculation method was as followed: absorb surface moisture by filter papers after
soaking the prepared carriers in deionized water for 24 h and weighing its wet weight (m1);
measured total volume (V1) of carriers by the drainage in cylinder (100 mL, with accuracy
of 1 mL); weigh the dry weight (m0) of the carriers after drying for 6 h at a temperature of
60 °C in a vacuum drying oven; stir the mixture of water and carriers for 60 min at a speed
of 500 r/min in a beaker (1 L, with 600 mL water), in which carriers were added by the
volume ratio of 1/15 (carrier/water); after stirring, measure the total volume (V2) of the
carriers again. The wet density (ρ, g/cm3), water absorption (ω, %), porosity (ε, %) and
retention rates (σ, %) were then calculated using the following Equation [21]:

ρ =
m1

V0
(1)

ω =
m1 − m0

m0
× 100% (2)

ε =
m1 − m0

ρAqV1
× 100% (3)

σ =
V2

V1
× 100% (4)

2.3. Photocatalytic Performance of Cellulose Support

A xenon lamp (XHA250W, Spectrum 200 nm–1100 nm) was used as the light source;
the 15 mg/L RhB solution was placed under the lamp for 5 h, and the TiO2-loaded carriers
were added to carry out the photocatalytic degradation of RhB to detect the TiO2 load-
ing. Experiments of 4 cycles of degradation of RhB solution were carried out to test the
reusability of the carriers.

2.4. System Construction of ICPB

The catalyst was loaded onto carriers via a simple and efficient low-temperature
process on the basis of previous research [22]: dissolve 1.5 g visible light-responsive
titanium dioxide (nano-TiO2) in 15 mL solution of 0.3 g/L defused sodium and stir the
mixture for 15 min; after soaking in the mixture in the first step for 10 min, bake the
carriers for 120 min at a temperature of 60 °C; ultrasonically clean the nano-TiO2-carriers in
deionized water for 5 min, and repeat the process 3 times.
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Activated sludge was used as the biological source and cultivated in a 2.0 L reactor.
The hydraulic retention time was 24 h while the aeration rate was 0.8 L/min and the pH was
6–8. Domestication was finished after 31 days and increased by one gradient every three
days with the concentration of 1,2,4-TCB from 0 mg/L to 18 mg/L. The prepared carriers
were added to the activated sludge for microorganisms to attach [23]. Medium composition
was as follows: NH4Cl (35.80 mg/L); Na2HPO4·12H2O (10.17 mg/L); NaH2PO4·2H2O
(5.03 mg/L); MgSO4·7H2O (2.00 mg/L); CaCl2 (2.00 mg/L); FeCl2·6H2O (1.00 mg/L).

The schematic diagram for the system of ICPB is shown in Figure 2. Using a xenon
lamp (XHA250W) as a light source, place a quartz beaker (500 mL) containing 1,2,4-TCB
solution at 15 cm of the xenon lamp, 300 mL of 1,2,4-TCB solution, and an initial concentra-
tion of 8.0 mg/ L. The carrier dosage (volume ratio) is 8%, the pH is 5, the stirring speed is
100 r/min, and the reaction time is 7 h.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the experimental setup.

2.5. Characterization

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) and Energy Dispersive
Spectrometry (EDS, Phenom, ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA, USA) were used to investigate
morphology and surface properties. The analysis of chemical composition and electronic
properties were demonstrated by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS, ThermoFisher,
Waltham, MA, USA), with a b-monochromatic Alka source (hv = 1486.6 eV, 15 mA, 15 kV).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Effect of Different Mass Fraction of Cellulose on Carrier Performance

The effects of mass fraction of cellulose on the carriers’ water absorption, wet density
and porosity are shown in Figure 3a,b. The values of wet density, water absorption and
porosity were 0.89 g/cm3, 513% and 87.14%, respectively, when mass fraction of cellulose
was 1%. With the increasing of mass fraction of cellulose, all the values decreased gradually
to 39.3%, 35.0% and 28.2%, respectively, compared with mass fraction of 4% to 1%. Cellulose
is the basic framework of the carriers, and its fluffy internal structure plays an important
role in forming sufficient pores in the carriers [24], which will effectively prevent the
collapse of pores and being squeezed by the surrounding non-solidified solution. An
appropriate amount of cellulose in carriers where mass fraction is 1% in this paper ensures
more internal pores. Bagasse cellulose is hydrophilic [25], and a large amount of water
can form hydrogen bonds with cellulose, effectively enhancing the ability to adsorb and
store water. While the amount of cellulose increases gradually, especially mass fraction of
4%, the internal structure will become tighter and the wall of pores will become thicker.
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Thus, the pores inside the carriers take less remaining space correspondingly, leading to a
decrease in the water absorption and porosity of carriers.
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the carrier.

The change in retention rates of carriers with different mass fraction and test times is
shown in Figure 3c. Within the test time of 10 min, the retention rate of carriers reaches
100%, whatever the type of different mass fraction of cellulose. The retention rate of carriers
with mass fraction of 1% is 90.2% when the test time is up to 60 min, while that of others is
less than 90.0%. Dissolving the efficiency of cellulose in ZnCl2 solution probably decreases
gradually due to the increasing amount of cellulose. More undissolved cellulose leads to
forming cellulose particles and agglomeration inside the carriers, breaking the stability of
three-dimensional-net structure waved by cellulose and absorbent cotton and producing
unbalanced force [26]. Therefore, the retention rate of carriers declines gradually with
the increase in the mass fraction of cellulose. Instead of a high proportion, cellulose by
the appropriate proportion of 1% interweaves with absorbent cotton to form a uniform
three-dimensional mesh structure, with a strong ability to resist shear forces to achieve a
higher retention rate of 90.2%. Therefore, the optimal mass fraction of cellulose is 1%.

3.2. Effect of Different Dosages of Absorbent Cotton on Carrier Performance

The effects of different dosages of absorbent cotton on the carriers’ performances are
shown in Figure 4. With the amount of absorbent cotton from 0.4 g to 0.6 g, the values of the
wet density, water absorption and porosity have a bit change and maintain the variation
between 0.89 g/cm3 and 0.93 g/cm3, 512.0% and 520.0%, 87.0% and 90.0%, respectively.
The amount of absorbent cotton has a further improvement to 0.8 g, while all of the values
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get a significant decline by 18.0%, 11.5% and 16.2% compared to the dosage of 0.6 g. This
phenomenon is explained similarly to cellulose. The increasingly absorbent cotton cannot
be sufficiently dissolved, contributing to cotton aggregation and destroying the three-
dimensional mesh structure of the carriers [27], which leads to a decrease in porosity and
water absorption.

Figure 4c shows the change in carrier retention rate at different dosages of absorbent
cotton with test time from 0–60 min. The retention rates of carriers at dosages of 0.4 g and
0.5 g gradually decrease to 64.8% and 73.4% after testing for 60 min, while the retention
rates remain more than 90.0% when the dosages vary from 0.6 g to 0.8 g. The higher the
dosages of absorbent cotton are, the higher the strength of cellulose carrier is [27]. Although
the strength of carriers is improved with a large dosage of cotton, the number of pores
would decrease because the more compact structure of carriers and three-dimensional
mesh structures will be destroyed by the undissolved cotton. Therefore, to ensure adequate
porosity, the optimal dosage of absorbent cotton in this paper is 0.6 g.
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3.3. Effect of Different Dosages of Na2SO4 on Carrier Performance

As shown in Figure 5, the values of wet density, water absorption and porosity of
carriers, being exactly 0.89 g/cm3, 513% and 87.14%, respectively, reach a maximum when
the dosage of Na2SO4 is 60 g. As a contributor of pores, Na2SO4 affects the number of
pores in the carriers to a certain extent [28]. Theoretically, the more Na2SO4 is used, the
fuller the porous structure and higher porosity in carriers will be, which is consistent
with the evidence in Figure 5 when dosage varies from 40 g to 60 g. In addition, with
the increase in Na2SO4 dosage, porosity and pore size, more hydrogen bonds are formed
with water molecules and cellulose, to improve water absorption and wet density. This
study is consistent with previous research results [26]. When the dosage is more than
60 g, the wet density and water absorption rate change little, and the porosity decreases
slightly. This phenomenon comes from the porous collapse during freeze drying, when the
Na2SO4 occupies more space in the carriers and the relatively thin supporting pore wall
will collapse [27].
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The retention rate of carriers still maintains a value more than 90.00% after testing for
60 min with the dosage of Na2SO4 increasing from 40 g to 60 g. With the addition of 70 g
and 80 g, the retention rated decreases by 9.8% and 18.6% compared to that of 60 g. Carriers
possess less pores and a thicker porous wall that makes the structure more compact, and a
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large number of hydrogen bonds forms into cellulose and cotton appearing with the dosage
of more than 60 g, which gives the carriers a stronger ability against hydraulic shear forces.
With a dosage of less than 60 g, the probability of collapse happening rises significantly on
account of the porous wall becoming thinner, making the retention rate drop. Therefore,
the dosage of 60 g is the optimal one for carriers.

3.4. Performance of TiO2-Coated Cellulose-Type Carrier

The SEM images of carriers prepared for the optimal conditions are shown in Figure 6.
Comparing the surface morphology of carriers before and after coating with nano-TiO2,
it can be clearly seen that a large amount of nano-TiO2 has been coated into the carriers
prepared by the method of a low-temperature process shown above, where the surface
becomes rougher after coating nano-TiO2 than in the original carriers. Additionally, whether
carriers are coated with nano-TiO2 or not, the pores of carriers are constructed with different
diameters varying from 2 µm to 20 µm, indicating that the catalyst does not cover the pores
of carriers and giving the possibility of growth and reproduction of microorganisms in the
interior of the carriers. Moreover, EDS of nano-TiO2-coated cellulose-type carriers show
that the main elements on the surface titanium and oxygen element in Figure 7 and the
amount of the titanium element is approximately twice as much as the oxygen element,
which proves that nano-TiO2 is successfully loaded onto the surface of carriers.
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respectively, and with nano-TiO2 loaded.
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To further confirm the presence of phase nano-TiO2 on the surface of the carriers,
the chemical composition and electronic properties that were obtained from XPS analysis
are shown in Figure 8. The survey spectra display the main signals from Ti, O and C
(Figure 8a), and more specific properties acquired from a detailed spectrum (Figure 8b–d).
Considering the composition of carriers, the C1s peak is mainly attributed to cellulose and
cotton. The peaks at 532.09 eV and 532.97 eV, respectively, correspond to C–O and O–C=O
bonds, associated to functional groups; for example, hydroxyl and carboxyl constructed
in cellulose and cotton. The structure of the carbon skeleton is demonstrated by the bond
between C–C/C–H with the energy of 284.78 eV. Except for the substrate grown catalyst, a
little of the signals of adjacent to the C1s peak maybe comes from carbon contamination as
the sample exposing to air [29].

Analyzing the detailed spectrum of O1s core line, it was found that the peak could
be deconvoluted into three components located at 532.98 eV, 531.38 eV and 529.98 eV,
respectively, which originate from the titanium oxide and oxygen-containing functional
groups of carriers and the surface of catalyst. The first component, consistent with the
one of C1s peak, corresponds to C–O/O–C=O bonded with functional groups of cellulose
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molecule. The second emergence means that a low-valence Ti oxidized has been generated
in catalyst, such as Ti–OH bond (Ti hydroxide species) and TixOy. The last component
originates from the bond between Ti–O combining O2

- and Ti4+ in nano-TiO2.
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The detailed spectrum of Ti 2p core line has been deconvoluted into four components,
including two prominent peaks of Ti 2p3/2 and Ti 2p1/2 positioned at 458.78 eV and
464.48 eV, respectively, corresponding to Ti4+ in titanium dioxide [30,31]. Moreover, two
weaker peaks locate closely on the shoulders of prominent peaks at 457.58 eV and 463.48 eV
due to the presence of oxygen vacancy and a low-valence Ti oxidized as described as
lattice defects, which can improve the efficiency of photocatalysis and widen the range of
excitation wavelength to the visible from the ultraviolet [32], giving a feasible explanation
of visible-light reaction to the catalyst used. Therefore, the catalyst successfully loaded onto
the surface of carriers.

3.5. Analysis of Photocatalytic Properties of Cellulose Composite Carriers

The above studies confirmed that nano-TiO2 was loaded on the surface of the cellulose
carriers, and the degradation experiment of methylene blue showed that titanium dioxide
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had good photocatalytic activity [33]. In addition, the band gap energy of TiO2 is 3.15 eV,
and this low band gap energy makes TiO2 have a wide range of UV Vis spectra, mainly in
the range of 350–600 nm; it further shows the photocatalytic activity of TiO2. In order to
further determine the photocatalytic performance of the nano-TiO2–cellulose composite
carrier and the reuse stability of the composite carrier, 15 mg/L RhB solution was used
as the target pollutant for 4 cycles in this study. The experimental results are shown in
Figure 9, where it can be seen from the figure that the degradation rate of RhB by the nano-
TiO2–cellulose composite carrier can reach 80.00% within 5 h. Four rounds of RhB repeated
degradation experiments were carried out, and the degradation rate of RhB was basically
stable at 80.00%, which proved that the nano-TiO2–cellulose composite support had good
photocatalytic performance and stability under the conditions of this study. In Table 1,
compared with other materials, it is clear that the cellulose carrier loaded with TiO2 has
good photocatalytic activity, shorter time-consumption and higher degradation efficiency.
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Table 1. The comparison of photocatalytic activity of different materials.

Carrier Catalyst Pollutant Pollutant Concentration Light Source Time Efficiency

/ CdS/TiO2 [19] 1,2,4-TCB 0.1 mol/L UV 7.5 h 32.60%
Ceramic porous carrier TiO2 [15] 2,4-DNT 50 mg/L UV 60 h 78%

Sponge carrier TiO2 [16] 2,4,5- TCP 50 µM UV 6 h 94.2%~98.2%
Sponge carrier Ag/TiO2 [34] TCH 20 mg/L visible 8 h 94%

Cellulose carrier TiO2 [12] MB 15 mg/L UV 6 h 92.08%

3.6. Degradation of 1,2,4-TCB in ICPB

The system of ICPB was constructed by the carrier coated catalyst and loading loaded
biofilm, and 1,2,4-TCB was selected as an object for testing performance of the carriers in
ICPB. The six-cycling experiments for the same batch of carriers are shown in Figure 10
with an operation time of 7 h. The degradation rate of 1,2,4-TCB in ICPB at first gets up to
95.4% and stabilizes above the level of 92.0% generally. With the carrier cycle experiment,
the degradation rate gradually decreased, and the sixth decreased by 2.8% compared with
the first cycle experiment; this indicates that the cellulose-type carriers can be applied
to construct the system of ICPB. In addition, a slight decline in degradation rates of
1,2,4-TCB after cycles can come from falling off of a catalyst struck constantly by the stirrer,
and the high degradation rate in the 2nd cycle may be related to the aggregation and
accumulation of TiO2 on the surface of a cellulose carrier. In order to confirm whether
the microorganism attached to the carriers can still load on that after six-cycles running,
the images of carriers were taken by SEM and are shown in Figure 11. Before the carriers
participate in the degradation, a large amount of microorganism attached to the carriers
(Figure 11a,b) and after the six-cycles, abundant microorganisms were still there in the
carriers, which illustrates that the carriers can shelter microorganisms from the damage
to active species and radiation of a light source, consistent with the research of Xiong [35].
Therefore, the cellulose-type carrier has been successfully used to construct the system of
ICPB and achieve effective degradation of 1,2,4-TCB.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, sugarcane cellulose, absorbent cotton and anhydrous sodium sulfate
were used as materials to prepare a cellulose porous carrier. The performance of porous the
carriers were investigated by taking water absorption, wet density, porosity and retention
as indicators, and the preparation process was optimized; nano-TiO2 was loaded on it. The
results showed that the best preparation conditions were cellulose mass fraction of 1.0%,
absorbent cotton of 0.6 g, Na2SO4 of 60 g. The SEM, EDS and XPS characterization showed
that nano-TiO2 could be effectively loaded onto the surface of a cellulose carrier, and the
surface and pore structure of the carriers provided conditions for microbial attachment. The
degradation rate of RhB in four cycles was more than 80%, which indicates that a nano-TiO2
cellulose carrier has good photocatalytic performance, which lays a good foundation for
the subsequent ICPB system to achieve efficient degradation of 1,2,4-TCB.
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Abstract: The separation and extraction of chrysin from active ingredients of natural products are
of great significance, but the existing separation and extraction methods have certain drawbacks.
Here, chrysin molecularly imprinted nanofiber membranes (MINMs) were prepared by means of
electrospinning using chrysin as a template and polyvinyl alcohol and natural renewable resource
rosin ester as membrane materials, which were used for the separation of active components in the
natural product. The MINM was examined using Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). The adsorption perfor-
mance, adsorption kinetics, adsorption selectivity, and reusability of the MINM were investigated in
static adsorption experiments. The analysis results show that the MINM was successfully prepared
with good morphology and thermal stability. The MINM has a good adsorption capacity for chrysin,
showing fast adsorption kinetics, and the maximum adsorption capacity was 127.5 mg·g−1, conform-
ing to the Langmuir isotherm model and pseudo-second-order kinetic model. In addition, the MINM
exhibited good selectivity and excellent reusability. Therefore, the MINM proposed in this paper is a
promising material for the adsorption and separation of chrysin.

Keywords: chrysin; electrospinning; molecular imprinting membrane; adsorption

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the development of analytical methods (high-performance liquid
chromatography, ultra-high-performance liquid chromatography, electrochromatography,
etc.) and extraction techniques (membrane separation, semi-bionic extraction, high-speed
countercurrent chromatography, etc.), pharmacologically active natural products have
gained unprecedented popularity [1,2]. Most of them have had profound effects on our
lives. Chrysin is chemically known as 5,7-dihydroxy flavone. It is a natural flavonoid
and is the main bioactive component isolated from traditional Oroxylum indicum [3–5].
Chrysin exhibits anti-oxidative [6], anti-viral, immunomodulatory, and anti-inflammatory
effects [7,8]. Numerous studies have indicated that chrysin inhibits tumor cell proliferation
and induces tumor cell apoptosis, restrains tumor angiogenesis, and reverses tumor cell
multi-drug resistance [9–12]. It is a natural active ingredient with an anti-tumor effect.
Therefore, the extraction and utilization of chrysin are of great economic importance.

According to several reviews of the literature, methods such as high-performance liq-
uid chromatography (HPLC) [13], column chromatography [14], chromatography [15,16],
adsorption [17–19], water-methanol [20,21], and ultrasonic/microwave-assisted extrac-
tion [22–24] have been developed for the analysis and separation of chrysin in Oroxylum
indicum. However, most methods, such as column chromatography and other traditional
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methods, have a low separation effect on the structural analogs of chrysin. After extraction,
further separation and purification are required. An efficient, low-cost material for chrysin
extraction and purification is currently lacking.

In recent years, molecular imprinting technology [25–27] has been generally used
for separating and purifying the effective constituents from various natural products.
Compared to other methods, the molecular imprinting method has the advantages of
stronger affinity and recognition ability. However, molecularly imprinted polymers are
usually prepared as a whole material, resulting in most imprinted cavities lying deep within
the polymer matrix. Due to these factors, it will have the disadvantages of poor imprinted
loci accessibility, incomplete removal of the template, and weaker binding capacity [28–30].

Molecularly imprinted film is an effective material used to control templates located
at the surface of imprinted materials; a typical example of this surface imprinting, which
is carried out by immobilizing template molecules at the surface of suitable substrates,
forming thin imprinted films [31,32]. Researchers have used grafting, coating, electrostatic
deposition, electrostatic spinning, and other methods to prepare molecularly imprinted
membranes (MIMs) to increase membrane flux [33–36]. Electrospinning nanofiber mem-
branes have the characteristics of a large specific surface area, high porosity, and easy
modification [37–39]. They have been widely used in tissue engineering, drug delivery,
catalysis, wound dressings, and other fields [40–45]. Sueyoshi et al. [46] used optically
active glutamic acid (Zd-Glu and Zl-Glu) as a template molecule and cellulose acetate as the
base membrane to prepare molecularly imprinted membranes by means of electrospinning.
The results show that the imprinted membranes prepared by electrospinning had higher
permeability and flux than molecularly imprinted membranes prepared by other methods.

In this article, a molecularly imprinted material with excellent recognition and selective
absorption for chrysin was prepared. We used polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) fiber as a supporting
material and rosin ester as an auxiliary material to fabricate a molecularly imprinted
nanofiber membrane (MINM). A detailed examination of MINM adsorption and selective
recognition was conducted through the analysis of their kinetics, their isotherms, and their
selective adsorption performances.

2. Experimental Section
2.1. Materials

Chrysin (480-40-0) was purchased from Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology
Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Chloramphenicol (56-75-7) and oxytetracycline (79-57-2)
were obtained from Shanghai Maclin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China).
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, 9002-89-5), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, 68-12-2), and acetic
acid were obtained from Shanghai Maclin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai,
China). Methyl alcohol (67-56-1) was obtained from Chengdu Cologne Chemicals Co.,
Ltd. (Chengdu, China). Methacrylic acid (MAA, 79-41-4) and azobisisobutyronitrile
(AIBN, 78-67-1) were obtained from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai,
China). Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA, 97-90-5) was purchased from Alfa Aesar
(Qingdao, China). Ethylene glycol maleic rosinate acrylate (EGMRA) was provided by
Wuzhou Sun Shine Forestry & Chemicals Co., Ltd. (Guangxi, Wuzhou, China).

2.2. Preparation of Molecularly Imprinted Membranes
2.2.1. Preparation of Molecularly Imprinted Composite Membrane

The molecularly imprinted composite membrane (MICM) was prepared by means
of electrospinning after mixing the molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP) and membrane
material. The precipitation polymerization method was used for the preparation of the
MIP microspheres. Accurately weighing chrysin (0.0675 g) with an electronic balance
(Practum124-1cn, Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany), in a 250 mL three-necked flask, chrysin
was dissolved in 100 mL of methanol. MAA (0.1825 g), EGDMA (1.6848 g), EGMRA
(0.4200 g), and AIBN (0.0453 g) were dissolved in the solution and used an ultrasonic
cleaner (KQ-800E, Kun Shan Ultrasonic Instruments Co., Ltd., Kunshan, China) to sonicate
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the raw materials to fully dissolve them. Hence, nitrogen was immediately added to the
mixture, and it was degassed for 10 min. A condenser, thermometer, and stirring rod
were then inserted into the three-necked flask, which was placed into a 70 ◦C constant-
temperature water bath to heat and a constant-temperature reaction for 10 h under the
condition of setting the stirring rate to 50 rpm. The molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP)
was collected, and the template molecules and non-polymerized compounds were extracted
simply from MIP microspheres by cleaning with a methanol/acetic acid mixture (9:1, v/v).
Then, it was air-dried at 60 ◦C in an oven (FD115, Binder, Tuttlingen, Germany) for 12 h and
stored in a desiccator. The non-imprinted polymer (NIP) microspheres were also prepared
with the same procedure without the template molecule added to the reaction mixture.

For the encapsulation of MIP microspheres in electrospinning nanofibers, we heated
8% polyvinyl alcohol (PVA/water, w/v) in a water bath at 90 ◦C for 1 h to completely
dissolve the PVA solution, then added 0.2% MIP to the methanol solution and ultrasonically
dispersed it for 1 h to make it uniformly suspended in methanol. Then, PVA and MIP
solutions of the same volume were mixed and stirred in a 60 ◦C water bath for 1 h to obtain
a uniformly dispersed electrospinning solution. After that, the mixture was electrospun,
the voltage was set to 20 kV, the speed was set to 1 mL·h−1, and the iron plate collector
was positioned 15 cm from the tip of the syringe. After 10 h of spinning, a molecularly
imprinted composite membrane (MICM) was obtained. A non-imprinted composite mem-
brane (NICM) was also prepared under the same conditions, except that the MIP in the
electrospinning solution was replaced by NIP.

2.2.2. Preparation of Molecularly Imprinted Nanofiber Membranes

Molecularly imprinted nanofiber membranes (MINMs) were directly prepared by the
electrospinning technique. PVA (1.2000 g), EGMRA (0.1200 g), and the template molecule
chrysin (0.0375 g) were dissolved in a DMF/water solution (2:1, v/v). The mixture was
continuously agitated in a closed vial for at least 2 h until no phase separation was observed.
The solution was transferred to a 10 mL syringe installed with a metal needle that had an
inner diameter of 0.8 mm. After that, the mixture was electrospun, the voltage was set to
20 kV, the speed was set to 1 mL·h−1, and the iron plate collector was placed 15 cm from
the tip of the syringe. After 10 h of spinning, the fibrous nanofibers were collected on the
iron plate collector. After methanol-solvent extraction, nanofibers were inspected with
UV–Vis spectrometers (UV-2700, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) to determine that the template
molecule chrysin was no longer detectable from the washing solvent. Afterward, these
nanofibers were kept in a vacuum chamber for 24 h to eliminate trace solvents, then stored
in a desiccator. In comparison, the non-imprinted nanofiber membranes (NINMs) were
also spun in the same way without adding chrysin.

2.3. Characterization

The surface morphology of MINM and NINM after the samples were sprayed with
gold was observed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, SUPRA 55 Sapphire, Carl
Zeiss Jena, Jena, Germany) under low vacuum conditions. Fourier transform infrared (FT-
IR, MAGNA-IR550, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) spectra of membranes
were measured with an infrared spectrometer with a wavenumber range of 4000–400 cm−1.
The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential thermal analysis (DTA) studies were
performed using a thermal gravimetric analyzer (STA449F3, Netzsch-Gerätebau GmbH,
Selb, Germany) [47]. The temperature was increased from 25 to 700 ◦C under a nitrogen
atmosphere with a heating rate of 10 ◦C min−1.

2.4. Adsorption Experiments
2.4.1. Adsorption Kinetics

To research the adsorption kinetics of membranes for chrysin, we dispersed 20 mg
of the adsorbent samples into 20 mL of chrysin methanol solution (3.9333 mM), which
was oscillated for 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240, and 300 min at room
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temperature. At each set time points, the concentration of chrysin in the solution was
measured, and the adsorption mass of chrysin was calculated. The binding capacities of
membranes were calculated according to the formula [48]:

Qt =
(C0 − Ct)× V

m
(1)

where C0 (mM) is the initial chrysin concentration and Ct (mM) is the concentration of
chrysin solution at time t (min). V (mL) is the volume of chrysin solution, and m (g) is the
mass of membranes.

2.4.2. Adsorption Isotherm

To understand the controlling mechanisms and to quantify the maximum adsorption
capacity of adsorbents, 20 mg of each of the membranes was added to 20 mL of chrysin
solution with different concentrations and oscillated for 5 h, in which the initial concen-
trations were various (0.7867, 1.5733, 2.3600, 3.1467, and 3.9333 mM). We measured the
concentration of chrysin in the solution after the adsorption was over. The equilibrium
adsorption capacity was calculated using the following equation [49]:

Qe =
(C0 − Ce)× V

m
(2)

where C0 (mM) is the initial chrysin concentration, and Ce (mM) is the equilibrium chrysin
concentration. V (mL) is the volume of chrysin solution, and m (g) is the mass of membranes.

2.5. Adsorption Selectivity

To investigate the selectivity of membranes to chrysin, chloramphenicol and oxytetra-
cycline were chosen as the compared molecules. The methanol solutions (3.9333 mM) of
chrysin, chloramphenicol, and oxytetracycline were prepared, respectively, and then 20 mL
of the solution was added to an Erlenmeyer flask, and then 20 mg of the adsorbent sample
was added for 5 h at room temperature with shaking. Measure the concentration of chrysin,
chloramphenicol, or oxytetracycline in the different solutions after the adsorption was over.
The calculation formula of equilibrium adsorption capacity was the same as Formula (2).

2.6. Adsorption Reusability

After the adsorbent sample completed the adsorption process, the saturated sample
was obtained by filtration. The filtered samples were washed with methanol and dried to
obtain the regenerated MINM. The regenerated MINM was reused for the next adsorption
test. Under the same conditions, the adsorption-desorption cycle was repeated 6 times, and
the adsorption amount was measured and calculated each time.

2.7. Mechanical Properties

The mechanical properties of the MINM were measured by using an electromechanical
universal testing machine (JDL-10000N, Yangzhou Tianfa Testing Machinery Co., Ltd.,
Yangzhou, China) at room temperature. The MINM was cut into strips (20 mm × 10 mm),
and its thickness was measured at different locations with a micrometer. The MINM was
clamped at both ends and stretched along its length at a certain tensile rate until broken.
By averaging the results of three parallel experiments, the tensile strength and elongation
at rupture of the MINM were determined. The tensile strength was the load per unit area
when the sample was broken on the tensile machine, expressed in P, which was defined as
follows [50–53]:

P =
F
S

(3)

where P (MPa) is the tensile strength of the MINM, F (N) is the force on the fractured section
when the MINM broke, and S (mm2) is the area of the fracture surface of the MINM.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Optimization of Preparation Conditions of MINM

To investigate the effects of template molecule content, rosin ester content, and electro-
spinning voltage on the adsorption capacity of nanofiber membranes, different single-factor
optimization experiments were carried out.

First, different MINMs were prepared by changing the content of template molecules
(chrysin) in the spinning solution to determine the optimal content of template molecules,
while the other preparation processes remained the same. As can be seen from Figure 1a, it
could be found that with the increasing concentration of chrysin in the spinning solution,
the MINM has an increased adsorption capacity to chrysin. When the usage content
of chrysin was 0.25%, the optimum adsorption capacity of the MINM was successfully
prepared, which should be attributed to the production of numerous imprinting cavities
and recognition loci. There was, however, an obvious decrease in the adsorption ability of
the MINM after increasing the chrysin content in the spinning solution continuously, which
could be because the competitive synthesis loci of chrysin occurred when the amount of
the chrysin was in excess, resulting in the decrease in the imprinting effect.
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Figure 1. (a) Effect of different content of chrysin on the adsorption capacity of MINM; (b) effect
of different rosin ester content on the adsorption capacity of MINM; (c) effect of different spinning
voltage on the adsorption capacity of MINM.

Second, to acquire the optimal concentration of rosin ester in the preparation of the
MINM, MINMs with different rosin ester contents were prepared with the other conditions
unchanged. As observed in Figure 1b, the MINM prepared with different contents of rosin
ester showed different adsorption capacities. The adsorption capacity of the prepared
MINM increased as the content of rosin ester increased. An appropriate amount of rosin
ester enhanced the rigidity and mechanical properties of the MINM and maintained the
spatial structure and cavity of the MINM, thereby improving the specific binding ability to
the imprinted loci. When the content of rosin ester reached 10%, the adsorption capacity
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reached the maximum. However, superabundant rosin ester will increase the viscosity,
resulting in a decrease in the pore size of the prepared MINM and membrane flux, which
will make it difficult for chrysin to reach the binding cavities in the MINM, resulting in a
decrease in adsorption capacity. Therefore, the MINM with a 10% addition of rosin ester
had the best adsorption capacity of all the MINMs.

Third, the effect of the electrospinning voltage on the adsorption capacity during the
preparation of MINMs was then studied by ranging the voltage from 15 kV to 30 kV. It
can be seen in Figure 1c that MINMs prepared with different spinning voltages exhibited
different adsorption capacities. As shown, when the voltage reached 20 kV, the optimum
adsorption capacity of the MINM toward chrysin was achieved; however, continuing
to increase the voltage reduces the adsorption capacity. This could be because as the
voltage increased, the structure of the prepared nanofiber membrane became more uniform,
meaning that the surface of the membrane adsorbed chrysin more easily. In contrast, when
the voltage was applied over 20 kV, the adsorption capacity of the MINM toward chrysin
reduced gradually. Therefore, the optimal voltage in the spinning process was 20 kV.

3.2. Morphology of MINM

The surface characteristics of the membranes were investigated by SEM, and the
results are shown in Figure 2a,c,e. The SEM photographs illustrate that the MINM and
NINM had an appreciable difference in morphology and fiber diameter. The MICM had
microsphere particles embedded in the fibers. The diameter distributions of the MINM,
NINM, and MICM are shown in Figure 2b,d,f; the average diameter of 80 of the randomly
selected nanofibers in the MINM was about 489 nm. However, the average diameter of the
nanofibers in the NINM was nearly 246 nm. The average diameter of the nanofibers in the
MICM was 205 nm. The MINM provides an excellent surface area and porosity to enable
the transport of the chrysin molecules through the membranes. This network structure of
membranes supports the easy diffusion of chrysin molecules across the membrane surface,
which provides a high potential for chrysin recognition applications. According to these
results, the different recognition behaviors of the MINM toward chrysin are caused by the
efficient footprints and not the morphological differences.

To provide evidence for the process of the imprinting of chrysin, the MINM, NINM,
and unwashed MINM were compared, as shown in Figure 2g. The FT-IR of the washed
MINM and NINM exhibited the semblable shapes, which indicated that these membranes
had a similar backbone. The peak at 3274 cm−1 in the infrared spectrum belongs to the
stretching vibration of the hydroxyl group (-OH) in the PVA, and the peak at 2945 cm−1

belongs to the stretching vibration of the methylene group (-CH2-) in the PVA. Infrared
spectroscopy analysis was performed on the unwashed MINM and the washed MINM to
study the interaction between PVA and chrysin. As shown in Figure 2g, after chrysin was
added, a vibration stretch peak appeared at 1617 cm−1, which represents the stretch peak
of the benzene ring skeleton on the chrysin, but the corresponding peak did not appear
in the MINM after washing, indicating that the chrysin was successfully washed. The
infrared comparison between the MINM and NINM after washing showed that there was
a displacement at 1734 cm−1, which may be caused by the formation of hydrogen bonds
between PVA and chrysin. These results indicated that the combination of chrysin and the
membrane material was successful, and chrysin was removed successfully with methanol
solution. The FTIR of the MICM, the peak at 3274 cm−1 belongs to the stretching vibration
of the hydroxyl group (-OH) in the PVA, and the peak at 2945 cm−1 belongs to the stretching
vibration of the methylene group (-CH2-) in the PVA. The peak at 1734 cm−1 belongs to the
stretching vibration of the carbonyl group (C=O) in the molecularly imprinted polymer.
Combined with SEM and FTIR of the MICM, it can be seen that the molecularly imprinted
polymer was successfully incorporated into the MICM.
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The thermostability of the MINM and MICM was tested by TGA analysis, as shown
in Figure 2h. The MINM began to decompose at approximately 275 ◦C, the decomposition
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rate reached the maximum level when the temperature was about 361 ◦C, and at the end
of the thermal decomposition process, the temperature reached 480 ◦C. However, the
MICM began to decompose at approximately 255 ◦C, the decomposition rate reached the
maximum level when the temperature was about 345 ◦C, and at the end of the thermal
decomposition process, the temperature reached 500 ◦C. The reason for decomposition was
mainly ascribed to the scission of the main chain and the scission of cross-linked bonds.
The TGA results show that the MINM had excellent thermostability. This was ascribed to
the characteristic hydrocarbon-based phenanthrene rings of the EGMRA, which raised the
thermostability of the MINM.

3.3. Adsorption Kinetics

In order to clarify the adsorption rate control mechanism of the adsorption process,
the adsorption kinetics experiment was carried out on the MINM, NINM, MICM, and
NICM under the condition of the initial concentration of chrysin solution of 3.9333 mM,
and the results of the experiment are shown as Figure 3a. In the four adsorbent samples,
the adsorption capacity was raised with the increase in time. The adsorption capacity
of the MINM for chrysin was significantly greater than that of the NINM, MICM, and
NICM, while the adsorption capacity of the MICM was significantly greater than that of the
NICM. In the first 90 min, the adsorption was in the rapid adsorption stage, the adsorption
capacity reached about 80% of the maximum adsorption capacity, and the adsorption
reached equilibrium after 120 min, the maximum adsorption capacity of the MINM was
127.5 mg·g−1, and the adsorbed chrysin amounts in this study were much higher than those
reported previously [54]. It was because, in the early stage of adsorption, the concentration
of chrysin was higher, and the molecular diffusion rate was faster. Numerous binding loci
on the surface of the MINM and MICM quickly and specifically adsorbed chrysin. When
the binding loci on the surface reached saturation, the adsorption rate gradually slowed
down. There were no imprinting binding loci matching with chrysin in the NINM and
NICM, so the adsorption rate was relatively slow, and the adsorption capacity to chrysin
was low. In comparison to the MICM, the MINM exhibited higher adsorption capacity.
because, in the MICM, the chrysin access to imprinted loci was much more difficult. Many
MIP particles were not on the surface of the fibers but inside and so less accessible.

Moreover, pseudo-second-order and pseudo-first-order models were used for fitting
kinetic curves to study adsorption mechanisms, such as physical adsorption and chemical
adsorption [55].

The pseudo-first-order kinetic model was calculated by the equation:

ln(Qe − Qt) = lnQe −
k1

2.303
t (4)

The pseudo-second-order kinetic model was calculated by the equation:

t
Qt

=
1

k2Q2
e
+

t
Qe

(5)

where Qt (mg·g−1) is the adsorption quantity at time t (h), Qe is the amount of chrysin ab-
sorbed at equilibrium, and k1 and k2 are the equilibrium rate constant of two kinetics models.

The fitting curves of the two kinetic models are shown in Figure 3b,c. The pseudo-
first-order kinetic theory predicts that adsorption loci occupancy is proportional to the
unoccupied loci, whereas, in the pseudo-second-order kinetic model, the adsorption rate
is determined by chemisorption between the template molecule and the adsorbent. The
corresponding parameters of the two kinetic equations are determined and exhibited in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Kinetic data of pseudo-first-order kinetic model and pseudo-second-order kinetic model.

Samples
Pseudo-First-Order Kinetic Pseudo-Second-Order Kinetic

k1 (min−1) R2 k2 (g·mg−1 min−1) R2

MINM 0.0349 0.9538 0.24 × 10−3 0.9984
MICM 0.0541 0.9524 0.48 × 10−3 0.9998

The correlation coefficient of the MICM’s pseudo-second-order kinetic model (R2 = 0.9998)
is larger than that of the pseudo-first-order kinetic model (R2 = 0.9524). It indicates that
the adsorption process was more in line with the pseudo-second-order kinetic model,
and the adsorption rate was affected by the binding ability of chrysin and the quantity
of imprinting binding loci, which indicates that chemical interaction plays a leading role
in the chrysin adsorption process. Similarly, the pseudo-second-order kinetic model’s
correlation coefficient (R2 = 0.9984) of the MINM was higher than that of the pseudo-first-
order kinetic model (R2 = 0.9538) of the MINM. These results indicate that physical and
chemical adsorption existed in the adsorption process, but chemisorption was prevailing.
These results correlate with the high surface area and porosity of the MINM, the effective
molecularly imprinted cavities due to chrysin on the surfaces of the MINM, and the non-
covalent interaction between the MINM and chrysin.

3.4. Adsorption Isotherm

In order to measure the adsorption behavior of molecularly imprinted nanofiber
membranes and molecularly imprinted composite membranes, the isotherms studies were
performed, as shown in Figure 4a. With an increasing chrysin concentration, equilibrium
adsorption capacity increased. It was indicated that molecularly imprinted membranes’
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binding capacity was better than that of non-molecularly imprinted membranes in the same
situation, which implied the existence of abundant recognition loci and affinity capacity
for template molecular (chrysin) on the surface of the molecularly imprinted membranes.
However, under the same conditions of two kinds of molecularly imprinted membranes,
the binding capacity of the MINM was significantly higher than that of the MICM. It may
be because there were more recognition loci on the surface.
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In addition, adsorption equilibrium data of membranes used two typical isotherm
models for adsorption [48]. The Langmuir isotherm model assumes the existence of
monolayer adsorption onto a surface with a limited number of binding loci, and the
Freundlich isotherm model assumes the exponential distribution of adsorption loci on the
multilayer adsorption. The two isotherm models were mathematically described as follows:

Langmuir isotherm:
1

Qe
=

1
Qm

+
1

k3Qm
× 1

Ce
(6)

Freundlich isotherm:
lnQe = lnk4 +

1
n

lnCe (7)

where Qm (mg·g−1) is the greatest adsorption quantity, Qe (mg·g−1) is the chrysin adsorp-
tion quantity at different initial concentrations, Ce (mM) is the equilibrium concentration, k
is the constant, and 1/n is the heterogeneity factor indicating adsorption intensity.

Two kinds of adsorption isotherm for the MINM and MICM are shown in Figure 4b,c.
Additionally, various kinds of isotherm parameters are shown in Table 2. It is observed that
the MINM and MICM had correlation coefficients of 0.9976 and 0.9999, respectively, for
the Langmuir adsorption isotherm, while MINM and MICM had correlation coefficients
of 0.9921 and 0.9926, respectively, concerning the Freundlich adsorption isotherm. The
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results show that, in the studied concentration range, the adsorption of chrysin matches the
Langmuir model better than the Freundlich model. Meanwhile, both MINM and MICM
had a 1/n value in the range of 0.5–1, illustrating that the two kinds of membranes are
excellent adsorption materials for chrysin.

Table 2. Parameters of Langmuir adsorption model and Freundlich adsorption model.

Samples
Langmuir Isotherm Freundlich Isotherm

k3
(mM−1) R2 Qm

(mg·g−1)
k4

(mM−1) R2 1/n

MINM 0.7500 0.9976 173.611 71.1059 0.9921 0.5057
MICM 0.2133 0.9999 128.700 22.4646 0.9926 0.7304

3.5. Adsorption Selectivity

The adsorption selectivity is an essential characteristic for the application of MIMs.
Thus, to examine the selectivity of MIMs to chrysin, chloramphenicol and oxytetracycline
were chosen as comparative substrates in the selective adsorption test. These two molecules
have similar structures and functional groups to chrysin. The selectivity research was
carried out on chrysin and its comparative substrates at the concentration of 3.9333 mM.
As shown in Figure 5a, the MINM had adsorption capacity for all three substances, but
the adsorption capacity of the MINM for chrysin was significantly higher than for other
molecules. Although the adsorption capacity of the MICM for chrysin was also better than
the compared molecules, the adsorption capacity was lower than that of the MINM. The
NINM and NICM had poor adsorption capacity for the three substances, and there was not
much difference. All of the above results indicate that chrysin was able to selectively adsorb
the MINM and MICM due to the imprinting cavities formed during the preparation in the
presence of chrysin, which led to the formation of affinity binding loci along with access in
the MINM and MICM. The shape, size, and functional group of these recognition loci form
complementary structures to chrysin. It is profitable that the MINM and MICM have an
affinity for binding chrysin. However, the NINM and NICM do not have the related loci
and the recognition capability coming from the imprinting effect. It is, therefore, possible
to conclude that the imprinting loci on the surface of the MINM and MICM have excellent
selectivity for chrysin, and the recognition ability is provided by the imprinting loci, and
compared with two printing membranes, the MINM has a stronger selective recognition
ability for chrysin. The results of this study not only have better selectivity but also higher
chrysin adsorption capacity compared to previous reports [56,57].

3.6. Adsorption Reusability

Besides selectivity, stability and reusability are also important indexes to evaluate the
performance of the MINM. To evaluate the capacity of the MINM to be regenerated and
reused, the adsorption performance after repeated cycles was investigated. After each
binding experiment, the MINM was washed with methanol/acetic acid solution (9:1, v/v)
to remove the adsorbed molecules. Hence, we proceeded to the next adsorption cycle.
The above processes were repeated until the sorption-desorption was accomplished in six
cycles. The results are illustrated in Figure 5b. The results suggest that the MINM exhibited
excellent adsorption capability in all six cycles. After being recycled and reused, the MINM
only lost 12.08% of adsorption capacity. This decrease may be attributed to the reduction
in active binding loci following regeneration and inadequate desorption of the adsorbed
chrysin molecules. It indicates that the MINM could be used repeatedly due to its stability
and reusability.
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3.7. Mechanical Properties of MINM

A special focus was placed on the mechanical properties of the membranes, since
these were related to stress levels experienced during operation. The tensile strength and
elongation at break of the MINM were tested, as shown in Figure 5c. The maximum tensile
strength of the MINM was 6.5 MPa, and the breaking elongation of the MINM was 130%,
while the maximum tensile strength of PVA nanofiber was only 1.58 MPa [58], the MINM
showing excellent mechanical properties. This result indicates that this MINM enables the
higher sustainability of the membrane for use in some special operating environments.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we fabricated a molecularly imprinted nanofiber membrane of chrysin
using an electrospinning method for the selective adsorption of chrysin molecules. Com-
pared with the molecularly imprinted composite membrane (MICM), the prepared MINM
has a larger specific surface area, more binding sites complementary to the template are
generated near the surface of the fiber, showing high adsorption capacity and significant
selectivity, and the performance is generally better than that of the MICM. The adsorption
kinetics suggested that the adsorption process of the MINM was more consistent with the
pseudo-second-order kinetic model, illustrating that the adsorption process was controlled
by chemisorption. The adsorption isotherms illustrated that the adsorption process of
chrysin is in accordance with the Langmuir model rather than the Freundlich model. In
addition, the MINM exhibited good thermal stability and excellent reusability. The con-
spicuous adsorption behavior coupled with the effortless preparation made the MINM a
potential candidate for the adsorption of chrysin. In summary, we consider that this method
provides a low-cost, effective way for efficiently separating and enriching the chrysin.
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Abstract: Mineral ions (mainly calcium ions) from sugarcane juice can be trapped inside the heating
tubes of evaporators and vacuum boiling pans, and calcium ions are precipitated. Consequently,
sugar productivity and yield are negatively affected. Calcium ions can be removed from sugarcane
juice using adsorption. This paper described the experimental condition for the batch adsorption
performance of rosin-based macroporous cationic resins (RMCRs) for calcium ions. The kinetics of
adsorption was defined by the pseudo-first-order model, and the isotherms of calcium ions followed
the Freundlich isotherm model. The maximal monolayer adsorption capacity of calcium ions was
37.05 mg·g−1 at a resin dosage of 4 g·L−1, pH of 7.0, temperature of 75 ◦C, and contact time of 10 h.
It appeared that the adsorption was spontaneous and endothermic based on the thermodynamic
parameters. The removal rate of calcium ions in remelt syrup by RMCRs was 90.71%. Calcium ions
were effectively removed from loaded RMCRs by 0.1 mol·L−1 of HCl, and the RMCRs could be
recycled. The dynamic saturated adsorption capacity of RMCRs for calcium ions in remelt syrup was
37.90 mg·g−1. These results suggest that RMCRs are inexpensive and efficient adsorbents and have
potential applications for removing calcium ions in remelt syrup.

Keywords: rosin-based macroporous cationic resin; calcium ions; remelt syrup

1. Introduction

Desalination of carbonated and filtered remelt syrup is an indispensable step in the
sugar industry. The inorganic minerals include calcium ions (mainly), magnesium ions,
iron ions, silicic acid, phosphate, and carbonate ions in sugar juice [1]. More than 90%
of the inorganic matter in the syrup relates to calcium [2]. As the concentration of sugar
juice increases in the evaporators, calcium ions are precipitated as their solubilities are
exceeded [3], which directly affects the productivity and achievable yield of sugar [4].
Helmut et al. [1] claimed that calcium ions in a beet juice evaporator could be reduced
by 80–90% using KEBO DS (a scale inhibitor). Typically, anionic polymers, such as poly-
acrylics and poly (amino polyether tetra-methylene phosphonic acid), are used in the sugar
industry to inhibit calcium salts [1]. The use of scale inhibitors in the sugar industry is also
limited by health concerns. These inhibitors need to be approved by relevant agencies (for
example, the United States Food and Drug Administration) before they can be used in the
sugar process [1]. The desalination process has been explored by many eco-friendly and
green technologies, including membrane separation [5], ozonation [6], coagulation [3], and
adsorption [7]. Researchers prefer adsorption because it is inexpensive, widely available,
and easy to use; additionally, it has the potential to handle large-scale production [8]. The
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preparation and functionalization of new decalcification adsorbents for remelt syrup with
high adsorption performance, environmental friendliness, and low cost has become the
research focuses.

The macroporous cationic resins (MCRs) used in the syrup are mainly synthesized
based on styrene and divinylbenzene [9]. Styrene and divinylbenzene have been classified
as class 2B carcinogens, which are limited by health concerns, by the International Agency
for Research on Cancer of the World Health Organization (IARCWHO) [10]. With the
improvement of people’s living standards, requirements for food quality and safety also
increase. Thus, it requires us to investigate green biomass-based decalcification adsorbents
that are highly adsorption-efficient, low-cost, and recyclable.

About 90% of crude rosin is rosin acid, which is derived from the exudation of conifer
trees [11]. Resin acid (rosin) can be modified by an esterification and (or) addition reaction
based on the conjugated double bonds and carboxyl group [12]. In the prior study, we
successfully prepared a novel ethylenediamine rosin-based resin (EDAR) for the removal
of phenolic compounds from water. The interaction model and adsorption mechanism of
EDAR-adsorbed phenolic compounds in water were studied, which provided the basis
for its application [13]. Similarly, Li et al. prepared a new rosin-based sugarcane juice
decolorization agent, where the crosslinking agent was modified rosin, silica was the
carrier, and the quaternary ammonium cation was the functional group [8]. The excellent
mechanical properties and thermal stability of the adsorbent are due to the specific three-
membered phenanthrene ring structure of rosin [14]. Thus, modified rosin has the potential
to produce green, economical, and eco-friendly adsorbents in the sugar industry. However,
as far as we know, rosin-based resins have not been prepared and used for removing
calcium ions from remelt syrup.

In this study, rosin-based macroporous cationic resins (RMCRs) were prepared us-
ing modified rosin ethylene glycol maleic rosinate acrylate (EGMRA) as a cross-linking
skeleton. The potential use of the RMCRs in removing calcium ions from remelt syrup
was described. Furthermore, the mechanisms of the RMCRs adsorption of the calcium
ions were elucidated by using an adsorptive isotherm and kinetic models and calculating
thermodynamic parameters.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37–39%), calcium chloride (AR), and sodium hydroxide
(AR) were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China).
EGMRA was provided by the Guangxi Key Laboratory of Forest Products Chemistry and
Engineering (Nanning, China) [15]. The remelt syrup after carbonation and decoloration
by anion resin was kindly provided by Fangcheng Sugar Refinery (Fangchenggang, China).
Commercial resins, including four derivatives of the styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer
(types: FPA51, FPC22 Na, FPA40 Cl, FPA90 Cl, FPC14 Na, FPC23 H, and FPC22 H),
and one polymethacrylic acid (type: FPA98 Cl) were purchased from Dow Chemical
(Shanghai, China).

2.2. Preparation and Characterization of RMCRS

The RMCRs used in this study were all self-prepared, and followed a previous prepa-
ration process with some modifications [16]. The functional monomers MAA (6.32 g), the
porogen polypropylene glycol (1.39 g), the cross-linker EGMEA (20.25 g), and AIBN (0.2 g)
were dissolved in ethyl acetate (60 mL) by sonication to obtain an organic phase. SDS
(0.02 g) and PVA (0.02 g) were dissolved in deionized water in a 250 mL three-necked
flask, and then the organic phase was added at 60 ◦C. The mixture was thermally polymer-
ized at 80 ◦C for 8 h and stirred at 200 rpm. The resins were extracted with ethanol and
deionized water, then immersed in 3.0% NaOH solution to ionize the COOH groups to
COO− groups, and ultimately washed continuously with deionized water until the pH
was approximately 7.0.
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2.3. Static Adsorption and Regeneration of the Resins

The optimum adsorbent dosage, temperature, pH value, and time for calcium ions
adsorption by RMCRs were determined by preliminary experiments. The adsorption of
calcium ions onto the RMCRs was carried out in a conical bottle containing 50 mL of
calcium ions solution and 0.200 g of RMCRs. The adsorption isotherms of calcium ions
with different initial concentrations (30, 60, 90, 120, and 150 mg·L−1) were obtained at
temperatures of 328, 338, and 348 K. Kinetic experiments were conducted in glass flasks
that contained 500 mL of calcium ions solutions at a pH of 7.0 with a calcium ions’ initial
concentration of 150 mg·L−1 and 2 g of RMCRs. The conical bottles were oscillated at
100 rpm at 348 K and sampled at regular time intervals. The concentration was determined
by ICP-OES (iCAP 600 Seris, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The pH value
was adjusted by HCl and NaOH solutions with concentrations of 0.1 mol·L−1, and the
effect of pH value on calcium ion adsorption was investigated. The resins after adsorption
were shaken with 0.1 mol·L−1 of HCl for 12 h at 298 K for regeneration. RMCRs were tested
for reusability through adsorption regeneration cycles.

2.4. Fixed-Bed Column Experiments

The fixed-bed on calcium ions adsorption was conducted in silica sand glass columns
(Ø1.5 × 20 cm2) filled to depths of 4 cm with RMCRs. Under the drive of the pressure
provided by a peristaltic pump, the syrup (45 ◦Bx, pH = 7.0) was passed through the
column at a rate of 2.0 mL·min−1, and the effusive calcium ions solutions were determined
at various intervals.

2.5. Analysis

The RMCRs before and after the adsorption of calcium ions were characterized by
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) (Nicolet 5700, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA), X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Siemens D5000 diffractometer, Bruker, Ger-
many), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (ESCALAB 250Xi, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA), and field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) (JSM-
7500F, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) with energy-dispersive spectrometry (EDS). The zeta potentials
of RMCRs were measured with a Zeta Potential Analyzer (Zetasizer 2000 Analyzer, Malvern,
UK) at an initial pH ranging from 2.0 to 12.0.

After each experiment, the solution was filtered through 0.45 µm filters and the con-
centration of calcium ions was analyzed by inductively coupled plasma–atomic emission
spectroscopy. All the adsorption/regeneration experiments were performed at 100 rpm
with triplicates and the results were averaged from all replicates. The adsorption efficiency
(qt) and removal rate (R) were calculated as follows:

qt =
(C0 − Ct)× V

m
(1)

R(%) =
C0 − Ct

C0
× 100 (2)

where qt represents the amount (mg·g−1) of calcium ions adsorbed at time t (min);
C0 (mg·L−1) and Ct (mg·L−1) are the initial concentration and t (min) concentration of
calcium ions, respectively; V (L) is the volume of the calcium ions solution; and W is the
weight of the RMCRs.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Characterization of the RMCRs
3.1.1. N2 Adsorption–Desorption Isotherm Analysis

The pore structures and specific surface areas of the RMCRs were determined by using
adsorption–desorption experiments, as shown in Figure 1a. The RMCRs’ isothermal curves
also showed type II curves with well-defined H1 hysteresis-type loops, thus inferring
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cylindrical pores with a uniform macroporous structure [17]. The pore structures of the
RMCRs had an average pore diameter of 42.40 nm (Figure 1b), Brunauer–Emmett–Teller
(BET) surface area of 10.24 m2·g−1, and cumulative pore volume of 22.20 mm3·g−1. Thus,
the RMCRs could exhibit excellent adsorption abilities on account of their high interconnect
pores and high permeability, which facilitates the diffusion of adsorbents.
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3.1.2. TGA Analysis

The thermal stability of the RMCRs was characterized by thermogravimetric analysis
(STA449F3, Netzsch-Gerätebau GmbH, Selb, Germany). The results are presented in
Figure 1c. RMCRs began to decompose at 220 ◦C due to the decomposition of rosin [18]. The
onset temperature for RMCRs decomposition was approximately 220 [19]. The apparent
weight loss of RMCR mainly occurred at temperatures ranging from 300 to 450 ◦C. The
temperature of desalination in the sugar industry is commonly under 100 ◦C. Therefore,
the RMCRs have high thermal and chemical stability and are appropriate for removing
calcium ions from remelt syrup.

3.1.3. FE-SEM Analyses

The morphology and size of RMCRs were characterized by FE-SEM, and representative
images are shown in Figure 1d,e. In the panoramic image, RMCRs were regular spheres
with smooth, porous surfaces. The internal holes of the RMCR were interconnected. The
rich porous structures of the RMCRs not only promoted the liquid mass transfer but also
better access to the interaction sites [20]. Thus, it is beneficial to elevate the adsorption of
calcium ions from remelt syrup [14].

3.2. Static Adsorption Experiments
3.2.1. Effect of RMCRs Dosage

The influences of RMCRs dosage on the adsorption capacity of calcium ions are
presented in Figure 2a. With the increase in RMCRs dosage, the effective adsorption
area increased, hence the removal efficiency promotion. However, the increase in the
resin dosage increased the unsaturated loca on the adsorbent surface, thereby decreasing
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adsorption efficiency. In all the subsequent experiments, the solid-to-liquid ratio of 4.0 g·L−1

was selected as the optimal RMCRs dosage for calcium ions adsorption in consideration of
efficiency and economy. Hence, RMCRs have great potential use in the removal of calcium
ions from remelt syrup.
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3.2.2. Effect of Temperature

As scanned in Figure 2b, the temperature rose from 308 K to 348 K, and the qe increased
from 27.4 mg·g−1 to 37.5 mg·g−1 under other equal conditions. The increase in temperature
enhanced the binding of calcium ions to RMCR adsorption sites, due to the movement of
calcium ions in the solution being accelerated. Hence, 348 K was selected as the optimal
temperature for calcium ions adsorption. The adsorption of calcium ions by RMCRs is an
endothermic process.

3.2.3. Effect of Contact Time

According to Figure 2c, the calcium ions absorption capacity over RMCRs gradually
increased in the beginning, and then steadily reached equilibrium after 600 min, which
indicates a large number of active sites on the surface of the adsorbent in the initial stage.
However, the adsorption sites were occupied, and the adsorption rate slowly decreased
until equilibrium was reached. Adsorption equilibrium was reached in approximately 10 h,
the qe of RMCR was 37.05 mg·g−1, and the corresponding removal rate was 90%. Thus, the
contact time was set to 10 h in subsequent experiments.

3.2.4. Effect of pH

The pH plays a vital role in the adsorption of calcium ions by RMCRs. The effects of
initial pH (2.0–8.0) on the calcium ions adsorption by the RMCRs are shown in Figure 2d.
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The zeta potential value was correlated with the charge of the RMCRs and reflected their
adsorption characteristics. Here, we focused on the main functional group of RMCRs
involved in calcium ions adsorption, namely, the −COONa groups. This group could be
very easily ionized to form −COO− groups. The zeta potentials of RMCRs are shown in
Figure 3, with pHpzc values of 2.7. At pH = 2 (pH < pHpzc), the removal rate of calcium ions
was lower, due to the positive charge on the surface of RMCRs; thus, the electrostatic repul-
sion interrupted the adsorption of calcium ions. When the solution pH = 3 (pH > pHpzc),
the surfaces of the RMCRs acquired negative charges. Thus, calcium ions and resins are
attracted by electrostatic forces. Therefore, in the range of pH 2.0 to 3.0, the removal per-
centages sharply rose from 60.87% to 84.08%. When the pH > 4.0, the adsorption capacity
was basically constant, as confirmed by the pHpzc (zero charge points) and zeta potential of
RMCRs. At pH 8.0, the adsorption capacity of RMCRs decreased because the system could
present molecular agglomeration due to the number of intermolecular interactions and
induced precipitation processes or an increase in viscosity [21]. The supreme adsorptivity
for calcium ions was obtained at pH 7.0. Therefore, pH 7.0 is considered the optimum
condition and used hereafter.
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3.3. Adsorption Kinetics

The absorption data were investigated by the pseudo-first-order kinetic, pseudo-
second-order kinetic, and intraparticle diffusion equations to explore the calcium ions
capacity of RMCRs. Linear forms of equations of these models can be written as follows:

Pseudo-first-order kinetic equation [22]:

log(qe − qt) = log qe −
K1

2.303
· t (3)

Pseudo-second-order kinetic equation [23]:

t
qt

=
1

K2 · q2
e
+

t
qe

(4)

Intraparticle diffusion equation [8]:

qt = K3 · t0.5 + C (5)

In the above equations, qt and qe are the calcium ions adsorption capacity (mg·g−1)
at time t and equilibrium time, respectively; K1 (min−1), K2 (g·mg−1·min−1), and K3
(mg·g−1·min0.5) are the rate constants of the pseudo-first-order kinetic, pseudo-second-
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order kinetic, and intraparticle diffusion equations, respectively; t 0.5 (min0.5) is the square
root of the contact time; and C represents the boundary layer thickness.

The fitting results are shown in Figure 4a–c, respectively. The pseudo-first-order
equation explains the experimental data well compared with the other two equations,
and the adsorbed quantities calculated (35.60 mg·g−1) by this model are closer to those
determined experimentally (37.05 mg·g−1); thus, the main rate-limiting step of adsorption is
physical adsorption. However, Figure 4c illustrates the separation of the adsorption process
into two stages, namely fast adsorption and slow adsorption. Initially, calcium ions are
adsorbed onto the surfaces of the RMCRs; after the surfaces are saturated, they gradually
filter into the pore and inner surfaces of RMCRs by intraparticle diffusion until sorption
decreases to equilibrium. Therefore, the calcium ions in aqueous solutions adsorbed onto
RMCRs is a complicated procedure that involves boundary layer and intraparticle diffusion.
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3.4. Adsorption Isotherms and Thermodynamics

Adsorption isotherms facilitate the description of the interaction between calcium ions
and RMCRs’ surfaces at equilibrium. The adsorption isotherms at 328, 338, and 348 K are
shown in Figure 5. The qe of RMCRs increased with the concentration of calcium ions and
initial temperature.
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The isotherm data were fitted by the Freundlich and Langmuir models to investigate
the adsorption behavior. The experimental data of isotherm models are generally employed
to delineate by adsorption equations and can be written as follows:

Freundlich model [22]:

qe = kF · C
1
n
e (6)
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Langmuir model [24]:

qe =
qm · kL · Ce

1 + kL · Ce
(7)

where KF (mg·L−1) represents the Freundlich constant; 1/n is the strength of adsorption;
and KL (L·mg−1) and qm (mg·g−1) are constants correlated with the affinity of the adsorption
sites for RMCRs, respectively.

Table 1 summarizes the fitting results, in which the Freundlich and Langmuir models
depict the isotherm data adequately. N is related to the adsorption driving force and the
energy distribution of the adsorption sites. As shown in Table 1, the values of 1/n are
between 0.1 and 0.5, which indicate that the adsorption of calcium ions on RMCRs is
facile. As a result, the Freundlich model performed better (R2 > 0.99) for describing the
adsorption system in the range of concentrations and temperature ranges studied. Hence,
calcium ions are adsorbed as a heterogeneous surface of an adsorbent and multilayer. Some
heterogeneities on the surface of the RMCRs will take effect in calcium ions adsorption
because of the existence of carboxyl and the abundant pore structures of RMCRs. These
results further demonstrate the excellent promise in the removal of calcium ions by RMCRs
in the sugar industry.

Table 1. Adsorption isotherm parameters of calcium ions onto RMCRs.

Temperature (K)
Freundlich Constants Langmuir Constants

1/n KF
(mg·g−1) R2 qm

(mg·g−1)
KL

(L·mg−1) R2

328 0.4353 3.586 0.9974 25.75 0.05989 0.9088

338 0.4056 4.735 0.9957 28.79 0.1158 0.9313

348 0.4280 5.716 0.9954 30.13 0.2768 0.9282

At 348 K, the adsorption capacity of calcium ions increases, illustrating the endother-
mic nature of the adsorption process.

Equations (8) and (9) were applied to the experimental results and Kd values of
different temperatures to calculate the thermodynamic parameters (∆H, ∆S, and ∆G) [25]:

∆G = −RT ln Kd (8)

ln Kd =
∆S
R

− ∆H
RT

(9)

where R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J·mol−1·K−1). lnKd is plotted with 1/T, the
slope and intercept are acquired, and ∆H and ∆S are calculated; and the thermodynamic
parameters are listed in Table 2. ∆G values (−1.729 to −3.133 kJ·mol−1) were negative
at various temperatures, proving that the process was feasible and spontaneous. In gen-
eral, ∆G values between −20 and 0 kJ·mol−1 represent physisorption. The ∆H value
(21.29 kJ·mol−1) indicated that the process was endothermic. During calcium ions ad-
sorption on RMCRs, the positive value of ∆S indicated that the randomness between the
solid/solution interfaces increased.

Table 2. Thermodynamic parameters of the calcium ions adsorption onto RMCRs.

∆H
(kJ·mol−1)

∆S
(J·mol−1·K−1)

∆G
(kJ·mol−1)

328 K 338 K 348 K

21.29 70.18 −1.729 −2.431 −3.133
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3.5. Effect of Remelt Syrup Brix

The calcium ions removal at different Brix values of the remelt syrup was investigated.
As shown in Figure 6a, the removal rate of calcium ions decreased at 55 ◦Bx. Brix values of
the remelt syrup decreasing in remelt syrup can decrease the mass concentration gradient
pressure and viscosity. Brix values of the remelt syrup provide a power to overcome the
bulky transfer resistance of calcium ions between solution and RMCRs [26]. Hence, the
reduction in the initial remelt syrup Brix can enhance the interaction strength between
calcium ions and RMCRs. The reduction in the initial remelted syrup sugar content can gain
the interaction of calcium ions with the sugar content of the remelted syrup. Considering
adsorption efficiency, we selected 45 ◦Bx of remelt syrup in the subsequent experiment. On
the other hand, it also shows that RMCRs can adapt to the viscosity and pressure of syrup
and is suitable for the sugar industry.
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3.6. Comparison with Various Commercial Adsorbents

The removal rate of calcium ions on the RMCRs was compared with those on other
commercial resins (i.e., FPA 51, FPA 98 Cl, FPC 22 Na, FPA 40 Cl, FPA 90 Cl, FPC 14 Na, FPC
23 H, and FPC 22 H) (Figure 6b). The main physicochemical properties of the commercial
resins are presented in Table 3. The removal rates of calcium ions by FPA 51, FPA 98 Cl,
FPC 22 Na, FPA 40 Cl, FPA 90 Cl, FPC 14 Na, FPC 23 H, FPC 22 H, and RMCR were
12.54%, 27.26%, 33.25%, 34.61%, 25.15%, 90.82%, 91.65%, 91.48%, and 90.71%, respectively.
FPC 14Na, FPC23 H, FPC22 H, and RMCRs revealed the superior adsorption abilities for
calcium ions, suggesting that they would be excellent adsorbents for removing calcium
ions from remelt syrup.

Table 3. Physicochemical properties of the commercial resins used.

Commercial
Resins Particle Size (mm) Exchange Capacity

(eq·L−1) Matrix Structure Functional Group

FPA51 0.49–0.69 ≥1.3 Styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer −NR2
FPA98 Cl 0.63–0.85 ≥0.8 polymethacrylic acid R4NOH
FPC22 Na 0.60–0.80 ≥1.7 Styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer −SO3Na
FPA40 Cl 0.50–0.75 ≥1.0 Styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer R4NOH
FPA90 Cl 0.65–0.82 ≥1.0 Styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer R4NOH
FPC14 Na 0.60–0.80 ≥2.0 Styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer −SO3Na
FPC23 H 0.58–0.80 ≥2.2 Styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer −SO3H
FPC22 H 0.60–0.80 ≥1.7 Styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer −SO3H
RMCR 0.35–0.83 ≥0.3 polymethacrylic acid −COONa

Lead adsorption capacities vary depending on adsorbent properties such as structure,
surface area, porosity, and adsorbent polarity. Compared with FPA 51, FPA 98 Cl, FPA
40 Cl, and FPA 90 Cl are all anion exchange resins, and FPC 14 Na, FPC 23 H, FPC 22 H,
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and RMCRs are all cation exchange resins with superior adsorption abilities for calcium
ions, thereby showing that the polarity of the adsorbent is a key element determining the
adsorption capacity. Therefore, RMCRs with carboxyl functional groups are a potential
adsorbent in the sugar industry.

3.7. Regeneration

One of the important factors in evaluating adsorbent performance is reusability. After
the adsorption, RMCRs were regenerated with HCl (0.1 mol·L−1) solutions, washed with
deionized water until neutral, and used for the next adsorption experiments. The findings
are shown in Figure 6c, and the regeneration efficiency was successively regenerated eight
times. Even after eight regenerations, the RMCRs still contain a remarkable removal rate
(80.87%). Hence RMCRs can be repeatedly used for the removal of calcium ions from
remelt syrup.

3.8. Column Adsorption Performance and Models

Beyond the experiments already described, calcium ions from remelt syrup adsorption
on RMCRs was estimated on fixed-bed columns. Figure 7 shows the relationship between
Ct/C0 and throughput volume when the bed depth is 4.0 cm. The breakthrough point is
defined as the time when the effluent concentration reaches a percentage of the influent
concentration (C0), which is considered unacceptable, e.g., 10% (C/C0 = 0:1). For C/C0 = 0.1,
the number of bed volumes that pass through the adsorbent was 480 BV. The Thomas [27],
Yoon–Nelson [28], and Adams–Bohart models [29] are devoted to estimate the sorption
adsorption behavior.
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The Thomas, Yoon–Nelson, and Adams–Bohart model equations can be written as
follows, respectively:

Thomas model [27]:

Ct

C0
=

1

1 + exp(KThq0m
Q − KThC0t)

(10)

Yoon–Nelson model [28]:

Ct

C0
=

exp(KYNt − τKYN)

1 + exp(KYNt − τKYN)
(11)
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Adams–Bohart model [29]:

Ct

C0
= exp(kABC0t − kABN0

Z
F
) (12)

In the above equations, KTh, KYN, and kAB are the Thomas rate constant (mL·min−1·mg−1),
Yoon–Nelson rate constant (min−1), and the Adams–Bohart rate constant (min−1), re-
spectively; q0 represents the column adsorption ability (mg·g−1), Q is the flow velocity
(mL·min−1), and m is the mass of the RMCR (g). C0 and Ct are the calcium ion concen-
trations at the inlet and outlet, respectively (mg·L−1). τ is the time (min) required for
the adsorbate to breakthrough 50%. t (min) is the filtering time. N0 is the saturation
concentration of the bed (mg·L−1), and tb is the service time at breakthrough (h).

From Table 4, the breakthrough is more fitted with the Thomas model (R2 = 0.966).
According to Thomas model calculation, the dynamic saturated adsorption capacity of
RMCRs for calcium ions from remelt syrup was 37.90 mg·g−1. The calculated value was
close to the actual experimental results (37.05 mg·g−1). It was found that the Thomas model
could be used to describe the dynamic adsorption characteristics of calcium ions adsorbed
by RMCRs and predict the dynamic adsorption amount in industrial application.

Table 4. Model parameters for RMCR fixed-bed columns calcium ions.

Thomas Model Yoon-Nelson Model Adams-Bohart Model

q0
(mg·g−1)

KTh × 10−5

(L·mg−1·min−1) R2 KYN × 10−2

(min−1)
τ

(min) R2 Z
(cm)

N0
(mg·L−1)

kAB × 10−5

(L·mg−1·min−1) R2

37.90 6.440 0.9666 1.165 314.3 0.9666 4 484313 4.616 0.9638

3.9. Characterization of RMCRs before and after Adsorption of Calcium Ions
3.9.1. FTIR Analysis

The FTIR spectra of RMCRs and RMCRs with adsorbed calcium ions are shown in
Figure 8. The spectra show wide absorption peaks at 3410 and 3391.52 cm−1, which assign
to the O−H bond stretching vibration in the hydroxyl function groups [30]. The bands
at 2987 and 2937.93 cm−1 originate from the symmetry flex vibration of C−H bonds in
−CH2−, which are derived from the concatenation of carbonaceous species in RMCRs and
remelt syrup. Wavenumbers indicate the adsorption of organic ingredients deposited on the
RMCRs [31]. After calcium ions adsorption, the asymmetric −CH2− stretching vibration
shifts from 2987 cm−1 to 2937 cm−1, thus indicating interactions with alkyl chains of RMCRs.
The bands of calcium ions adsorbed on RMCRs at 1716.37 cm−1 (C=O), 1558.22 cm−1

(COO−), and 911.26 cm−1 (C−O−C) are assigned to the C=O in ester carboxyl or carboxyl
groups, which are attributed to the carboxyl group on RMCRs. This proved the interaction
of calcium ions and the –COO– of RMCRs. The wavenumbers at 1457.5 cm−1 (C−OH),
1418.3 cm−1 (COO−), and 1345.25 cm−1 (C−N) are due to the existence of proteins in the
remelt syrup [32–35]. The sucrose compounds and phenols characteristic bands include
1052.26 (C−O) and 3391.52 cm−1 (O−H). These peaks are due to polysaccharides from
remelt syrup [36]. The above results demonstrate that polysaccharides, protein, phenols,
and sucrose can also be adsorbed on RMCRs [36].
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3.9.2. XPS Analysis

XPS analysis was enforced to evaluate the elemental composites and chemical states
RMCRs and RMCRs with adsorbed calcium ions, which are shown in Figure 8. The
deconvolution of C 1s and O 1s peaks is also presented in Figure 8. The C 1s peaks of
RMCRs (a) yield three contributions, which are 284.8 eV (C−C), 286.6 eV (C=O), and
288.1 eV (COO−) [37]. The shift in the carbon signal at 286.6 eV to lower BE after calcium
ions adsorption is probably caused by the interaction of calcium ions with C−OH [38].
The peaks at 285.9 eV (C−C) and 287.4 eV (C=O) are related to sucrose compounds and
phenols from remelt syrup. For the O 1s of RMCRs (b), the peak at 531.3 eV is attributable
to C=O, that at 532.1 eV is attributable to C−O, and that at 535.8 eV is attributable to COO−.
However, after calcium ions adsorption, the peak at 532.1 eV shifts to higher BE, which is
caused by the interaction of calcium ions with oxygen atoms.

In Figure 8c, calcium ions are adsorbed through ionic bonding, thereby forming –
(COO)2Ca. The peaks of Ca 2p3/2 at 347.2 and 346.9 eV represent the bonds between
calcium ions and −COO−. The peak of Ca 2p1/2 at 350.6 eV is attributable to CaCO3 on
the surfaces of the RMCRs. In Figure 8f, the Na 1s peak height of RMCRs with adsorbed
calcium ions is lower than that of RMCRs; instead, the binding energy of Ca 2p at 346.6 eV
is identified, which indicates that the ion exchange between −COONa and calcium ions
contributes to calcium ions removal [39]. At the same time, it also shows that RMCRs have
a certain ion exchange effect on the removal of calcium ions.
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3.9.3. EDS Analysis

The energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis (Figure 8g) of RMCRs sug-
gests that the RMCRs contain carbon, oxygen, and a mass of sodium. EDS analysis
(Figure 8h) implies that RMCRs with adsorbed calcium ions contains a spot of sodium,
calcium, and potassium. Carbon, oxygen, and sodium come from RMCRs; potassium and
calcium are from remelt syrup. The EDS spectra of RMCRs and RMCRs with adsorbed
calcium ions suggest that the ion exchange may drive the uptake process of calcium ions.

The comprehensive analysis of FTIR, XPS, and EDS showed that the calcium ions from
remelt syrup were adsorbed on RMCRs in this work. RMCRs have a superior adsorption
effect on calcium ions and have great potential for application in the sugar industry.

4. Conclusions

This work investigates the potential of RMCRs for calcium ions removal from remelt
syrup. The results show that the maximum monolayer adsorption capacity of calcium ions
is 37.05 mg·g−1 at a resin dosage of 4 g·L−1, pH of 7.0, temperature of 75 ◦C, and contact
time of 10 h. The removal rate of calcium ions from remelt syrup by RMCRs is 90.71%. The
adsorption of calcium ions on RMCRs is pseudo-first-order in proportion and conforms
to the Freundlich isotherm model. The adsorption process is endothermic, the adsorption
process is physical adsorption and involves weak chemical bonds, and the analyses of FTIR,
XPS, and EDS prove that ion exchange occurs during the adsorption process. The Thomas
model describes the dynamic adsorption well. Compared with commercial resins, RMCRs
have a superior removal rate for calcium ions from remelt syrup. In summary, RMCRs
can be used as adsorbents for removal of calcium ions from remelt syrup, and potentially
useful in improving the quality of remelt syrup and reducing or eliminating the use of
chemicals in the sugar industry.
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